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INTEODUCTION.

All that the play itself tells us about its author is that he
is Mrigarajalakshman Bhatta NSrSyana; and since the name
is mentioned in the prelude just in the fashion wc might expect

on the analogy of other Sanskrit plays, it is but reasonable not
to doubt the authenticity of that name. Who this Bhatta
NSrayam was, and about what time in the history of Sanskrit

literature he lived and wrote are questions requiring investiga-

tion and solution.

Bhatta NirSyana is not one of those authors whose dates

have been establi^cd with certainty directly, or indirectly by a

synthesis of such scraps of information as are derived from

inscriptions and coins or other reliable sources such as accounts

of contemporary events or events of immediate past, written by

foreign or Indian chroniclers known to sober history. The only

sources of information in his case are a body of tradition

preserved in Bengal in what is called the Vangargja Ghataka,

which is, after all, of recent origin and not very trustworthy, and

certain lists of Bengal kings which, whatever their value may be

so far as they go, yield very meagre information about the period

with which Batta Narayana's name is associated, bound up

with that of a ruler known to tradition by the name ol Adisur.

Various attempts have been made, on the one hand, to identify

the Bhatta NfirSyana of the Ve^amhSra and the Bhatta

NaraySna of the half-mythical story, and, on the other hand,

to determine who this Adisur was, and when and over whidi

part of Bengal he ruled. After going through the whole mass

of facts and arguments marshalled by critics in this connection,

one cannot help feeling that the whole question is still left

much in the domain of mere conjecture and nothing is decided

with anything like certainty. But so much may be said in

favour of those attempts that, putting all the results together,

it is possible to obtain some conclusions w^hich surely have an

air of probability about them and need not be rejected in the

absence of any trustworthy evidence to the contrary.



These conclusions may be summarised thus* :i that Bhatta

NSrSyana was originally a native of Kanauj^ but, under some
circximstanccs or other, emigrated to Bengal and became

domiciled there along with other Brahmans, enjoying the

patronage of the reigning sovereign; that he thus came to be the

fotmder of one of the Bengal Gauda Brahman families of the

present day, whether the Tagore family or some other cannot be

determined with certainty
; t that the double title prefixed to

his name, namely, Bhatta (a Brahmanic title denoting great

learning) and MrigarSja (meaning a lion and corresponding to

Sinha and thus forming a non-Brahmanic title connoting valour),

creates a puzzle as to the poet's real caste ; that the king whose

protege Bhatta N^^iyana was, ruled at some period before the

accession of the Pala dynasty but how long before is uncertain .*

that as the establishment of the Pkla dynasty is known to have

taken place early in the eighth century (dr. 730-4 oA.D.)4

The royal patron of Bhatta NSrayam and for the matter of

that, Bhatta Narayam himself belong to some period not later

than the first quarter of the eighth century and probably to the

seventh century ; that he belonged to some sect of orthodox

Brihmanism—it may be even the Bhagavata or the Pkneha-

ritra sect § perhaps—and* lent his co-operation to the King in

reviving the Brsdimanic system in Bengal in opposition to

Buddhism.

As remarked above there is no positive evidence to con-

tradict any. of these condusions and they may be accepted

tentatively. I may howeve, take occasion to point out here

that Mfigar&ja as a Sanskrit word denotes ' the moon, also

besides denoting ' a lion ' and would, thus, be equivalent to
* Chandra, though I must confess that I am not able to carry

my speculation any further as to the significance of the title

*. V. A. Smith's Early History of India P. 366 and ' The
Brahmanas and Kayasthas of Bengal ' by Babu Girindranktha

Dutt chapters i & 2.

t- L. R. Vaidya's Introduction to N. B. Godbole's edition

of Venlsamhgra pp *12-19.

J. V. A. Smith's Early History of India pp. 366-367.

§. L. R.Vaidya's Intro, to Godbole's edition of Venisa:

hkra pp, 32» 33> 34* 35-
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thus interpreted in determining the caste of the poet. Again

when a poet states his surname or title, he generally states it

directly, and not indirectly by paraphrasing it; thus, for instance,

Bhavabhuti gives his title ' Shrikantha

'

directly instead of using any periphrasis. Judging by this

analogy, Mrigarija in its ovm form might possibly have been

the title or surname of Bhatta Niriyana I but what modem
name corresponds to it, it is not easy to say, nor perhaps neces-

sary to say, any more than in the case of Shrikantha. The
truth is that the point is yet undecided.

The next thing that I have to say relates to the theory

that it is in accordance with the Pknchariitra system of theo-

logy that the poet represents the sentiment of piety in his

play, I do not at all think it impossible that the verses referred

to in this connection (verse 23 of Act I, and verses 43 and 45 of

Act VI.) should have been written by any orthodox writer with-

out necessarily belonging to the PkneharMra sect though, of

course, the ideas expressed therein may, indeed, somehow be

made to fit in with the knowm tenets of that sj'stcm. L. R.

Vaidya’s interpretation of the compound etc.

especially of the part * * * appears to me far-fctched»

though it must be admitted that even without straining the

meaning of any part of the stanza one may well urge that the

thought as a whole need not be incompatible with the P&ncha-

Tkitti teaching.

Let us now turn to another line of investigation about the

age of our author, a line which by its nature is bound to lead

to more reliable results so far as it goes. This mode of inquiry

consists in tracing, on the one hand, the earliest writer who
quotes from or refers to the author under inquiry and, on the

other hand, the latest writer whom the author in question

quotes from or refers to, and in thus fixing the two limits bet-

ween which the author must necessarily lie. But along this line

too we are not able to push our inquiry far enough to ascertain

the precise date of our author. Bhatta Nariyana leaves only

one play the Venisamhkra and nc» other w'ork besides. A
dramatic work belongs to a class of literature with which writers

on poetics are most nearly concerned' Accordingly we find

•. L. R. Vaidya’s Intro. P. 34. For my opinion ride notes.
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that several writers on poetics from the latter half of the eighth

century downwards have drawn on the Verfsamhira along

with other plays for illustrations. The oldest among these

writers are Vimana and A'nandavardhana. Both these have

quotations from the VerisSmhra the former in his Kivyl-

lankkrasutravritti * and the latter in his Dhvanyiloka. t

A'nandavardhana, the author of Dhvanyaloka, is known

from the Rdjalaratigtni, to have lived under the Kashmirian

king Avantivarman, in the latter half of the ninth century,

(355-883 A. D.) t. VSmana the atithor of -the Kdvydlankara-

ti^avriUi is believed to be anterior to A'nandavardbana on

the ground that Abhinavagupta (who wTote in the last quarter

of the tenth and in the first half of the eleventh century §

his Lochana. a commentary on the Dhvanynloka) remarks in the

course of his exposition on a certain verse,

etc. that the verse is dted by the author as an instance of

according to Vkmana's view, and of according to

Bh^aha's view. ^ Thus according to Abhinavagupta who is

only a century or so removed from A'nandavardhana, Vkmana
wrote before A'nandavardhana, that is, before the latter half of

the ninth century. And if the tradition of the Kashmirian
Pandits be believed, as Dr. Buhler** and Dr. Bh^dirkartf

* ' f^gf^ ^fr^aRTt quoted

as illustration for the* figure of speech page 58

‘qf^ under the Sutra

5, 2, 81.

t
‘ etc.' as an instance of

page 225 qjrsqirreT V\;, etc.' as

an instance of which consists in

page 80 ibid
; 'jfl zj: etc.' as an instance of

which does not require long compounds

page 81 ibid.

{ V. A. Smith, Early History of India, page
R&jatarangint vi. 34.

§ Bfihler's Kashmir Report P. 66.

II W page 37;
•• Kashmir Report page 65.

ft Pi xviii of Preface to Mdlatfm^dbava 2nd ed.-

344 and
A ^

t



arc inclined to believe, this V&mana is probably to be identified

with the Vkmana who is mentioned as one of the ministers of

Jaykpida (779-813 A.D.).* Thus Vimana lived in the latter

half of the eighth century. By-the-bye it may be remarked
that as Vimana quotes Bhavabhuti who flourished under the

Patronage of Yashovannan, King of Kanauj, known to have been

defeated, about the year 740 A.D.t»by Muktiptda Lalitiditya

of Kashmir, it follows that this Vimana must have lived later

than the first half of the eighth century and cannot be identified

with Vimana, the author of the K^shik^vritti which cannot

have been written later than 650 A .D. I Now Vkmana not only

quotes from Ventsamh^a but even defends his grammatical

deviation in P- 44. as already

referred to in a foot-note, thus evincing the same respect for

him as for Bhavabhuti and other writers who were old enough

to be regarded as classical. Our author, therefore, cannot be-

long to any period later than the first quarter of the eighth

century and probably belongs to the end of the seventh century.

He may, perhaps, be a contemporary of Bhavabhuti but

probably lus senior.

In the Dasharupaka of Dhananjaya who flourished under

the poet-king ,Munja, of Dhkri (972-95 A.D.) §, and who, there-

fore, must have written his work in the last quarter of the

tenth century, the Venisamhfira is so continually ^d under^

contirbution for illustration that it is possible to study, in that

work, the complete development of our play, as also, I think

of the Ratnkvali, through every stage. In Mammata's

Kavyaprakdsha there are numerous quotations from Ventsamhfira

(in the seventh Ullisa alone there are no fewer than eleven

stanzas quoted—Vide. D. T„ Chandorkar's edition) ; and Mam-
mata’s date is given as about 1100 A*D. 1f

It may be pointed out with propriety here that, besides

the works on poetics, there are other works of no mean anti"

iv. 497. Kashmir Report pp. 64 and 65.

V. A, Smith's History P. 345.

Macdonell's History of Sansekrit Literature pp. 43 .

432 '

§. V. A, Sm^'s History, p. 365.

j [ t cdounell'ii' History of Sankrit literature, p, 434,
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quity which also presuppose the existence of Vei^ainhSra as a

classical drama. Thus Kshlraswimin, a learned commentator

on the Atnarakosa, who seems to have written his work about

the firet half of the eleventh century has many a quotation

from the Venlsamhira. Again, Rijashekhara who is spoken

of in the somewhat^chatty prelude to the Bala Rdmayam (st, 17

and 18), as one admired by Shankaravarman, the Kashmir
King, (883-902 A.D. Smith's History, P. 344). and as the Guru

of Maheudrap^la, King of Kanauj, ttiat succeeded his father

Mihira Bhoja, about the year 890 A.D,* is generally taken as

belonging to about 900 A.D. f He is the author of four plays.

Bala RdmdyaM being one of them. In this play we find that

the poet betra)^ in his style the influence of many a play of

an older date, and the Ve^amhSra seems to be of the class.

The fact that our play is on the same footing with Bhavabhuti's

plays in the emulation of that poet, is a proof of the high classica-

lity with which distance of time coupled with special merit

must have invested the work. An instance or two of this at-

tempt at imitation on the part of Rijashekhara would not be

out of place here. In the Bala Rdmdyana, RSvan in one of

his vociferations is made to express himself thus ; ‘arownST-
etc.' (Act VIII, 57 ): it is not possible

to deny the strfidng resemblance of this expression to the

j (Act HI. 34) of the

Venisamhgra. Again Parashurima's words '?i:

^ etc.' (Act IV. 57)—one can hardly resist the impression

that here we have an echo of ‘ ^ HWcT-
(Act III 24 etc.’) of the Venisamhira. I am tempted to add

one more thing concerning the relation of the Bala Ramayana
to Venisamhkra. In the Vishkambhaka to Act I, of tlie former,

which is a dialogue between and an aside is

put in the mouth of which runs thus : ‘qqgg

^ 1 ,
QHJTrf^r^IcTRT ft Now this appears to

me something like a reminiscence with such modification as

the context requires of

• V. A. Smith's Hist., pp. 350 an 361.

t Macdonell’s History of Sanskrit litera

P
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Venfsamhira, Both the contexts are con-

cerned with setting forth the made of procedure in the perfor-

mance of the duty of a spy. This parallel from the Bala
Rdfftdyaf^ would appear to lend support to our reading and
interpretation of the corresponding lines in the Venlsamhira.
I do not deny the possibility of both the authors having deri •

ved the idea independently from a common source.

Neither the dramatic quality nor the poetic quality of the

Venisamhcira is of a high order, but this does not mean that the

play does not deserve the great popularity it enjoys. The
altercation scene of the Third Act is a Masterpiece of

dialogue ;
but at the same time we have a most ondramatic-

trait in the tedious account of Sundaraka in Act IV. The play

exhibits also a pretty good variety of character sketches and the

contrast between Bhima's noble and lofty manner of humouring
Draupadi in Act I, and Duryodhana's sensual and frivolous dal-

liance with Bhinumati in Act II, is very striking. The chief

women of the play, Draupadi and Bhknumat! are represented

as ideal wives, phantoms of delight to their husbands and yet

creatures

not too bright or good

For human nature’s daily food ;

For transient sorrows simple wiles

Praise, blame, love, kisses, tears and smiles.’’

The nature of the contrast between Karna and Ashvatftgman

has been indicated in the notes. Dhritarkshtra’s cowardly fears

for his son and ignoble meekness under defeat coupled with

readiness to advise the employment of treacherous means

against the enemy serve as a foil to Yudhisthira’s half-diffidont

trust in his brother’s valour, and readiness to put an end to his

existence rather than live behind his brothers in disgrace.,

Chkrvkka is the villain of the play who practises his villainy not

on his own aoooimt, but in the interest of his employe^

yodhana.

Our poet's style while generally characterised by a certain

force and \^our is often vitiated especially in prose passages,

by long and sometimes ill-formed compounds, clumsy sentences,

and redundant phrases. His poetry has not much of lyric

beauty.
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NOTES AND TRANSLATION OF
VENISAMHAR.'

—Wherever there is a reference to a commentary, it

Should be understood as a reference to the ctjmmen-

tary of Shri Apphsbhstri Uhshivadekar.

ACT I.

According to a well-known convention of the Sanskrit drama*
the author opens the play with a Nandi, which, in this case#

consists of three stanzas. 5TF2cr is derived as
'

meaning ' (it is so called) because deities rejoice at it/ and it is

defined as '
l <TWT-

vrF^i% ir meaning ' a Nandi is properly so called when it

contains a glorification of gods, Brahmins, kings or the like, toge-

ther with benedictory words/ ST^^nT^TCSrfJrqT gives

the convention about the length of the Nandi, So a Nandi may
consist of eight or twelve padas and when we remember that

a pada means cither a word or a quarter of a stanza, we shall

see what a difference there may be in length between the shortest

possible Naiuii and the longest. In the present case, as noticed

above, it consists of twelve quarters of stanzas or three stanzas

and is, therefore, of maximum length. For a Nandi consisting

of twelve padas in the sense of ' twelve words ' compare^ I U of the

Uttarardmaebarita.

But it is worth noting that there are many plays whose

Nandis do not conform to this convention as to length. Kilid&sa,

for instance, does not observe this rule : the Nandis of

his plays are of any length but that prescribed. This fact

shows that the convention about the length of the A^'an^fi as

embodied in the line quoted above is probably of a later origin

and did not e.xist joerhaps in the time of Kalidisa and other

classical writers who seem to have taken no cognizance of it in

the construction of their Nandi.

St. Ij- (
STfT TT^

)

5^, vni gwimf



0 BhaUa Hurdyanti'^VenisafHhdta

—The iwo hands held side by side and slightly

hollowed. Comp. Marathi ^rrTO.

yq7pyf 3r^n%;—Quantity of flowers contained in an

Translation Here these Bowers, l3ring in the hollow form-

ed by the two palms, which are all full-blown and which, con-

stuiucntly, have their juice stirred about by these bees, notwith-

standing their being warded off, and which thus look as if they

were lined, on the inside, with the raj's of the moon,—Maj'

these flowers, as they are being scattered about here at the

feet of the divine Vishnu, bring such success to our performance

as might gratify the eyes of this assembly 1

5^* In which the buds

are all opened.

;— which tlic juice is

stirred about.

St. 2, to

sRnKfimiTOPr stgror: f: swrrj \

—Angry for very sport, angry with

sham anger, offended in the course of amorous sports.

TrS> -A kind of dance in a circle, danced by Krishna

and the Gopis,

^ Having renounced all interest in that

dance. ?T?TT^ &c.— cTTOT:

^ ^ Who proceeded, setting down his feet on
the footprints of Rkdhikii.

—In whom the bristl*

ing of hair-the phenomenon of the hair standing on end-
has appeared ; of course, on account of a sudden trans-

port of joy experienced on setting down his feet on
R^hiki's foot-prints.

ZFpPj :—Act of conciliating, attempt to conciliate.

aigtniT;—^Not trampled upon, hence not frustrated, not
ed, gwr is past part of §5, to trample upon.

7'r»ft5^t*on :—The unbaffled effort to conciliate (TTftfW)

tie part of the enemy of Kansa (that is, Krishna) who was at



Ad I,XoU$ & Translation 3

last looked at bj^ his beloved witli a pleaded look on the occassion

when Riidhikd having got offended in the course of amorous
sports on the sands of the Kalindi, walked away all tearful, re-

nouncing all interest in the dance called R^a and Krishna forth-

with set off in pursuit of her, and as he trod upon the foot-prints

of Ridhifci, his hair stood on end (through transport of love).

—

May that successful effort to conciliate on tht- part of

Krishna lead you on to prosperity !

(Or to render the verse a little more freely,)

May the success of Krishna's effort to conciliate (Radhika)

in that he w'as at last looked at by his beloved with a pleased

look on the occassion when Radhika, having got offended in the

course of amorous sports, walked away all tearful, renouncing

all interest in the Rasa dance and Krishna forthwith set off in

pursuit of her, and as he set down foot after foot on the foot-

prints of R&dhikk, had his hair standing on end for very trans-

port of amorous delight, lead you on to prosperity !

St. 3,

ffff; HR: 2nri H. With whom a quiet soul is the most

valued possession.

Who quiet-

ed the fears of their wives.

Translalion :—May that god Shiva prutcci youl—the gocl.

who, at the time of the burning of the cities constructed by the

demon architect. was gazed upon by the goddess, Parvati,

wi h a loving look, by demonesse.s with terror and confusion,

wondering what the phenomenon meant, gazed upon with feel-

ings of pity by sages witli whom quiet and peace-loving hearts

are of the very essence of existence, gazed upon by Vishnu with

a smile, by demon warriors with arms taken up in proud

defiance while at the same time allaying tb<' panic of their waves,

and by gods with satisfaction.

Three mighty demons rendered |K)Werful by a boon won with

austere penance, got three strongholds constructed by the

demon architect, Maya, and, by means of these, set about mo-

Icst'ng the whole universe. None but the god Shiva could

destroy these cities. He set them on fire and, at the t rrilic
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scene, he was regarded by different parties with different feelings.

He was beheld by Vishnu with a smile, which signified that

Vishnu wondered why Shankara made so much fuss about

burning the three cities which were but a straw to him.

The author employs the artifice, as dramatists often do, of

conveying through the subject-matter of the Nandi an indica-

tion of the nature of the action in the play itself. Thus in the

second stanza Rlidhk's sulking and Krishna's pacifying her

suggest Draupadi's long smarting under insults without redress

and Bhima’s eventual soothing of her wrath by effecting the

long-sought revenge. Similarly in the third stanza, Shankara’s

pcrfonnancc of a terrific feat of revenge and his being gazed

upon by different parties with different feelings, allegorically

suggest Bhima’s accomplishment of terrible revenge on the

demon-like Duhshasana and others and his being then regarded

by different parties with different feelings. For a detailed

explanation of this allegorical application of the stanza, vide

commentary.

—Enough of this prolixity. eTci used idio-

matically with the instrumental with a prohibitive force.

St. 4 If: ^i%cT?r5i: ^ sTtfror

^ To 1)6 drunk

with the hollow of the palms held side by side, (the

efpra), namely, the ear,

aira’*T— (’CsTr^p:) e:, ^—Free from
passion, ixissionlcss.

wr^OT— ?!wt; ( ^nfrnor; ) ^ ?r:, trq—Free from
darkness or ignorance.

—The name of Vyasa, He acquired the com-
]x>und name from the circumstance of his being ^tor,

that is, of a dark complexion, and also that is,

born in the island of the Yamunk, the \vord

being derived as 9T2R ^
shtfr;/ ^ ItTFR;.

I bow to that Vyasa, so free from all pus^iou aud all ^uor-
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ance. who manufactured the ucctar called the Mahibharata, to

be drunk with the cavity of the hands, namely, the cars,

P. 2.—St. 5. anr \

Here a new composition will be strew’cd before you like

another quantity of flowers out of the hands
:
please, pick up

the slender beauties, however few and far between, as bees pick

up particles of honey (from the flowers).

This description probably refers to the fact that

bore in all likelihood, some such distinctive family name as^ erw—Who bore distinctive

designation, that is, the family name or surname, There
• are still families in Bengal bearing the surname, f%5, and some

of these may be descended, perhaps, from Bhattanarkyana’s

family.

The commc*n tutor's explanation of this epithet is rather

ingenious. ^ is a prefix denoting high learning.

as the name, of the play is explained either as

f>cf According

to the former interpretation, the name refers to Draupadi's braid

of hair having proved the cause of the destruction of' the

Kauravas. According to the latter interpretation, the name
refers to the fact that Draupadi's braid of hair, hanng been

rudely handled and dishevelled by Duhshasana. was eventually

re-arranged by Bhima vnth the blood of Duhshasana whom, he

had recently slain.
m

&c.-So I request you to pay atten-

tion to this performance, whether out of regard for the labours

of the poet or out of reverence for the lofty story of the play

or out of curiosity to sec a new play acted.

cTwrci:.

;7T3^
^c5J<nr5T—Actors in general.
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&c, Let all things be put into readiness so that

notliing be left wanting ; let, for instance, the different

kinds of musical instruinents be properly arranged or

disposed. Let all such operations as the disposition of

musical instruments be commenced at once and nothing

left wanting.

is used adverbially.

:—Four kinds of musical instruments; (i) ^

stringed instrument such as the harp or the lute ; (2)

a drum
; (3) a wind instrument such as a

flute made from a bamboo and (4) an instrument

like a cymbaL

jt:—May mean (i) By sages and gods, for

means a god ; or (2) by conspicuous sages, for at

the end of a compound means ' Chief of,'

&c. Oh joy ! The divine Vishnu, that

wields the power of creating, sustaining and re-absorbing the

whole universe, has this day done a great favour to the whole

Bharata family-nay. to the whole body of princes—in that he has

personally been acting as messenger negotiating for peace and

has thus been instrumental in e.xtinguishing the great fire of

world-*dcstruction, namely, the deadly fight between the

Kaurava and the Pkndava princes.

* As a peculiarity of this season, there descend

on earth flights of geese with beautiful feathers, uttering sweet

notes, beautifying the quarters (in the course of their migration

from the Mknasa lake) and indulging in all manner of w'ild

activities through joy.

This is the ostensible meaning of the stanza but the words
suggest another meaning which is inauspicious to contemplate

and which is the one that presents itself to the listener m this

case. That meaning is

:

The sons of Dbritarashtra who have strong supporters or

partisans, who are honey-tongued^ who have won over all the

quarters for who have realised all their ambitions, for ,
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may be either Slum wm: (r^:) or (sn^rO

eTRn: ( ) qi ] and who are indulging in all manner of

lawless activities through arrogance, must soon lie prostrate on

earth in the ripeness of time. the present tense, must,

in this case, be taken as denoting near future.

?TT^ I l Sin be allayed ! Evil br

averted ! etc.—In my desire to describe the

autumnal season, I happened to use the word to denote

geese ; so what signifies your pious wish as expressed in
"

P. 3 'ST ^ I ®- it ^^ I

To tell the truth, indeed.

St. 7 Mft'oit »Tvr%H ;n^i
r^iJrarl'vrHgf: ^F«r: *T5P5 i

May the sons of Pkndu rejoice in company with Krishna,
.

the fire of their feeling of hostility being all quenched through

the reconciliation of their enemies ! May the sons of Dhrita-

r^htra together with their servants scUle down to peace, divid-

ing the territories among those attached to them and having

their war for ever ended.

Here again there is equivocation and the o

suggested is :

—

!• inous meaning

May the sons of Pindu rejoice in company with Krishna, the

fire of their enemity being quenched through the annihilation of

the enemies ! May the sons of Dhristarhshtra together with

their servants go to dwell in Heaven (t.tf. die), decorating the

earth with their blood and leaving their bodies stabbed through

and through

!

STSJW* (i) Reconciliation {2) annihilation or death.

(l) IRT./w^ H:

Or, according to Nigoji Bhatta, (a^
Hlf^f ) »T: ff. By whom the earth (that is, the different

provinces), already well-affected, is further won over completely.

This appears to be Nhgoji Bhatta's interpretation. He seems to

take tew as attributively qualifying 57: and a^rWrfr as predi-

catively qualifying ; but in this case, the collocation of the xnea-
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bersof the compound ought rather to be5lHTf^^^ig?r:. Nor can

both the adjectivs, ^ and JRTlf^Wr be taken as qualifying

»j;, predicatively; for^^
(

2|’: is absurd.

(2) srarr^r Hi

(1) 9^5 Sl'Tt

(2)

(1) 9^ ft«i?rr:.

(2)

In the latter case the Visarga of m: is legitimately dropped

before PT.

I Oh wretch of an actor.

St. S. Dare you express the wish that the sons of Dhrita-

ristra may live in peace and happiness, while I am alive, not-

withstanding that they have attempted against our lives and

against our wealth by putting us into a house of lac and setting

fire to it, by poisoning my food and by tempting us into the gam-
bling hall and notwithstanding that they have pulled the hair

and the clothes of the wife of the Pindavas ?

5T- Drinking us up all, as it were,

with a glance characterised by a fierce frown worn on the

broad forehead.

fe: JTSf prmr-. 1

Here ends the UFTWHT. Bhima takes up the last words of

the^jT^^in substance and enters the stage, ruminating upon
them in anger. A that employs this mode of introducing
the play by a character overhearing and repeating the last w^ords

of the prelude, is technically called wra[r?T. It is also adopted
in the Mudr^r^kshasa though with a slight difference w^hich,

however, makes that srFTTWT not exactly a but an 3?ST^I^
anotherJcind of s^rfHT. There are other kinds of 5IFfr^*n, such
as and WTdPra. The of the Shkkuntala
is, for instance, where the first character enters
immediately after the qspiTT has directly announced his

appearance.
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• • > III a persuasive tone. repeats the Sutra-

dhara's utterance with a tone and gestures calculated to bring

out the ominous meaning of the stanza.

P* 4- —^Tauntingly, in a tone of irony.

—Fit to be treated with.

St. 9. ^ fJrw H ^

If the King (3f5ri?<) were not to restrain or prohibit, which
of your younger brothers would forgive the sons of Dhritarkstra

that have given us provocation at every step ?

IkT^RT:—

^

who have given offence or provoca*

tion, who have actively fostered hostility,

St. 10. ^ STO cT^r err^? h

t

*

With regard to my enmity with the Kauravas which, indeed

grew up while yet I was a child, neither our worthy brother

nor Arjuna nor you two have been the cause. Bhima
shall'angrily break up the peace as he did the chest of Jarasan-

dha, which healed up again (as often as it was split) ; do you

restore it (as best you may).

The argument is that Bhima's enmity witli the Kauravas is

all his own and none of his brothers is really concerned in it.

That is reason enough why he should not agree with his brothers

in their policy to make peace—why he would have his own way
and pursue the policy of keeping alive the enmity till he should

have his revenge upon the enemy. •
.

- -

*
"s

—Jarisandha was a Kshatriya.tog born with a

body, not whole and sound, but lying in two parts asunder.

The two parts were joined into one by a Rkkshasi, n<med Jark.

The result was that Jarksandha thenceforw'ard carried a sort of

charmed body and when Bhima split his chest into two, the two

parts flew together and formed into one; till at last Bhima

came to know the secret and he cast the two parts of the body

crosswise, instead of allowing them to lie side by side and then

the slaughter was final.

2
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&c.—Do you Ulk of our worthy brother feeling,

perhaps, aggrieved or pained ? Does he know what it is to

be pained or when to be pained.

St. ?pii^ e|i ^
wn^r: i «Tgi%?TRT^^
•ww 3?: ^ ^ 5(1^ I *r^ fe#^ I

After having helplessly looked on P^chkli in that

plight at the royal court, we sojourned long in the woods, wear-

ing bark garments, in the company of hunters. Then we dwelt

at the court of Virkta, incognito, engaged in the most unworthy

occupations. And yet our worthy toother caimot feel aggrieved

against the Kauravas ; while he is pained when I.am filled with

resentment.

—We remained unknown or efiectually

disguised by undertaking or resorting to most unworthy occu-

pations.

?f5T Inflamed with a rage of long growth.

St. 12 rrsrr^
JT«T « Jini tTB Pm: \

*T^<5r— «f^0TT »T^ ^TlfoRTrwi^.

*1^ 3Bn%m ilir «:

Translation :—I confess I shall remain plunged in the sin of

disobeying your bidding. I confess I shall stand exposed to

censure even among my younger brothers who have remained

so loyal to their duty. But all the same, you shall not be my
elder brother nor I your obedient servant for this one day while

I freely brandish my gory mace and go about slaughtering the

Kauravas.

is another reading and makes fairly

good sense but the metaphor is far-fetched. The meaning would
be ‘ plunged in the water, namely, the violation or transgression

of 'your bidding.*

^ITTT occurs twice and means, in each case, ‘ granted tha^

admitting that
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who maintain their moral rectitude.

STTHF &c, are past participles not to be understood in

their literal force but as denoting immediate future

about which there is no uncertainty.

«Tr|rr^:, obedient, subordinate, tractable.

A
quadrangle enclosed by four buildings.

P. 5- To be taken leave of.

51^ with err is also used in this sense.

Wn lo take leave of Pinchkli

too does form part of my business This consideration deter-

mines Bhima amid his wavering as to whether he should pause

at the quadrangle or turn to the arsenal where his more immediate
business lay. Dramatically this prepares the ground for the

coming dialogue between Bhima and Draupadi. which is the

principal scene of the First Act.

—You can yourself bear witness

how our worthy brother is afiBicting us with his solicitude to

make peace with the Kauravas.

qRR3=5rfitqT^=Piease wait for

the arrival of PknehMi.

Bhima sa5rs the name frwr in puts him in mind
of ?OTr and his meditation for peace, and takes occassion to in-

quire on what terms the peace is proposed.

^5^Sqq?^;—Loss of spirit, degradation of power or

prestige,

^ my heart trembles, indeed,

at the very thought etc.

St. 13, erw dqftr qqr

Translation :—^That high, awe-inspiring warlike spirit which

once characterised the King has been parted with, too, by him
(among other possessions) in gambling with dice on that noto-

rious occassion.

participle from the casual of f

.

eyes covered with

a veil of tears continually welling up from
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St 14.

Translation :—Here this P^chW, behaving like the rainy

season, will indeed fan into flame the peculiar fire resembling

that of lightning, which has this day been kindled in our elder

brother.

Belonging to lightning.

P. 6. is the name for attendants to xise in addressing

their royal mistress. ^ is similarly used.

: ( ^ «Tg«T5 M <s:.

Who is constantly at enmity with the Kauravas.

nrm^lH^r/cr. Even this neglect brings me
consolation ; even this repulse is fraught with consolation for me,

a«rYi%S]==Detennination, resolution.

St. 15. Fi?T mmJr 1 ^
iwi% ^ ^VRifir 1 ^ \

Translation :—Shall I not furiously slaughter all the hun-

dred Kauravas on the battle-field ? Shall I not suck up blood

from DuhshlisaDa’s chest ? Shall I not pound Duryodhana's

thighs with my mace ? Let your king make peace for considera-

tion.

tm;—Any stipulated concession in money or territory

—For the sake of such a concession.

This interpretation appears to me more natural though the

other interpretation suggested by the commentator deserves to

be considered also. According to this interpretation, denotes

a certain coin and Bhima ridicules the idea of a treaty being

negotiated for the sake of five villages, saying that the King may
make peace for the sake of a which is, after all, what the

villages are worth. Tins is, in my opinion, rather far-fetched.

Bhima really ridicules the idea of peace being made for any sordid

consideration ; for hi.s own part, he would have nothing short

of revenge.

&c.—

^

A compound is so named in Sai^krit when it cannot be rele-

gated to any of the recognised classes of compounds.
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I Thesp words of thine are,

indeed, of a kind never hitherto heard by me ; so do repeat them
once more.

p. 7 - yTSJcMW m —You have
taken the message as if it were meaningless or without
signihcance.

^ —^Tiere lies the significance of it, pray ?

St. r6. Translation:—Give us the four villages,

and and any fifth.

etc I So this demand for villages by
their specific names and the non-mention of the fifth by name
signify, to my mind, emphatic mention of places signalised by
grievous wrongs done to us, such as. administering poison,

burning the house of lac and decoying us into gambling.

^^l<i*fH==Bringing to prominent notice, emphatic mention.

When turned out from the Pandavas betook them-
selves to At Bhima was poisoned. At
the Pkndavas were tempted to gamble. And at they

were put into the house of lac and fire was set to it.
.

^T€rt=Vehemcntly, with vehemence, or proudly, ma-
gestically.

^ I This mode of procedure will,

on the one hand, reveal to the public a heart shrinking from the

thought of the extinction of our owm race ; on the other hand, it

will prove to the world the irreconcilableness of the Kuru

King.

St. 17 ^
WsrSiqf?! l and 550^?}/^ are both causals. •

Translation

:

—Extirpating the enemy’s family in a fury is

what makes you feel ashamed in public ? The pulling of j'our

wife’s hair in an open assembly does not make you blurii ?

*rr Idiomatic use of the Aorist in the second person

with the prohibitive particle «Tr and the temporal augment’

dropped.

—Denominative from Delays.

^ t How long is it now since

her ladyship arrived 1
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P. 8. ^ h
anger is stirred into violence.

,

5?^—I have cause to be angry when you
are indifferent and paasive, not when you are resentful.

Consider yourself as one

whose insults arc all avenged ; depend upon it that your honour

shall be redeemed, that your disgrace shall be removed.

—Sad, dejected.

St. II.

Translation :—Or rather, what is the good of her communi-

cating to us (the cause of her sadness), since the sons of Pkndu

living and not being absent abroad too, the Pkneh^ princess

continues in this wretched plight ? (referring, specially, to her

disordered hair, at which he is looking according to the stage

direction.)

St. 19 . arftirJi; pwrt

?r«vriJi?i I

Translation :—Who is this, acting the part of a moth to-

wards this conflagration for burning down the whole Kaurava

race, (namely, the speaker Bhima, himself,) by touching this

Draupadi with her unloosed braid of hair as by touching the

dark line of smoke (proceeding from the conflagration) ?

Here and lie unhapply mixed up and thus some-

what obscure the meaning;

The idea, expressed in the form of a plain simile, is :—Who
is this, courting death at my hands, (Bhima speaking of himself

as a conflagration for burning down the whole Kaurava family,)

by laying a violent hand on Draupadi with her unloosed braid of

hair, just as a moth courts deatli in a conflagration by rashly

flying into contact with the dark column of smoke rising from

the conflagration ?
t

There is a pun on the word —it means Draupadi and

means also * dark ' qualifying

—Oh 1 that is a just ground of

resentment for the Queen. Oh I well might the Queen resent

this ; there is reason enough here for the Queen to be angry.

;\Vhos<i
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P- 9- ( ^ng^wrr ), m.
With a glance at her attendant, looking significantly at her
attendant.

20. ^nnt rg ^

Trans/oiion;—Women's natures grow to be like their hus-

bands' by their constant association with them. A creeper cling-

ing to a poisonous tree, though sweet in its own natxirc, acquires

the property of deadening all sense.

casual of g^, to faint or swoon ; hcncc means
to cause to sWoon, to bring on a swoon, to induce unconscious-

ness. The use of the Atmanepada here is rather arbitrary on
the part of the poet.

3.nd are joined to the word
in the sense of a cluster, a rich mass of hair.

• • •* So long as your hair is not untied, how
will our Queen's hair be tied up ?' The tying up of Draupadi's

hair into a braid depends upon the fulfilment of Bhima's vow to

kill Duhsh^sana, the outrager of Draupadi's modesty and, with

hands coverd with his blood etc. Thus the destruction of the

Kauravas must precede the tying up of Drapaudi's hair and that

means the untying of Bhanumati's hair. Thus Draupadi's attend-

ant's retort is expressed indirectly and this indirect mode of put-

ing an idea constitutes a figure in Sanskrit called <T5fnfh5ir.

Bhima expresses his approval at the retort as one coming

fitly from the mouth of his attendant and, at the same time, feels

himself called upon to expedite his revenge that the talk of it

may not degenerate into an idle boast. He, therefore, assures

Draupadi in all seriousness

-

St. 31. ^
#

«TfWci;, ^ ewt: g^r'wpr. Of

Suyodhana whose pair of thighs shall be pulverized by a

stroke from the terrible macc brandished furiously with

throbbing hands.
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• qrftiT:— ^ ^
- Bhima whose hands shall be red

with the greasy, co-agulated and thick blood.

Translaiion ;—O Queen, this Bhima shall, ere long, decorate

your hair with hands gory with the fatty, co-agulatcd, thick

blood of Suyodhana whose pair of thighs shall be crushed by a

stroke from the terrible mace brandished furiously by my throb'

bing arms.

Denominative from the noun

P. 10. Draupadi never doubts Bhima's seriousness of pur-

pose or his ability to cany out his resolution. What she fears

is his brothers' reluctance to support his resolution. Sahadeva

promises this support on behalf of all the brothers. A noise

behind the curtain draws the attention of the parties on the stage

to what turns out to be such a change in the course of events as

is welcome to Bhima, being favourable to his wish for a desperate

'fight mth the enemy.

St. 22. nd-

* (iF«nffe«rzrr)

WT:,^ gdffJr ^ Grave as

the sound of the Mandara mountain reverberating in the caverns

that were filled with the w^atcr of the ocean when it got rough in

the process of churning Or ^^.gdf : may be

disolved as

Producing a sound deep as tlie sound of Mandara as it

kept spinning with its caverns inundated with the water of etc.

—amid the confused sounds of many drums
and kcttlc-dru^.

is thus defined:— ^rO^TcRTcTFr^ l

€piT^r?T; ^ 3^^ I There is said to be ^f^yrRRT when
thousands of large drums and hundreds upon hundreds of kettle-

drums are simultaneously beaten.

The word
1̂^ here probably means drums of various

Idnds ; w'ould thus mean the simultaneous beating of

fiiany drums and thcncc the confused sounds produced by such
beating.
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=5^:— fret

u -iJTtprqzr:, ?n?rt ^hrg:, ^ ’^z;. Stunning as

(the sound that would accompany) the mutual clashing of

assemablages of clouds of world-destruction (if these are sup-

posed to be) thundering amid the confused sounds of countless

drums simultaneously beaten. In this rendering
'

is construed with in etc. But it may be
construed as «?[ in which
case the meaning would bci-which, amid the confused sounds

of countless war-drums, produces a sound as terrific as that of

etc. In this case wc must suppose that there were intervals of

countless other war-drums being simultaneously beaten, dur-

ing the while that the mighty spoken of was being beaten.

—fwinrr: a sort of harb*

ingcT to announce the approaching wTath of Draupadi.

The portentous wind of world-destruction (called

forboding the coming destruction of the whole Kuru race.

WWT. The fellow of the echo of our war-cry.

TransUUion:—Who can be beating this war-drum, sounding

grave like the sound of the Mandara mountain reverberating in

the caverns that were inundated with the water of the ocean

when it became agitated in being churned, and stunning as (the

* sound that would accompany) the violent collision of assemblag-

es of clouds of world-destruction (if these are supposed to be)

thundering amid the confused sounds of countless drums simul-

taneously beaten,-which drum is a sort of harbinger to announce

the approaching wrath of Draupadi—which is, as it were,

the portentous wind of world-destruction foreboding the

coming destruction of the whole Kuru race—and w'hich resem-

bles the echo of our own loud war-cry ?

Offended by his partiality for the Pindavas.

fSrcinan35 5^35 1 «ri^

cTH OTm:,^ I Breaking away from the Kaurava camp,

leaving it unconscious by visiting upon it the overpowering

lustre of bis universal form which he revealed (for the purpose

of producing that efi^t).

3 .
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-To seize; to capture.

-Disgracing, dishononring.

You having thus

overstepped all bounds of morality, the wrath of the PJindavas

must intervene only as the visible instrument (of your ruin.)

Your own unrighteousness has doomed you.

St. 23. erq-; , irrql$«rrg5ji%cTcT*fr-

Rnrq;, (^iPt>T:) q 3qr[§qT qr

^ 915 3^1^ n‘f5i«r: aiq 1

anc^lTOJTT:, arm: w ^ wwrntrr:. With whom
the inner self is the sole resting place ; who find their place of

recreation in the inner self.
«

—fqffdr Who have

concentrated or focused all their interest on (the one pursuit of

practising) such absolute mental abstraction as transcends all

relativity.

is distinguished into and or, which

is tlie same thing, and

is the lower stage of mental abstraction while PlT«r-

is the higher stage. In the while there is

abstraction enough to effectually withdraw the mind from the

external universe, there still lingers a consciousness of indivi-

dual self. \Mien this consciousness also vanishes and there-

with the relation of the cognising subject and the cognised

object, it is KmPT.

cfjra: ^r:

Who have dissolved knots of ignorance by a profusion of

knowledge.

ff. Who have settled down firm-

ly in the quality of goodness ; who are firmly established in

the quality of goodness.

Translation :—How is this fellow, (Duryodhana), blinded as

he is by infatuation, to recognise this ancient God, whom great

sages discover as, a mysterious being lying beyond all regions of

darkness and all regions of light ?—sages who find their place

of recreation in their own inner self, who have made it thc:r one
business of absorbing interest to practise that higher kind of

abstraction which is divoit^ from all relativity who
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have dissolved knots of ignorance by an exuberance of know-
ledge and who are firmly established in the quality of goodness,

is another reading for it docs not

make much difference in the meaning, tf: Who
have set their hearts upon the one business of etc.

V 7 f7i5=Beyond all luminaries or worlds of light.

P. II, is used in the sense of ;
what is our

worthy brother about or what is he doing ?

is not a proper form of address to he applied to a ^55-

The reading is, therefore, better as remarked by
the commentator.

it

n ^ aw?f
^t^r. Whose mind shrinks from the thought of violating the

vow of truthfulness.

form from Checked or mitigated,

T^— aw or

5"^ g-F-r «(7rlgc
i??;

Translation :—Here this fire of wrath belonging to Yudhis-

hthira, kindled long since on the chip of wood, namely, gambling,

by seizures of the hair and garments of the Princess, which

fire was hitherto checked with effort by the king whose

nature shrank from the thought of violating the vow' of truth-

fulness and which, tranquil-soulcd as he is, he even tried to

forget from a desire to secure peace foV his family—is now

yawning wide {fast gaining strenth and spreading widly) over

the forest, namely, the Kuru race. ^ is not a happy

combination—not at any rate in keeping with the elaborate

details with which the metphor is set forth. We should rather

expect some such word as or

The idea of the stanza, stripped of the mataphor, is:

—

Yudhishthira’s anger, which was first roused, on the occasion of

gambling, by outrages committed by the Kaurar' i brothers on

the modesty of Draupadi by pulling her hair and garments, but

which he hitherto suppressed lest he should be breaking his
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pledges at the gambling and which he might have wholly for-

gotten in the interest of peace for the jvholc family, is however,

now venting itself in all its violence upon the Kauravas.

^?Ti Let this

fire of our worthy brother's wrath spread on and on with unim-

peded progress.

—With its progress not arrested

or impeded by an3’’thing.

—Deep as the thundering of a cloud belonging

to the time of world-destruction.

The comparison of the drum—to the —thun-

dering—of the cloud is not quite logical. Nor can the want of

logical consistency be explained away by taking as deno-

ting ' the soimd of the drum/ for, then, the verb^TT^SRl would

not fit in. To make the whole expression logical, we should ex-

pect some such form when
the explanation would be

The expression as it stands must be render-

ed as if it were cquu^alent to the expression just given. Such

a lack of logical coherency in expression is to be met with

oftener than once in this author. There is another instance of

this very kind in stanza 22 above.

To Draupadi's inquiry why the war-drum is being beaten

with such unusual frequency Bhlma replies humorously that a

sacrifice is in progress. Draupadi in her naive simplicity won-
ders what sacrifice it can be and Bhima takes occassion to gloat

over the idea of the impending fight under the metaphor of a

sacrificial performance. - * It is a military sacrifice/ says he.

Translation

:

—^We, four brothers (leaving out arc

the four ofiBciating priests (frcir, and arjir); the

divine Krishna is the director of the various rites : the king

IjfW/BC) is the sacrificer initiated for the performance of this

sacrifice of war; his wife (namely Draupadi herself) is the partner

that has entered on the requisite vow of pure life (wearing un-

braid^ hair and the like) ; the Kauravas arc the beasts to be
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devoted as victims ; the soothing of the pain of insults, suffered

by you, O beloved, is the rew’ard sought ; this drum, therefore, is

a drum of triumph sounding loudly to invite the princes.

—rsRTT^n: ot-

HwrcTT BTCT ^ ^TT^cT; , a Taddhita derivative with

the suffix

—A prince, a member of the Kshatriya caste.

Past participle of used adverbially,

?I«rT—loudly, lustily.

The compounding of jpirir^ with here is a fault of

expression (called W^T^?f2frn). The author evidently intends

to connect the idea of the sacrifice of war, not merely with the

king as the sacrificer newly initiated, but wdth every part of the

description—with the four brothers as the four priests, with

Krishna as the director of rites and so on. should have

stood as an independant word, free to be construed with each

statement.

JnTMRT: and so on. As itis, the phrase goes

with only and cannot grammatically be const-

rued with the the rest.

ft «3^ ^ object of btr-

or e?3?:v adverb modifying To

achieve such deeds as our valour is capable of, to acquit

ourselves as w'dl as we can, to put forth the best that lies in us.

P. X2 —Benediction, expression of pioiis wish*

ftfJircrTT^ What good can there be in

any hollow re-assurance now ?

St. 26.
W

?n»rt ^ With his countenance rendered

pale by shame and the pain of insults (offered by the enemy).

yet dispatched .all the Kauravas without a single one

among them surviving.
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TranshUion :—You shall not again sec this Bhima without

his having slaughtered all the Kauravas nor shall you see him

bearing a countenance pale with shame and the torment of

insults from the enemy.

a peculiarly formed word:—It may be treated

as a Taddhita derivative with the suffix from the base

which must be taken as a noun : where

Rg'ifmust be taken to mean ‘ lustrelcssness/ 'dulness/ 'paleness.'

The fire of whose wrath is kindled by the

insults suffered by me, Draupadi.

h ff. who neglect the

safety of their own persons.

Do not move about on the battle-

field, negligent or reckless of the very safety of your persons,

(as you are apt to) now that the fire of your wrath has been

kindled by the thought of insults undergone by me.

3nmTT#3Twnnf?r a*rr

' One must move with great caution in the midst of the

enemy’s forces.' For this idiomatic use of the potential passive

participle to express a general precept of conduct, 'Compare

in the Shffkuntala, i.

St. 27. ^ TT^

ffFf 'Fhe sons of Pandu arc proficient in

moving about in the mid-water of the ocean, namely, the

battle-field—they are proficient in moving about in the thick

of fight.

The rest of the verse is a rerics of compounds qualifying

(Mid-water of ocean) where the mud consists of the blood, the

fat, the flesh and the brain substance of elephants mangled by

their dashing violently against one another.

«r^ra: Wher the. gallant

foot-soldiers over-ride the chariots lying half immersed (in the

pools of blood and flesh.)

( *. c.
)
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<Ti%T^ Where headless trunks dance to the

music of the trumpets, namely, the inausjncious female jackals

yelling in the midst of a flock of fellow-creatures assembled to

drink the rich supply of blood. Translaiion of the whole stanza:

—

The sons of Pandu are expert in moving about in the middle

of the ocean, namely the battle-field, where the blood, the fat,

the flesh and brains of elephants tom to pieces by violent

mutual collisions, constitute the pcr\’ading mud, where the

gallant foot-soldiers step over the tops of chariots that lie im-

bedded in mires of blood and flesh, where headless trunks dance

to the sound of the trumpets, namelj’, the ominous jackals

yeUing together in a bodj' when assembled to feast upon the rich

supply of blood.

The description here is full of disgusting or sickening details

and is, therefore, in keeping with the sentiment or the senti-

ment of the terrible which is intended by the author to

dominate the present situation.

ACTIL
P. 13. is thus defined : f?}

An old Brahmin whose duty is to patrol the harem and who

is possessed of several accomplishments and is skilled in manag-

ing every kind of affair, is called a Kanchukin. He is, therefore,

an attendant on women's apartments.

From (having performed) the customarj' duty of bowing

to the feet of the Queen-mother.

—Customary duty, established form of etiquette.

^ 5T The

connection of the latter clause with the former is not gram-

matically clear enough. The meaning is obvious:—Let Queen

Bhanumatl be inquired for ; I mean, let it be inquired whether

she has or has not returned after the customary duty of bowing

to the feet of the Queen-mother.
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h> This ^jectivc furnishes the ground of congratulatiop.

* Our generals that have recently slain have to be

congratulatfd/

This mention of Duryodhauu’s intention to congratulate his

gcncrak on the slaughter of which had been accomplish-

ed in a manner not at all compatible with the established rules

of honourable warfare, is the first artistic touch towards the

delineation of that prince's low unprincel)' character.

So I must go with haste and this shows how potent His

Majesty's bidding is, since, striken dowm as I am with years, irjy

dance in the harem, is a mere matter of form. The Kanchukin

means that he is so uttcrl}^ disabled by age that though he is on

duty in the harem, his attendance is a mere matter of form and

nobody expects him (o render any active service, such as run-

ning on an errand. But on the present occassion, the King

has entrusted him with an active duty and his bidding sponta-

neously evokes such respectful obedience that even the Kan-

chukin cannot help going on his errand with quick steps in spite

of his infirmity.

«ri Or rather why should 1

find fault with my old age, since, in the ease of all attendants of

harems, the costume and the mode of behaviour to be adopted

arc just like mine, adopted to the peculiar nature of their duty.

chamberlains, attendants on

women's apartments.

for or adapted to

the peculiar nature of the duty attached to the post.

But a simpler interpretation of the sentence might be ob-

tained by understanding the word in its more common
sense of ' customarj'/ ' usual Thus the meaning would be :

—

In the ease of all chamberlains, this (the speaker referring to his

own kq and 5*gr) is the customary costume and mode of behavi-

our, (irrespective) of age.

St. I. sr«rT 3^: JT ^ wnrfSRf,

W ^ ^ wier f^r (a^) f% aw i
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* I never looked up though possessed of eyes ; even having
hc^d things, I (made as if I had) never heard them enough or
distinctly (lest I should get into trouble by indiscreet disclosure

of secrets) ; though able-bodied, I leant on the staff supplied as

part of my duty ; I never walked (straight on) impudently,
having to be on my guard against all possible varieties of blun-

ders (in behaviour). So my life being thus held in complete
thraldom by the circumstance of service, what mischief is tliere

indeed wrought by old age ?

Every misery of his life, says the Kanchukin, is already

entailed by his condition as a servant and old age has entailed

no new misery on him.

3T^^^adj. to rather than adj, to IHTT from

^ is not a satisfactory explanation.

3!ffe: would mean * the stick or staff prescribed as an emblem of

the office.*

^I%^fort%^is not a p^jUi ccading. For then the infini-

tive would have to. be with ^ era and the sentence

grammatically would be ^TraJ^; but the nominative

form, ery occurs nowhere in the verse while the instrumental

IFTT occurring in the third line fits in with every other predicate.

In every case almost, the predicate is a past passive participle and

in place of brings that predicate too into harmony

with the other predicates. For a similar reason is

better than ^qrarwr^. We must not tamper with the original

text but where different readings are found wc may discriminate

and choose such as appear satisfactory and are at the same time

not exposed to the suspicion of being interpolated emendations.

I differ with the commentator as to the construction to be

put on the first line of this stanza. The commentator construes

it as w* sr H wrafSRRC

He takes with 'g and 'g%:’ with treating the

indeclinable as equivalent to the adjective and quoting

his authority for so doing. He appears to be driven to this shift,

perhaps., partly by the consideration that ’ and *
sftS

*

as both modif5dng would, in some manner, involve re-

dundance, and partly by the consideration that ' not seeing what

passes around’ is,- in his opinion, perhaps, a more intelligible

point of resemblance between an old man with his sight wcak-

4
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ened and a Kanchukin not looking about in order to avoid all

suspicion as to his having a prying habit. But " not looking

up * is an equally intelligible point of resemblance since an old

man bent down- with age is not able to lift up his head, while

the Kanchukin dare not hold up his head for fear lest he should

appear deficient in modesty. As for the other difficulty, it is

easily got over by taking ' ^ with 'sr

whose life is mastered or held in bondage by the circumstance of

service, whose life is sold to service.

—^This talk in the air or conversation with an absent

party supposed to be visible to the party on the stage but not

to the audience is a device often employed to carry forward

the action without introducing a scene or a dialogue which does

not promise to be lively or interesting. The party on the

stage generally makes inquiries and repeats aloud the answers

which he or she pretends to receive, that the audience may
be enlightened on what is transr^g^.

to be 1.0'nstrued with

^ Hf.
* Having entered

on a fresh course of pious observances from a desire to ensure

victory to her husband’s arm on the battlefield.

—Past pass. part, of casual of ^with
’ Accomplished, completed, performed.

about your business.

—Though a woman.

he is still indulging in the pleasure

of the company of his ladies of the harem, though bis enemies,

the sons of Pandu, are already up in arms and aided by Krishna

whether even in themselves they are formidable enough or not*

Here is another touch in the picture of Duryodhana as a

morally contemptible character.

part

instance

?rw 5#: «TPr ^ «i4 »fNr:

) JjTtT: I
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us<d idiomatically with the ablative

—

Ever since the time he first l)egan to wield arms.

'TCg: Whose battle-axe was
never blunted or impeded in its operations.

Vrftd:—Past pass, part* of casual of Laid low

or prostrated.

Fatigued with defeating many veteran

archers on the enemy's side.

gj* «r3: ^TFT

bow had been cut off by the enemy.

W'bose

Translalion :—The fact that Bhishma, here, has been pros-

trated with arrows by the sons of Pandu causes him no anxiety

-Bhishma, the vanquisher even of that renowned sage (Parashu-

rima) whose axe was never impeded in its activity ever since he
began to practise the use of arms. While he is mightily pleased

at the slaughter of Abhimanyu who was a mere boy fighting

single-handed and already fatigued the labour of over-

coming a number of veteran archers on the enemy's side and

deprived of his bow which was cut off by focmcn.

P. 14. is thus defined

is an interlude between two acts performed by one

or more characters of middle rank, (^r^^nn^T's) in which case it is

called g5ft^wpi),or by characters of middle rank and the lowest

rank together, in which case it is called
;

it is employed in order to indicate briefly any events that have

happened or any events that will form the subject of representa-

tion in the immediate future.

In the present case, the tells us of the fall of Bhisma

and the slaughter of as bygone events and prepares us for

the coming scene displaying Duryodhana's frivolous dalliance

with his Queen.

With your courage so utterly lost ;
so completely dis-hcartened;

Why do you allow yourself to be so cruelly tormented by mental

anguish, getting so completely disheartened*
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which is ominous.

' (^li)—By counteracting or reversing

the effect of the dream. The present participal adjective is

used idiomatically to denote the purpose of the action denoted

by the predicate, Let us resort to the remedies of

3Hif«r and in order to counteract or reverse the

effect of the dream.

—Happy in the consequences.

frnjisi sn ftr:, ?r ertnrrRaj :

JTi?rr sfWf I

Translaiion :—An injury inflicted upon enemies, whether

surreptiously or openly, whether by oneself or by another,

whether serious or slight, bestows supreme satisfaction.

P. 15. Mf 5TSt?T?IT—Our soul has bloomed,

as it were ; our heart swells with joy.

St. 4. ^ Tnis^jroTt jtt Iw

Translation :—We shall deserve the same praise that was
due to the sons of Pkndu when the aged Bhlshma was slain by
them by putting Shikandin in front.

H^ciWll-With a look of embarassment, with astonishment.

Jf JUTHT ^^rrpnftr—This is not what I mean
; but I

submit my remark in the sense that we have never hitherto

witnessed the failure of your valour.

The Kanchukin sees that the king does not relish his plain

speaking and so temporises by recourse to flattery. His words
may have a double meaning. He may mean :

' .We never here-

tofore witnessed the failure of your valour ; but now for once we
see your chivalry fail in the dishonourable fight to which your
generals had recourse in order to. kill Abhimanyu.’ While, the
ostensible meaning of his remark may be ;

—
' We have, nev«

<
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hitherto witnessed the failure of your arms and therefore it is not

strange that Abhimanyu has been killed/

The king takes the ostensible meaning and falls to ranting ;

but, by an ominous slip of the tongue, says the reverse of what

be means.

St. 5. 'mfScT:

!r 1

• • • *

Translation :—The son ot Pindu shall ere long slay, in

battle by strength of his arms, Suyodhana together with the

whole retinue of his scrv'ants, his kinsmen, his sons and his

brothers.

He should have said
* * instead of ' qr>f5?r:

a correction made by the Kannchukin presently in

answer to the king whose attention was drawn to the error by

the Kanchukin's ejaculation and prayer.

sqRnFSZI—Without U

Jr JTJT:—i

uneasy; so I am ill at ease.

is made

—Here is the Balodyana garden just in front of you.

The remaining words are long compounds qualifying

fgirrai shr: ?ri: ( ) Where
there is a bed of flowers formed by the lovely shephalika plants

when shaken by the wind, very cold on account of (its bearing)

particles of frost.

^5ften: = Shaken, waved. = Lovely. I perfer the

reading to • w^^T^/ For can qualify

, only if it means flowers instead of the plants and then

ygiTRt SPR: ^ would involve some re-

dundance of expression. The meaning, however, would be :

—

'Where there is a bed of flowers supplied by the Shephalha

flowers that have dropped .down from their stems, being rude-

ly shaken *by the wind &c.'

«rT¥rf|m: gnrm ft ^ Hwmf
WTiere the beauty of

the dark-green creepers is outdone by lodhra flowers that are rosy
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like the reddish cheeks of fair damsels. Or it may be ^

being an abstract noun from The mean-

ing would be:
—

‘ where the dark-green beauty ((probably, of the

back-ground consisting of the foliage) is out-done by the

flowers &c/

w I Which is cool and fragrant with great abundance of

full-blown kunda flowers.

jnTOnfTraririfraHr or w®it?r^,which looks

the more attractive at this morning hour.

P. l6. St. 7. 3«^: «»T

«T?55r: "raf^

(=9if^«mi% ) I

STT^

The interiors of which are granulated with the juice mixed with

frost.

55^^, Opening at night.

^r^rf^cTT^r-M^ipr fimr: gf^i:, ^
^nfil ^ ?(l^: Il«r: ). Revealed

by the deep fragrance issuing from the interiors of buds newly

opened by the rays of the sun.

Translation The bees, having dropped down on the ground

along with the night-blooming flowers with their inte-

riors granulated with the juice mixed with frost, now fall upon

day-lotuses brought to their notice by the deep fragrance pro-

ceeding from the interiors of the buds newly opened by the rays

of the sun.

The idea suggested indirectly is, according to the commen-
tator that the bees ungratefully desert the flowers that supported

them till the moment of their fall and seek newjflowers in a
thriving condition. Where in this way the imputation or

rational or purposeful behaviour to an irrational creature of

thing is indirectly implied in a description, there is said to be

the figure But in the present case, the words em-'

ployed in the description do not, in my opinion, unmistakably

ifnply such imputation and therefore this is not a clear case of

It is a plain description of a phenomenon in nature,

fancied or real. , . j
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The king’s attention is caught by another feature of the

morning scenery and he contemplates it in a light that bespeaks

a sensual mind.

St. 8. ^
RliT^r:

( ^RT*. ) f^^:, *R<TfttT??WT«WPrnRRr:

STf^;-5pTWT: 9TR«^ 3TF?Tf^ WlsrPf, sftw: ( 5??n: ) That entered through the net-

work of the edges of petals now stretched outwards at the com*

mencement of the blooming process.

5a»n:— ^*1*

il«Tt )
whose pigment of rich fragrance

applied to the body is now but slightly visible. The coating of

pollen dust covering the body of the drone is spoken of as its

and it is now but indistinctly visible, because most of

it has been rubbed off by the caressings of the swcct-heart

during the night.

5TOT— ijf fpair.mn

The bed in the interior of the lotus now full-blown.

Translation :—Here these drones are quitting, along with

their mates, their bed in the interiors of day-lotuses now full-

blown, being roused from thcii sleep by being touched, like so

many kings by the rays of the sun penetrating through the

meshes formed by the borders of petals stretched wide on ac-

count of the blooming process (of the flower) having commenced

;

and their pigment of rich odour (namely, the crust of pollen

dust covering their bodies) is but indistinctly visible (most of it
I

having been rubbed ofi in their nightly dalliance with their

sweet-hearts.)

Here there arc all the elements of except that the

imputation to the drones of another’s experience and behaviour

(those of kings in the present case) is not suggested by implica-

tion but directly expressed by the insertion of the ph:

. Without the words , the figure would ^
with them it is OTJTf, not

—Close upon your heels.

Wr. With my mind wholly with anguish.
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—Screened by this Jietwork of creepers.

Talking secretly or confidentially.

Confidential talk.
‘

Duryodhana, m-
deed, does not deserve your resentment.

(f%) «rfiT3^ ;r ^

turnings from side to side during breaks of sleep.

3r?^[??riR^viT De-

based to the extent of engaging in wanton talk with other women.

Translation :—Have I been guilty of loosening tlie grip of

my arms round your neck through carelessness ? Have you not

been, this day, honoured by me sufficiently by lying face to face

with you, in the repeated process of turning from side to side

during breaks of sleep ? Did you see me in dream so far de-

bauched as to be talking wantonly with another woman ?. O
beloved, what fault have you found in me who deserve, at your

bands, to be rebuked like a servant (if found guilty) ?

for would make some difference in

meaning, which, however, need not to be dwelt upon.

Duryodhana's thoughts, as expressed here, are full of naus-

eating sensuality.

P. 60 St; 10. tTsmr tni

3^ »T^raswn?t 1

Whose heart rests upon me as its sole resort.

This is evidently the force of the compound but the position

of before renders the compound difficult to explain ex-

cept by sucli device as is resorted to by the commentator, who
explains as meaning and quotes his authority for

that meaning of the word One other \vay to explain this

compound seems possible, though this too is by no means satis-

factory. It is this s ^ ^r:
where means and thence «r»r??nTritt by a

rather unjustifiable stretch ; thus would mean ‘ having

a mind solely given to;’ ‘ having her thoughts exclusively rest-

n
4
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ing upon/ Lastly — ' with her thoughts

exclusively resting upon our support and favour/ To be true to

the intended sense, the compound should have the form'

The plural is not in keeping with the sin-

gular occurring later in the same verse.

^ «Tc^:
Where jealousy is excited by love.

lady, whose heart rests upon me as its

[y herself fancied some slight error in me
in which jealousy has been excited by love,

angry with me—^all the more so owing to

e of my being so dear to her.

^ (^); then with the Taddhita suffix, de-

noting possession, the form is arrived at;

I Possessed of a beauty of form

surpassing that of celestial beings.

4^^ 3TraT became eager

and my heart was ravished at the sight of the ichneumon-

The ambiguity of the word as meaning both an ich-

neumon and the fourth of the Pandavas occassions great misap-

prehension, though for a moment only, in Duryodhana's un-

steady mind, especially on accoimt of the circumstance that

Duryodhana does not know yet that BhSnumati is describing

only a dream and no adventure from real life.

—Have I been deceived then by
this wretch (apparently )so deep in love with the son of M&lri ?

Completdy attached to the

son of M£dri.
4

' What will you say

now, you who jn^de so much of youiself though cuckolded all

the while by an unfaithful wife ?' Can you hold up your head

now ? ^ f or Fb Rs JT is also read in place of f%

The interpretation which can be put upon the sentence

then is:-' You who hitherto thought so highly of yourself though

cheated all the while by an imfaithfuluife, how many things

would you not say now—-how many things would you now

5
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widi not said—ho^ many things would you faun un»y now ?’

You would wish you had not said the many boastful things

that you did say,
•

• f

• It was for tWs very purpose

that this lady sought solitude so early in the morning and is

displaying such solicitude for a confidential talk with her com-

panions. But Duryodhana, ignorant of the inner working of
m

the vicious woman’s heart wandered far from truth or laboured

under great delusion.

A lonely place or solitude.

. ^ w-

Unacquainted with the true character of the vicious woman's

heart, not knowing of what stuff the vicious woman’s heart is

made.

woman vitiating my acceptance of you for wife, vitiating my
marriage with you.

The other reading is or

^nSJBT or <Tlg55r ^ where means lawfully ' wedded
wife.

•
‘ 0 sinning wife !’

The first reading is better;

• p. i8. St. II, qn- g^: ?Ri. ^Tr^, qrcqri%,

5S(^ w 'srmr, ijq thi:, qfSr ^nr-

% <RTr:; tJcTci: ^Tqq; I

How marked was your timidity in my presence I while such,

are the adventures (of which you are capable). What praise you
bestowed upon our person 1 while such is your predilection for

transgressing the bounds of modesty.' What courtesy yoU lo-
wered upon me, a silly credulous fellow I while you can show such
ingenuity in your mode of wantonne^. in what an illustrious^

pure family you claim your birth ? While so deep is the scan-

dalousness of your (induct. • •

"

%

i& derived from and means ; but it

means also the opposite of it means (i) a public

scandal or (2)
scandalous act or conduct and, with reference to

this sense, the derivation of 'the wwd is a puzzle.

— Overstepping the limits

6^ conjugal fidelity,'
ft ••
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^7^ —Such is your delight (in transgressing &c).

—Boldness, immodesty.

ancr ^r 5tom% i

finiH nz} ( )
^TW; (eTfiranr:) ^1% ZZJ FTT^f. In such a manner as to

disclose your whole mind unreservedly owing to long-formed

familiarity.

Tramlaiion :—0 wicked-souled woman, are you not asha-

med to tell of your shameful deed to-day before the ve^ friends

to whom you used to speak, in secret, of your enjoyment of

amourous sports with me with such freedom as to disclose your
whole mind without reservation owing to your long-formed

intimacy with them ?

?rpr—Bold or audacious enough to assault another's wife.

—*njfrScf^r^ afw— That wretch of

a son of Midri, the accursed MkdrI’s son.

rather

this wicked-souled woman herself must be punished W-
—'TPf 5fr«i ^TT. Habitually given to sinning, sinfully

disposed.

(sWftRir:) Blend^ with the sound of

struments played upon at day-break.

By the sound of the music of harlots,

* In a conjecturing or surmising manner, in the

manner of one that guesses or conjectures. " - -

Does it follow then from her words that ‘ she was awakened

'

that it is after all the vision of a dream that she has described ?

^ doiiht will

be cleared up by her friend's reply.

P- 19 ) Great alam, hence

darily, ( )
anythin,' causing gr^t*alarm.
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cf^”^(rTf^?Pfni7“Whatcver there is here

( in this dream), causing serious alarm—^let,that be wash^ off

with the water of rivere like the Ganges.

f5T: (iffTO^T:) ; or, as the commen-

tator dissolves the compound, 5?IT: ^ ;
in this

case the^ compound is like

dull-witted as 1

am, I formed a wrong impression about the whole thing, I mis-

understood the whole thing.

P. 19 S. 13. f^CTT «?? oi^3d 5ra54f wl ncf: f^wr

inn ^ ^ «nfdn, f^in nt

nm (irginift), ^ «nrin 1

•r^: ?rwrf^. Through anger provoked on account of the

deception due to (Bh^umati's account) being but half heard.

Whose mind is silly

or fahious.

Inf. from SRIHR, casual of f with srfir. In

order to convince or carry conviction.

f^OTT—^ indeclinable used in the sense of * luckily

,

' happily,' * fortunately/

—In the middle of her narrative.

Tramlalion :—Lucky it was that I did not step forth (into

Bhinumati's presence) in the heat of the passion aroused on ac-

count of the misapprehension caused bymy having but half heard

(Bhanumati's account) ; lucky it was, too, that I did not angrily

utter anything harsh while yet her narrative was but half

finished. Happy it was that Bh^numati did go to the end of her

story so as to bring the real state of things home to me, silly-

minded as I am. Fortunate it is that the world is not made
devoid of her through a false accusation against her.

Duryodhana means that he was about to lay a false charge

at her door and send her out of the world ; but that luckily this

did not happen.

—Falsely accused or vilified.

Happy or aiispid^ us ; of good, omen ; auguring

well. c*

0
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*' Foreboding ill ;• of bad omen ; angtrring ill.

—^Warding off,
(
of course the party sought to be

kept out of hearing
; in the present case such party is Bhinu-

mat!). This stage direction is to be understo^ more htcrally

than one is apt to imagine at first sight. The party wanting

to make a secret communication to another so as to prevent a
third party from hearing, actually holds up the palm of the

hand with a certain configuration of the fingers so as to form

a sort of screen to shut out the third party from view and

hearing. For a definition of this stage direction, cf. I

g srerwff i

As.remarked by the commentator, the reading assigning the

speech-aside to and together is absurd and probably

spurious, though it is adopted here because it is found in a ma-
jority of the manuscripts and printed editions used in fixing the

text for the present edition. The sensible and probably the

true reading is '
( ^ («rwri’.)

The party that speaks aside is also the party that spe^ aloud

later and, as in this latter speech Bhinumati is address^ as

it follows that;it is the that makes both the speeches, rather

than the who would not address BhiinumatJ as 0%.

—A lie, a fib, a make-believe.

I Sh« have done wrong

to my dear friend, I shall have sinned against her.

anft «i: That person is a true

friend who, when consulted, says that which is salutary though

unpalatable or disagreeable.

— SuTOf: n^T.

made to Brahmams with proper religious ceremony.

By gifts*

( it all
) be warded off or averted. Im-

perative 3rd sing., passive, from the Denominative

formed form used as an adj.

•T —Do not cooimend ( as auspidous or of good

omen).

diljrfit. With this

reading we miss after «Tf5rBhf% which, therefore, must be

supplied. For is an adjective qualifying
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and, by qualifying also Now as «mn-

is in the nominativer it follows that also

is in the nominative and therefore m\ist also be in

the nominative, being the predicate with the copxila xmderetood

after it ; ibe whole constitutes a clause by itself and must be

followed by^ to its relation as object to Or else

should be qsmRfW, in which case each word may
be supposed to be in the accusative and to be pre-

dicative adjective, the whole being object to

^ where would mean

*The future result of which is evil

'

the fruition

of which in the future is full of evil or the compound may be

dissolved as 9{f^ where would ' future

time ' and the whole compound word would mean ' which

has evil lying in its future/ ' pregnant with evil,' fraught with

evil/ In either case the meaning of the compound is materially

the same.

St. 14. sn^ Spnjnfrr: wrr: \ ^
55c; «rt I

flifwraj. it true that &c.

Translaiion :—It is true that dreams, some of them auspi-

cious and others ominous, are dreamt in large numbers
;

(so

one need attach no significance to them). But this number,

one hundred, ( in )as it were, touches me with my
brothers, or seems to point to me with my brothers.

fl rpRf etc. is another reading. The -mean-

ing would be ' It is true that dreams, good and bad, are dreamt

alternately etc." But 'alternately' must not be understood

literally, for it is far from being a matter of our actual experi-

ence that good dreams and bad ones 'come by alternation or

succeed one another in definite order. The sentence must be

taken to mean generally that sometimes good dreams come and

then bad ones and so on, and therefore no significance ought to

be attached to them. The second line has the same force in

either case.

P- 20. |PFf4—The throbbing

o£ the left eye (which is regarded as inauspicious in the case of

amjde.)'
,

'

* f » *4 9 99*94
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How strange that bad omens create a perturbation of mind even

in me, Duryodhana

!

«

•

Proudly, hai^ghtily, ... • .

(Omens)

capable of occasioning tremor in the hearts of cowardly people,

capable of alarming cowards. . . v .

4|UT^I —Of what account does

Duryodhana hold omens like these capable &g. ? What recks

he of them ? . - • - , .

—This very view (the one I am in-

clined to take about prognostics) is expressed .in verse by the

sage The commentator says that the word ' *

in place of
' * would make • the allusion more readily

mtelligible ; for or being one of the

names of f ) is known to hg.vc the propounder of

rationalistic and sceptical views and may well have written

such a verso as the one quoted. But we may suppose that

•rf^W was a similar writer though nothing is known.

oow. ... . ,

St. 15. JT^mt

^vir: sTirr ^ I

(a compound). Bad omea«

^d adverb formed ‘

•PT^cTra with the sufitx
‘ ® ’ in the •

equivalent in sense to

Crow and the palm tree, that is tc

which the palm tree broke immedia

Now the palm.tree did not give waj

the. crow, but the breaking of the trc»

a^dcntally coincided in time. So

one after another in immediate suo

cause and efiect oxe likened to the si

breaking of the tree. The phrase

as an adverb, ' accidentally,' ' by an a
1 • translation :-^It is only by accide

motions of planets (or rather their pc
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dr«an)3, bad omens and portents bear

ascribed to them) ; the wise do not fear

For tWI,’ there is another reading

which is better; for and are

redundant as 4’lc*ni!rt may be included under ; while

brings in a new idea as denoting ' any offering promised

to a deity in the event of a particular desire being fulfilled;' the

same as in Marathi. The efficacy of this too would be de-

nied by a rationalistic thinker.
• ^ • #

5Pn?«nn^—So let me remove Bbinumati's

vain fears—fears so natural to a woman's heart

Whose excellent chariot is separated from (has risen above) the

space between the (adjoining) summits of the rising mountain.

t^rnCJfT:, ^ JTW IjaTOT*? Whose twilight rud-

diness is fast slipping away or vanishing and whose^orb is con-

sequently serene and difficult to gaze upon. v. 1. ‘3^/Jrr?)frtr<r-

“
makes good sense.

51 unpleasant to look at, daz-

"Jr

—

5rrr®tcrrJ%

'^ves of burnished gold.

—55cTT5Tt

*h a multitude of beams coming in

net^work of creepers.

le groxmd in the garden in yellow.

; srf^ Jr H:.—A man who is accuse

ilutions ; an iron-willed man. Or it

as accomplished his vow of revenge

lerefore, a terror to him.

j which is explained above.

3ra*in% ^
of worship) including flowers and wet
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—It is time for you to wait tipon (the

sun).

—Worship, adoration,

—A fitting opportunit}% a suitable

moment.

—Sending away or dismissing the atten*

dants with a signal. is an indeclinable past part. From
the causal of ^ with •

fimwmj f^^;T'44r ?I^rr--AIas l The king

is sure to violate the vow of pure life taken by our dear

friend, (Bhanumati). The seriousness of Bhanumati is through-

out displayed by the author in contrast with the frivolousness

and levity of Duryodhana.

—The past part is used to denote immediate future

about which there is no uncertainty.

?rTOT, (O sun-god !), the one ihousand-petallcd

lotus in the vast lake, namely the heavenly vault.
4

(f fr) rrrc^r. Oh mark of

saffron powder for the fair round face of the damsel, namely, the

Eastern Quarter !

O light for the court-yard, namely, U\o whole world.

The suflix may be the Tadhita or se-

condary suSix applied to the noun ’TftoinT , or it may be the

Krit or primary suffix applied to the root ifg with qlr. In the

first case 'TR'iir: «TW In the second case

gF<Ri ?r«J7 rPTf The ultimate meaning is the same

in either case :
' ending happily, resulting in good ' bringing

forth happy results.’

sni >T513—I pray that whatever there is,

threatening mi^ief, about the dreaming of this dream, may
become, by virtue of my adoration of the divine sun, productive

of happy results for my lord with his himdred brothers.

—Lets fall on the ground.

^ So you, 0 dear QueeOi

have full power to punish znc.

6
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I »Tt ^Tt 9Tf«5^ I w 'TW: «l5STf^-. Wt
ef^g a*T^i% i

^—Accustomed to move unsteadily across the

white, extensive comer.

<<ft5Fr<Tiq^df^ 3T^~»r/^5RFr *i=«rr:;^ «T^, dR*T^. «1!I stajids for qfJT. ( Towards me )
who

Stand in the character of a servant ( before you ).

Translaiion:—My dear Queen, where is the good of this

nervous excitement ? Direct towards me (lit. scatter upon me),

standing in the position of your hiunbic servant, your eyes which

arc so much accustomed to move across the long, white comers.

Speak to me loudly in a manner charming on account of a sweet

smile and also generous. Here my hands folded togethei are

ready to wait upon you. (<nwfl: is superflous).

This is the mode of punishment which Duryodhana proposes

to suffer at his Queen s hands. His words apparently convey

the notion of a punishment but really imply an invitation to

commence amorous sports. Bh^numat! is afraid lest he should

come in the way of her piety and says :

—

9ri:?I3irT?n?n STT^T^ Permitted by you.

I have a mind to go through a certain course of religious obser-

vances.

I have already heard all the particulars or details about

your dream.

—5l59ir gfrrR—Naturally delicate.

Do not fatigue or torture your

naturally delicate body ; naturally delicate as you are, do not

torture yourself, erw, used with an infinitive, usually has no

prohibitive force ; therefore the reading en^TT^ for is

better.

P. 22. —Fear torments me ; a vague presenti-

ment haunts me.

St. 17. tjq sr«n% { )
*»•• swfJqcrgqt

ft I ft I ft 1 ^fns ! if ?nfnB?rw
•

gwfipqrrqrg^nni^cTr 1 cw ft I
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^nnr: ^nw: <TI?sfRril_ l ^\'ho have occu-

pied all the quarters. JT^filqdigmJRt^xnpi'JcTr 5n?tnT-

;n>l.—Who have made the very earth tremble (beneath their

weight). an army.

giTT: tjq’ I-ying at ease in the

shade of the thick wood, namely, the arms,
(
of my hundred

brothers). ^ <1 ^ ?THr

The wife of the king of lions, namely Duryodhana.

-object of dread source of fear.

Translation :—If you pine thus, what is the use of our

armies occupying all the quarters and making the very earth

tremble (beneath their weight) ? What avails Drona ? W^at
is the good of Kama’s arrows (lit. arrows of the king of the

Angas) ? You arc the wife of the king of lions, namely Duryo-

dhana, reposing comfortably in the shade of the wood, namely,

the arms of my hundred brothers. What can he the object of

dread to you.

gcJTTg When you arc by.

I solicit the rea-

j . to

Usation of your own ambitions, my lord.

St. i8.

-swrr wrwi ^ tTiwrr (sRvpgrarrwrO «i5irpT

^l»Ti ^ (^) tl?rrc5T: by which the beauty of a

lotus flower is all imbibed with, or by means of, eyes possessed

entirely with love and consequently motionless.

Distinguished by indistinct talk on account of shyness.

Jf^T—Marked by a gentle

smile.

f5WiTgf^aT?y^R^»T|PTvitH^—

TidTW: ^ Characterised by a lower lip deprived of

the alaktaka paint by the vow of holy life (taken by her).

This sentence admits of being construed and interpreted in

more wa5rs than one.

(i) 'RJigait
(
= ^ sig f% g

I Why, indeed, does Du '.fKlhana wish to drink

(kiss) your moonlike face which is so c ily attamable ?
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Bbinumat! being his wife, her face would be at his service

whenever he might wish to kiss it, A thing so surely at one’s

’command ought not to excite that eager longing which is felt in

regard to a thing not easily accessible. Then how is it to be

accounted for that Duryodhana does feel such a longing in re-

gard to Bhknumati's face ? of course, not otherwise than by ad-

mitting his statement that his ambition docs not extend beyond

mjoying his beloved's company at his sweet plcasiirc.

ir JRFWT Because that

is all his ambition, therefore he cannot help feeling a longing for

her face though it is such a familiar thing to hiip.

(HWf<r)“Why, I should like to know, does Duryodhana feel

a very eager longing for drinking your moon-like face so difficult

to attain (except by rare luck as mine is) ? Because, it must

be admitted, enjoying Bhanumati’s company at his sweet plea-

sure is all his ambition.

(3) w I % 3
( qrg &c,

)
Duryodhana wishes only to

drink your moon-like face ; what (‘Isc, indeed, is unattainable

to him ? His ambition cannot turn to any other object be-

cause none is inaccessible to him ; it remains confined, there-

fore, to the one object of kissing your moon-like face.

This last interpretation appears to me the most natural of

the three. Next to this I should prefer the first interpretation.
r

Translaiion of the Khole accordhig to the third meaning :

—

* Duryodhan'a's longing is confined to drinking your nioon-like

• face—a face which is, as it were, sucking up the beauty of a

lotus by means of eyes possessed wholly with love and conse-

quently motionless, which is distinguished by indistinct talk on

account of shyness, which Ls marked by a gentle smile and whicli

is characterised by a lip stripped of its alactaka paint by the vow
of holy life. For what else is there, indeed, not attainable to

Duryodhana (and so, capable of exciting his longing) ? In the

last interpretation is an interrogative pronoun meaning
' what.' In the first two interpretations it is an interrogative

adverb meaning ' why wherefore/

St. 19 . ^ I

ur^r,
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f% I

»fre «JfR; ^ 1% i grwi O timid one,

a wind full of violence in its activity .s blowing in every quarter.

What occassion is there for so much flurry and excitement ?

Very violent in its opera-

tion or activity.

f^RT^ ;
used just like 5li%^5m. All the

remaining phrases arc adjectival to

€:-By
which branches of trees are widely tossed about in different

directions.

5^:—Past pass. part, of with —Throwm or tossed

about, disarranged.

—A tree, so called because

it sucks up moisture with its roots.

'rt^t

^ :—Attended with a column of dust intermixed with

straw and in constant motion (gyratory motion, perhaps, in

which case may be rendered freely by ' whirling round

and round ').

or —Producing a shrill hissing sound,

or is an onomatopoetic word.

:—Wafting particles of sand or potsherds

(i)sand (2) a potsherd), is the more

grammatical of the two possible ways of deriving the word

;

the other way is to take ^ as it is technically called ) as a

suffix denoting p>ossession, applied to the word so that

would mean But does not appear in

the list of the words which may form this derivative with the

sufflx 51, So the second derivation is inadmissible unless the

list is supposed to be an which means, a list that is

by no means exhaustive but indicates only a class, of which

the words named are specimens and under which other words

may come.

JETJJT:— *1^:. Marked

with smoke produced by the friction of stems of trees rubbing

against one another.
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SIT^fT^THT ^finT^nr^^TSCtTnTflhCvftT:—

5ra?: ?TFT H Producing, amid the

arbours of mansions, a murmur deep and grave like the

thundering of a fresh cloud.

The same remark that I made on
'

’ some pages back, holds good hen' also in the case of

P. 23 .

A palace standing on an artificial hill built of wood.

gin?:(ir:—Very oppressive or dis-

quieting, indeed, is this terrible wind.

^1%, fr:

(^r)—which has made the eye tur-

bid with tile oppR*ssive dust raised by it.

:T?q;f^HrRsnc

(«?r ?T:=fTI«r: ^0W: 3lT:n;Tr:, h qqTfe^fem 3RT^t

(^fr>rjj^5T). Which has been the occassion of the

passage of men, being thrown into disorder by horses of excellent

breed bolting off from the stables, being frightened by the

unusual noise of trees uprooted.

This whirlwind is surely Duryo-

dhana’s benefactor.

JRI—Who has

given up her vow of austere life without much ado.

St. 20. epwif H »IRf, Wiwrei^: 5!R^ ^ «tr59TT^^, «PR
•RHf: ^ ?q?i^aiir ?i5rT4 ^ qrlT?r:. JTRwhR «ni^-

»fr^, SI# «iwr: ^fwowFi; ^ *i*i i

qm Firant. in such

a manner that the breasts sink or are depressed in the act.

Translaiion :—^This slim-bodied lady has put on no frown,

has dimmed her eyes with no tears, has not turned aside her

face, nor prevented me, with adjurations, from touching her ;

slie is, on the other hand, impelled by fear to embrace me so

fast, indeed, that her breasts arc depressed in the act. So this

is no terrible wind violating this lady's vow, is but rather my
friend.

The figure in the concluding statement is which
consists in the express denial of the true character of an object

and the express imputation of a new character to it.
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^nTRrarr:—Freedom of will, freedom of action.

(aTR^ ).

ir Mow that niy

wish (namely, that Bhannniati should give up her vow) has

been fulfilled, I shall enjoy iM'rfcct freedom of will in the matter

of lovesports.

St. 21. ?i?(: 5rlf: «T?rR ni^ r?33gr, gng
»T*T ?iggef)qRy^t< w nri f^nfrew.

5rr|5J?TRft5rf^:nTH,—qrjcjff

-So that your slender arms may form a sort of bandage or ligature

fastening the upper portion of my body. another

reading but not so good as will have

to be taken as equivalent to a sensi- which the word does

not commonly bear. is mostly used in a meta-

phorical sense.

f^gsRT <uvr UJ» this staggering gait, re-

cover from this reeling gait.

^mknr:— ^T^RT; The wind

finds no access.

—This innermost chamber being well-en-

closed or well-sheltered.

JTR—With its dust wiped

out*

—Th« portentous wind.

•T arRra'—Dtx-s not oppress or torture.

3n<i(iu iwg<Tf^;^nRr-^Tronpi^ Ren-

dcred powerless or helpless by the hurrj' and fatigue of ascent.

—A raised ground erected for use as a seat*

St. 22 . ?rg^f*r «?^r: wzraRR *rf?fr qrat i

«Tscrfsf^ I

trinRTfT: fnr?fqr: qr^ir

5(n^ is a Taddhita

derivative formed with the sufl&x from the nonn and the

meaning is to be explained as HKuH. Weight*

ed with full breasts.
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^ W?[; ?T*n. In such

a manner that her necklace is consequently tossed about.

Translation The dust, though (floating in the air) in but

a thin mass, gives very much paiii to this lady’s eyes on account

of their largeness, (the idea is that the eyes, on account of their

great dimensions, present a larger area and take in more of the

dust present in the air than would be possible in the case of

smaller eyes) ; the tremor though but moderate, so oppresses

her bosom weighted as it is with full breasts, that her necklace

is tossed about in consequence ;
though her pace is but slow, the

trembling of her thigh is increased by the heaviness of her hip

and loins ; thus the whirlwind, helped as it is by fair lady's own

limbs, continues to afflict her rather too long.

P. 24. Ht. Having a helping hand

reached out to it, helped.

3TJTT?<»Wtl(7-Without a cover, bare.

St. 23.

^ is the part of the palm

extending from the wrist to the little finger and the thigh is com-

pared to it in respect of fleshiness of plumpness ; so is

ultimately ' a lady with plump thighs.'

5T?C-

Which has the border of the cloth covering it made to flutter by
the wind.

So ravishing to your sight.

^Tf^. The garment of which is

flapping or fluttering.

The hip and the loins,

^TV^TTT^rg *niTH the predicate, is in con *

cord with the subject ?riT The subject of the infini-

tive «r^r%5 also must be the same, as in Sanskrit the subject

of the predicate and the subject of any infinitive dependent

upon that predicate must be the same, especially in a case like
'

the present, w'here the predicate asserts the ability or sufficiency

of the subject to do something. That which is spoken of as

able or sufficient must also be that which is the agent of the

action in respect of which ability or sufficiency is asserted.
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Thus JTiT «r^rF%^ ^nn^r (=<nT^) may be a legitimate ex-

pression in the sense ' My thighs axe able to sit but that is evi-

dently not the intended meaning. The intended idea is " my
thighs are sufficient for your h ps to rest upon

'' Now sucli a use of an infinitive in

Sanskrit is inadmissible though the substitution of the dative

for the infinitive, would make the sentence ad-

missible. This looseness of expression has crcj>t in probably
through oversight. But the constnicliuii may be defended by
insisting, rather unreasonably, ujx)n taking as used

with a causal force in the sense of and the genitive

as used in its gcjieric force, the specific force, that of

the accusative in tlie present case, ha\*ing to be determined by
the context : thus the expression may be sui)posed to l)e equiva-

lent to fiT Ihighb are

adequate or equal to the task of resting your hips/

Translation :—O lady of plump thighs, my thighs, with their

garment fluttering in the wind and, therefore, so attractive to

your eyes are quite fit to serve for a long while as a seat for your

hips and loins which, too, have their garment flapping and are,

therrfore, so welcome to my eyes.

—^I'ossing aside the screen. The Kanchukin’s

statement of his tidings in the mutilated form ^ (‘Broken,

indeed, broken !'
)
seems to connect itself, in the minds of those

present, with the idea of thighs (9*^3^). the last word of the

last speaker, so that they suppose the Kanchukin to be announ-

cing the fracture of somebody's thighs w^hile the Kanchukin

is thinking of the flag-staff broken by the violent wind. Thus

there ensues a conversation at cross purposes between the

Kanchukin and Duryodhana, which is further promoted by the

double meaning of the word (4T^=(i) The second

of the Pandavas,
{
2) furious or terrible as qualifying the wind).

This conversation at cross purposes like the equivocations in the

is* intended by the c^matist to serve as an ominous

fore-shadowing of the future evolution of the action. Such a

dialogue is called

—^With dismay, in alarm.

Infatuation, stupefaction.

7
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.

St. 24. JT^T Mtf

i^cni.

worst w^: 9Tra^; Jr^rxicn-

?5Tfiw. f*r, here, is not tlie %9 of the ^qjnbutthcfWofthc^S^r

translatable into English by ' as it were/ ' as if/

Translation :—The flag of your chariot, (with its staff) bro-

ken by the furious wind fell to the grouiul^, uttering a cry of

agony, as it were, through the jingling of its bells.

{sTey^n%)- -Manncrlcssly, rudtJy.

—Denominative from in the seirsc of

Makes me speak, prompts me to speak out.

P< 25. Imperative, 3rd per. sing. jMLSS. of the de-

noininutive, to kee:p off, to obviate, to ward off. ‘ernRcTR*

is adopted as the equivalent of
‘

* whidi, howcvejr,

may represent and does probably represent the Sanskrit

^Tffrq. If so, (he reading would bo improved as

3rd per. sui. pass, from \ with 'to obstruct / or ‘resist^ is

a far more regular form than aFcT^cffgas the passive of the dc-

nominative, to cover/ The alternative reading

presents no difficulty. indifferena* or unconcern;

ignoring the suggestion with disdain. —Sister of Duryo-

dhana and,wife of Jayadratha, king of the Sindhu countrj'. sy?ft-

—The threshold, or the door-w'ay.

Taddhita derivative from with the sufl’ix

IW h:. <Kf^ 'TT^SSlr:....*!^ May I

hope that the sons of Pwdu have done nothing causing unusual

alarm ? —vf^R: afcHR: arFT; is a rival

itT t^qual in fighting pi a war-ebariut ; so a?5rfcTT^ is one who is

without such u rival, an unrivall(*d or unequalled lighter in a

war-ciiariot.

xVre you nduced • t<» (his

ulale. (of mental agony) by the ranng of Arjuna who is

simply maddened or trended by grief for hLs sou ?

P. 26. and used with the instrumental in the sense

of ‘ enough of,' 'away with.'

„ 'rfHt w. ?Tr»rt
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—An iron rhih or bar ; nn iron holt for b'^stcninp: a
door..

^

—
"To play mischief upon, to bring to

grief.

»{nq: (W^T^) *St»TR55: Thr fin-ol tluir wrath

iK'ing enkindled by their inability to bear the* death of their

son and kinsmen—by n thirst after revenge for the death of

&c.—by a deep sense of injury at the death of ike.

l>erisive]y,

(Their) nature not to forlx^ar, non-forbearance, vindictiv<-ness

,

revengcfulm^ss, ^

St. 25.iT*rwr5Pnf:5im^?Kriftgf^^«5mjrr«Tn?i5f^(*w)Trar-

s^rr^ar i ^nffpr i

. • .5WJn— «frf« «cT ^ r*rar55

Iwi: (^rarfRSS). ^^itll h» r luvir aiul gamiont

ptilk'd and loowni-il with tin* hand {by Dnshyasiina).

vre:— crai ^^ erw *r: Hoidinf* his

Gandiva bow strung (in a position of readiness to .s«'nd forth an

arrow). -Skilled, expert.

Translation :—DuhshSsana, having pnlled with his hand and

loosened Draupadi’s hair and garment at my bidding. addit*sse<l

to her in the presence of the whole circle of my va.ssar princ«s

the words, " A cow ! Oh ! (as helpless as) a cow !’’—even' a^ him,

the son of PrithS (Arjuna) did n»»t level his Gandiva bow strung

(in order to shoot an arrow). Now, was not that (namely.

DuhshSsana's treatment of Draujiadi) a sufficient provacation

for a young man descended from a Kshatriya family and not

without skill (in (he art of lighting) ?

fTl^iPT ft 3 sriT%^r«Rl is another reading and, with this

reading, "one interpretation would be:— W:

nif5»T«R: ft 3 ^^hy is it indeed, (how is it tf» la-

accounted for) that even at him Arjuna did not level his Gandiva

bow ? But would not be the proper word to use as

the predicate in the sense of the leveller of the Gandiva bow at

a particular moment ; for is a standing epithet be-

longing to Arjima in the sense of ' one carrying the Gandiva
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bow/ possessor of the Gdndiva l)Ow ’ and can be \ised only attri-

butively : while may well be the predicate. An-

other interpretation possible with the variant in question is :

—

Was not there, living and present even at that moment, the son

of PrithS, the wnelder of the GdniHva bow (that is, Arjuna) ? In

this case •TOt^is the predicate by itself in the sense of ' did not

exist,' ‘ was not present,' and f% 5 is a joint interrogative par-

ticle. And the line so interpreted balances well with the last

line of the stanza, the two forming together a symmetrical

pair of rhetorically impressive questions of appeal. But there

is one draw'-back. namely, that the idea of or has to

bi* supplied after rsither unwarrantably. The ridd-

ing is equally* good as also

Hf?nnsn: 5frR:

It is a pecularityof the Sanskrit language that various logi-

cal relations of ideas can be expressed by means of adjcctivci*

appended to substantives. The use of an adjectives as what is

called a is well-known, and serves to intimate a

reason for something stated in the predicate. In the present

case, the adjective intimates a condition upon which what is

stated by the predicate depends. Thus the adjective may lx:

rendered in some such w^y :
' If he should fail to accomplish the

serious undertaking, (he would kill himself)/

^ TOT

—

Whose mightiness is augmented by (there being) the ring of the

hundred Kaurava brothers about him,

fJrTRTJT: Whose valour,

by no means obscure in itself, is further strengthend by that

of such eminent w’arriors as ^ &c. ^ 51^R?:i%cT

m gyrmPi ^ TPHIFI—\Vhat |X>wer lias

Dhananjaya or any other to injure your son even in thought

(even to dream of using any violence against your son) ?

St. 26. «rrfr(*r* ^ ^ 5tii% i *r^

or is an epithet of Arjuna in reference to

the crown of magic power conferred upon him by Indra and
worn by him ever since.
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(^I'f WTiosc Ixjw stretched into a circle is vibra-

ting in the circumference (in readiness to discharge an arrow).

is a deiunninative frenn %5fr witli

the preposition srr^ prefixed, this necessitating the change of

^ to
q;^

an<l of ^ to m. The meaning is ‘ to

attack with an army,*

Tramtlalion:—As for Yudhislithira and the Iw'in brothers,

(
namely, Nakula ahd Sahadeva,

)
they arc out of the question

(
that tliey should slaughter Jayadratha is impossible ): out of

( the two remaining, namely, )
Bhima and Arjuna, which one,

pray, is able to majeh with an army against the king of Sindhu

(Jayadratha) wlum lie stands holding his circular bow :with its

circumference vibrating (to let g<> the arrow)? The two words

and ^ occurring in cannot fail to

strike one as redundant and betray that tcndenc3* to vcrbosencss

in the author, of which then- is abundant proof in the play.

heavy burden

he has taken.

—3i: ?KTr?n*- sif^RnaTR: Who has a

(to relieve himself of) in the solemn vow that

!’• 27. Object of dread or terror, source of fear.

St. 27. f55Rr%Tiir: ^r^vr^rr-

if ’EW «Tt!BFai: (wO I

*r^r W: ^ From
whom sunshine is shut out by clouds of dnsl.

cTTW —f-ooking indented.

w^ith swords waving about.

?T^: «T^r: ^ tt. Bearing marks of scars left by the

string of tile bow. 3EnTftrigrft3I^;-«TJT/9l?rr: WTio

hold the enemies to l)e of no account.

^^5^: ^ ti -—Whose bodies have their armours put off.

:—RjET/^ h. With their

umbrella or parasols closely touching one another.

^TF^* Giving (to

an on-lookcr) the deceptive impression of their being a grove of

white lotuses. :—Ten millions.
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Tramlafion :—Millions’ upon millions of hostile troops, that

have the sun eclipsed from them by clouds of dust (overhead)

and that present an indented or uneven appearance on account of

their slender swords waving to and fro, arc flying away in con-

fusion m different' directions, being assailed on the battle-field

by my brothers who nie distinguished hy marks of scars left by

the bow-stving who Imld the foes of no account and so move about

with their lx)dics no longer covered with armours, and who,

by means of their parasols closely touching one another, give

the’ deceptive impression of their being a grove of white lotuses.

are variants : the former to

explained as cPTPJTtr: —whose bodk*s

have armours on
; gg vd\\\ and with sn^ mean ‘ to

wear * or Mu ptil on :* stands for being

regarded as belonging to ihc class of a class of

compounds in the ca.se of which the adjtvtival member may
Optionally stand fioit ur second. Hie latter is to

be explained as ^2; ofr^^r: W —whosi? bodies arc

secured with armours on.

St. 28. ^ mi
5if^ ntrr (m) \

attribute used ironically.

Transluiion :—^The solemn resolution of the high -.spirited

Pindavas to slaughter Juyadratlia on the ]>attle-field is to be re-

ganlcd as of the same rank and quality with their rc‘solution to

drink the leverage, namely, the Idood from the chest of Dii-

shasana or to break the thighs of Dur\'odhana with the mace.

Make ready ;^gel ready. fTnc?n5rf^?rT..---^r?T-

fJwrsffeii^n (c5TOr) ^ (Death)

effected through shame due to (a sense bf) baffled resolution.

unhallowed by the sword. Death caused

by the enemy's arm on the ballK'-field is supposed to be honou-

rable and ensure Heaven. —I shall bestow (such

death upon him), used in the same sense as f^=to
offer, to present. Or may be taken in its usual

sense and the sentence may be interpreted thus :—I shall teach

him (how to die) such a death.
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St. 29. f^WfifcT-

^ (
9T^)

?r«n^:
Witli the bells of gold suspended in it jingling at every jolt.

—5frc5j^5r 1531^: s^m: crrc^r:-

In which the white splendour of the cffin^is is heightened by the

garland of flowers suspended close by. nr?5^—from <9x^ with ST

and «Tf—The garland of flowers hanging from the top of the

chariot or from the flag, snjm:—Ul.. a >milc or laugh and as

a smile is white according to poetic coiwention, tlic word moans
' whiteness '—the play of light on the white chauris is fancifully

tlcscribed as their laugh.

rPTr^.’—Drawn by horses whose graceful trotting is clicckod

(for the moment.)

5T^jnf ^TM T^'. ^:—Which is accu-

stomed to blight the hopes of the enemies. In.stcad of

we have the somewhat irregular construction,

this irregularity is called which means the

obscuring of tlic relation between two words by illigitimately in-

terposing other words between them.

Translation :—ilcre is your irhariot ready—a chariot, the

gold-bells of which oscillate and jingle at every jolt, in whidi the

play of light on the white chattrh is heighteni'd by Ihe garland

of floweni hanging nearby, \vhus<‘ horses have tlieir graceful trott-

ing cliecked (for tile moinciit), aiul which is accusioiiied to blast

tlie hopes of the enemies.

a variant fur

and may be interpreted thus
:
(i) 5^?t cTOT^^TT: WT

tpr W*:—whose horses have tluir trotting

cliecked iuid are, therefore, rtstlcss
;
or (2) fJr^n^r Bir^tyr:

VW; —whose horses, instinct with trotting, are retrain-

ed or reined in ;or {3) pT^TT^nr; (a??T t^) Wi:^
—whose horses, being reined in, are instinct with trotting.

(2) and (3) are better than (i).
*



Act III.

P. 28 . Unshapely, ugly :
- Clriuning.

5!Tt3l5r—In the course of feeding upon the

flesh of slain people, while feeding &c.

Pcjfonns, acliieves. JTKH— JRl:

^ISr^K: ^TTE^T (^). \Vlicn* the store-room is abundantly filled.

—Kelisher of blood; a significant name

as is also that of the Rakshsi n?vfi

—Whose person snieUs like fat. 5Tg Ift -Donominative

from I shall call ; let me call.

jR^UTfcTRIH— Newly slain. ^JTT^I^-Thc
relish found must last only for a moment after all, as he will

have to actively engage in fresh work. 55^—adv,, speedily, at

once.

P. 29 . in%% = (0 one) inebriated or intoxicated 1

f^lRum^Oily or unctuous (to the feel) on account of &c.

Moderatcly hot, warm. Tlie prefix is 3> changed lo in the

hcnse of slightly, somewliai. With unmodified the

form would be

adv., strongly or violently.

5:^3^— 5Rmt *nn^ ^ 5itf^

^^ ^ 5;^^—Rendered so impassable by a sea

of the blood and fat of men, elephants and horses slain.

3?ndtir 3^ 5it—Whose
heart is agonised with grief for her son.

STOT/^ 5ft^ ^l^5irwrr^—Does not (her) grief cool down
yet?

Bhima's son by Hidimbi ; ^ W.,

(==^:) JIFT. Whose head is hairless or bald.

• ^nrr^

Whose agony of mind is equal to hers on account of the grief

for Abhixnanyu.
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• Stored in the

skull of an elephant.

aTO»TT^m^\lHr- tn^. Condiment
)£ the heart ; anrmtf—The heart ; That a

takes a bite now and then, hence, a condiment.

P- 30. nH»{—Excellent housewifery.

t^f^V4rdH:-(i) A plan : (2) bidding, (i)

—so called because when it ( the plan
)

is carried out, the

object in view is w*ell accomplished
; (2) so

called because through it (bidding) a thing is well done. The
word may be taken in either sense in the context.

—5^srT *n3»Tn>if 5fh?tcre*r ?rw:
snrt 53tffr ft'qren ^ ?r: ; an adjective that serves

to intimate the argument for what is stated in tlic predicate.

The meaning :— (My Heaven will be here) since my hunger and
thirst will be relieved by the constant presence of a river of the

blood of men slaughtered.

P. 31. (?5raT) ^^af^fVIRT *r ?7^:-You have commissioned

my husband with a profitable business.

2?^ —Who has a handsome provision made for him ; who
has a profitable business entrusted to him.

Mimin'^—arf^sr has a passive force, as every

infinitive or indeclinable past part, in Sanskrit has when

connected with a passive predicate as «iis.wT in the present

instance is connected with the passive predicate *J?PTraj^.

The translation would be (Drona) is being seized by the hair

and killed.

—Corroding the throat.

Let us get out of his way. v.l. 1

arngfi^ 5^: l a good reading.

i the which is defined along with the

thus:—

1

H. From this definition it will appear that

a differs from a in nothing but the cir-

cumstance that it is worked out exclusively through the medium

of characters of the lowest order, while a as mention-

ed already once before, is laid out through the medium of cha-
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racters of the middle order or characters of the middle rank the

lowest Older together according as the is or

In the present case the and the are both of

them characters of the lowest order, speaking the vulgar dialect,

and so it is a The events intended to be intimated as

those that Have already gone by are the death of the

death of and other warriors and the death of Drona

;

while the reader or the spectator is also prepared for the next

scene with and for the slaughter of Duhsh^ana at a

later stage.

P. 32 St. 4. w —
Wherefore can it be that this noise in front is so frequently

proceeding this day from the ocean of the battle-field ?

All the remaining words are attributives to

rTH —(Noise) that resembles the echo of the fierce and

deep Sundering of the Pushkara and Avarlaka clouds when
these

^
are stirred into violence by the winds of the superior

* world-destruction.

and are names of certain classes of those

mighty clouds that appear at the time of the (superior

world-destruction) as distinguished from or inferior

world-destructions. The interval between one and

another is immensely greater than that between one

and another, N^oji Bhatta takes the words, 3®^
and in the singular as referring to one particular wind

&c. According to one commentator of the Meghaduia, g^WT-

is one compound name, to be explained as g«^t ( ==^ )

This view finds

support in the fact that the words 'g«5ET and never

occur separately but occur always together and with unvarying

collocation as

:—Very terrific to the ear or the

sense of bearing ; or as the commentator suggests, —
Fearful or trerrifying when heard. ^

^ ^ :—^Which has filled tte hollow between

Heaven and Earth; which has filled the whole space lying be-

tween the earth and the sky. —Always dual and feminine.

—Such as was never hitherto produced or he^.

0
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The compound is to be explained just like and its kind
is described as §^5^ Here the word is used in the
sense of some such noise as that of a war-cry or a loud roar,

while its established meaning is such petty sound as that of the
croaking of a frog or the like. This use of the word in a sense

not commonly known is a fault which is called in Sanskrit

Past pass. part, of causal of Provoked into

anger. The adjective intimates the way in which
the effect intimated by was produced.

f$| M4 fsl I*{—Bidding farewell to all feeling of

affection due to a pupil ; overcoming his habitual feeling of love

for pupils.

St. 5. •runt

nJTT5*Vl...g35nt:—^mPl,(«n:g?WR) ^ or JT:

or ?nf5r: ^
;—A weapon or a missile from to send ; that which

is sent forth or dischaiged, hence, particularly ‘ a missUe.'

—Voracious, from the root ^ to eat with the suffix

comp, aror from to eat. adv, undoubtedly.

Translalion :—My father, so accustomed to devouring ene-

mies {%,€. so accustomed to slaughter enemies in large numbers),

has undoubtedly commenced some such operation as is called

for by his espousing the cause of Duryodhana, as is urorthy of

that valour which is uncommonly mighty on account of the
.

whole multitude of missiles obtained from Parasnrama at the

time of learning the use of missiles, as is expected of one who is

reputed as the greatest of archers in the world, and as is well-

warranted in a moment of hot rage.

Another way of construing the sentence would be by taking
by itself with and connecting with

and with «rf^W: being construed with

instead of with an independent predicate. ^ would

mean ' which is compatible with the adoption of arms or of the

military profession.
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P. 105.

SWI *IT SWT ?Wf 5iTT8^ : Shilling with a splendour resemb-

ling that of a doud surcharged with water. A sword is often

compared to a doud for darkness of colour. Properly speaking,

the compound is to be dissolved SW^TF 5?Tg^:, there

being the figure involved here, which consists in covcy-

ing comparison indirectly by asserting a relation of ideas which

is unint^gible otlierwise than as merdy intimating resemblance.

This mode of expressing comparison is known to the English

language also and therefore an expression like the present is liter-

ally translatable into English. Thus WTT ^Trgr: =
* Shining with the splendour of a watery cloud/ The relation of

ideas asserted here is that the sword shines with the splendour

of a doud and this relation is unintelligible except in the sense

that the sword shines with a splendour which resembles the

splendour of a doud.

gjWf:

tT^T Having a handle of gold which is bright and easy to the

grasp «g^-gold ws:—a handle gJUTf:—g%ir snif^ 51^:—
easy to grasp.

iPTRp; UW-Pilled with joy on account of the great festival,

nanidy, the fight (that is going on).

^ ?I^-Who
am longing to witness the brave deeds of my father. This com-

pound as weU as the last is unchaste. Both are

compounds of a type not sanctioned by the best usage. Such a

compound with the word however, is met with else-

where also and therefore some treat the word as an ad-

jective. But the old lexicons do not give ‘aRw’ as an adjec-

tive. If we insist upon taking it as an adjective, however in-

sufheUnt the.authority, then a compound like the one before us,

is, of course, perfectly good— —Eager to

see &c. So in the previous compound, the wordf^^has to be

tajeen as a noun though it is an adjective also ; for as an adjec-

tive, it is s3mon5m[ious with^ or arfcWril and as we ‘cannot

have a compound like ‘ 5r^T?jp[r: ’ in the sense of ' full of joy,-

so we cannot have too. So the only way to ex’

plain the compound i.s (wfrnjTT:)

or
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^ *T^7WT^ «R!T5ini.— Oh!

here is a great noise, all round the battle-field, of troops

flying away ! The remaining compound words are, most of

them, adjectives giving the harsh reflections of the speaker on
the cowardly behaviour of the troops in flight. They have

nearly the force of adverbs modifving Thus
is equivalent to and 'grSlfRT. - . .S®5-

5rRT»^’ is equivalent to and so on.

HIH;—Having cast off that veil of a sense

of shame which behoves good men.

fTTOTT: ^
^RTira dK^IT: Having forgotten all the kind reception

(ever experienced at the hands) of their royal master, ungrateful

as they are of heart.

Having disregarded those traditions of valour which

may be respectively commensurate with the established re-

putations of their families ; having laid aside that spirit of brave

fighting which may be in keeping with the established

glories of their respective families.

'RHfgW-—WW causal of

Let me stay or stop (these fugitives).

nm^nr: (0 king
!)

who as it

were, large mountains for protecting the shore of the sea, name-

ly, the Kaurava army.

The foUy of

quitting the battle-field, the thoughtless step of flying from the

battlefield.

St. 6. Jri^ ?r*rt snnw (==^r smr) srr^

(afif) la: sRnj i nr>t

*rer: I

Translalion

:

—If, outside the battle-field, there were no

sudi thing as fear of death (anywhere) (or if such a thing as fear

of death did not exist, removed from the battle-field or away

from battle-field) then would it be reasonable to go away from

here. If, however, death is certain to every creature born, why

do you sully your fame lor nothing ?
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'
• The commentator’s suggestioa that apnw should be con-

strued with '^ as the subject instead of with some word de-

noting warriors is ingenious. Thus the law of would

remain intact. It is in accordance with this construction, that

the rather free rendering, * outside * or ' removed from ' for •TTr-

^ is adopted in the above translation. With the other possi-

ble construction, in which case the sentence would be open to the

reproach of ungrammaticalness, would be rendered by
* on (one’s) flying from or quitting the battle-field.’ The idea

is the same, of course, ultimately. from to be bom.

P.33 St. 7.

mi m, ^ 1 ^ mm
: I

mfk:, dW Within the ocean, namely the

hostile army, which is being sucked up or absorbed by flames,

namely, the missiles.

—hoc, of the pre. part, of the denominative of

which means the submarine fire or the fabulous fire suppose-

ed to bo burning at the bottom of the ocean and constantly con-

suming water so that the ocean never swells beyond the fixed

dimensions.

From with the suffix"^ and not from

i.c, the name being derived from the. mother’s

name

—With- the bow
for his companion.

rransfafion;—^While my father, here, the commander of

the forces and senior to all the 'best archers, continues to act the

part of submarine fire within the ocean, conskting of the hos-

tile army, which is being consumed by fiery flames consisting of

missiles, O, Kama 1 down with this confusion ! O Kripa ! bend
your steps towards the battle-field ; O Kritavannan ! give up all

fear. While my father armed with the bow continues to bear

the brunt of the war, what ground is there for fear. ?

•'• The last line repeats the idea of the first three lines, which
is » fault called gsT?f!tn.

’’
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• 5T ‘This is an impersonal

construction, being past part, of ^ 4. Atm., ' to be tom or

rent.’ The meaning is the same as that of^ *r ^
ftripiT

—
' How is it that, as you utter this nonsense,

your tongue does not fall to a thousand pieces ?'

St. 8. ^ firw: ^ra

—The first ^RTT: is the noun meaning 'winds’

and the second is the past part, of ^ ' to blow/ used as the

predicate.

Translation

:

—The twelve suns have not risen to bum
down the universe with their fiery rays ; the seven winds «ach

divided into seven (i.c. the forty-nine winds) are not blowing

in every quarter ; Pnshkara, Avartaka and other clouds (of that

class) have not covered the whole sk}^ 0 wretches ! how dare

you utter evil (i,e. announce evil tidings) about my father, such

a repository of valour ?

Ashvatthaman's argument is that his father Drona’s death

by slaughter on the battle-field is about as impossible, on ac-

count of his rmequalled valour, as universal destruction is impos-

sible, without such forerunning portents as the rise of the twelve

burning suns, the blowing of the forty-nine winds and so on.

That relation of antecedence with the occurrence of the portents

bears to the destruction of the universe is ascribed here to the

event of Drona's death on the battle-field and this ascription,

unintelligible literary, becomes intelligible as implying resem-

blance between Drona's death and the destruction of the uni-

verse in respect of being improbable in the near future. This

figure, therefore, as pointed out in another instance before, is

% —^Wounded. A servant always addresses ‘ his

toaster’s son as jrTR,

—Sinks into a swoon ; swoons.

^ JfsT ?r:-Having recovered con^ouanese.

* ...



Bhaita

(You) who were so solicitous to receive the all-m-all of Pa-

rashuriina, namely, his xnissiles
; so eager to come into posses-

sion of Parasurlma's missiles, his all-in-all.

P. 34 . —who has met a fate

worthy of a warrior.

St. 9. This stanza is not one continuous whole in its

thought but is made up of parts, cadi of which is com-

mensurate witli a line and, except the last, asks for confirma-

tion of a conjecture as to the manner of Drona's death and is

linked to the succeeding line by the charioteer's answer in the

negative.

sith^r: ?—Did my
father, that loved Bhima so dearly, receive from him, there-

fore, (a stroke from) his terrible mace as precetptor's fee ?

: (^r:
) ) -Trarri^: 1—Was

he then, though so kind to his pupil> overpowered ( slain
)
by

Arjuna who perhaps laid aside the spirit of dutiful

conduct (for the time) ? ^ Having

given up all sense of duty or propriety.

snftTi; ? Then was

he forced by Krishna within the range of operation, or was he

subjected by Krishna to the operation, of the sharp edge of his

Sudarshana ? A particular kind of disc carried by Krishna as

his weapon was called Sudar^luma, WRT—sharp edge or point.

is also read for fJrr^ and means * indeed,' surely.,

PPrA is better, too, as though going with iTTU in sense,

is connected with ^ grammatically, which is faulty. X^:
3^2 5r^ 5?^. I cannot, indeed, imagine

my father's death at the hands of any fourth person besides

these.

St. 10. aw

1

a of the
common and recognised t3?pe.

' Carrying a most powerful mis-

sUe m his hand.’

Whose heart was overcome
.
with grief.. used, 9s a
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substantive in the sense of The most atrocious

deed. A Euphemistic phrase used in reference to the slaughter

of Drona, which, out of reverence for his master he dare not

name openly.

Translation :—Can even these bear comparison, in fighf

with him (Drona), the equal of tlie god, Shiva, himself, when
enraged and armed with his most powerful inisulcs? It was
when he had laid down his weapon, his heart being overcome

with sorrow, that the enemy accomplished that knd artodty

on him.

ITie words and lETW, seem to be proiniscuouslj* used

here, though, properly speaking, there is a distinction between

them ansi from ar^—to throw or discliarge, denotes a missHc,

while ^ from ^—to injure, denotes a weapon, like the

sword or dagger, which is not discharged but held in the hand

while being used, however, may apply even to a missile

in its etymological sense.

Su II. ariqtmn ^ ?jmRT

5^^ *nr «nf?ni--The son of Kunti

( Yudhishthira) uttered, in a low, inaudible tone, the word,

• elephant ’ byway of supplementing he added, in

an inaudible tone, the word, 'elephant,' at the end. This is the

generally accepted interpretation of the words. But the com-

mentator seems to suggest a new interpretation ; according to

which ' * means ' after the death '
( of course, of Drona )

and means * without scruple,’ unliesitatingly..’ The com-

mentator quotes his authority for ' death ’ as o^e of the mean-

ings of So the whole phrase would mean:
—'Yudhishthira

announced without hesitation after the death (of Drona.) that

the AshvatthSman that was slain w^as the elphant.’ But the

first interpretation appears to me better, because
* *

is pro-

bably used in opposition to ' ' and, therefore, means ’ in-

audibly ’ and so means ' at the end * or ' as supplcm^f.'

may mean Further in' ob-

viously refers to the whole of what Yudhishthira had said, in-

cluding both the audible part and' the inaudible part logethet,

tliough tiic latter, -being inaudible, was missed by the listener's
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sense .0^ hearing. Thus the reference of the pronoun

would be simple ; while in the case of the other interpretation

would have to be taken as referring to only 5^/
while the words that intervene, the whole of the second line,

would have to be treated as a sort of incidental statement that

has no logical connection with the statement beginning with

i* moreover that whicli would have to be treated as an inci-

dental or parenthetical statement is embodied in the principal

clause and cannot, therefore, be so treated.
^ ’ has an

ironnical significance.

TransUUion :—The truthful son of Kunti (namely Yudhish-

thira who has the reputation of never telling a lie) stated dis-

^tinctly that Ashvatth&man had been slain and then, indeed,

uttered, in an inaudible tone, the word ' elephant " as a supple-

ment ; on hearing it, he (your father, Drona) that held his son

so dear droppd down tears and missiles both together in the

midst of the fight, relying on the testimony of that Prince.

P. 35- so partial to Yudhishthiraj

. AshvatthSman's contemplation of this aspect of his father's

nature is intended to emphasize the irony of the situation.

Tjf The un-

dignified behaviour consisting in giving oneself up too much to

sorrowing.

St. 12. WRT, ^ ^ r^- .

g^: I »rtT 1 i ^ ^
<r?!niRr:

. Translation:—Father, on hearing the false news of my
death, you. so loving to yonr son, dropped down arrows

and your life together. Alas I but I still continue to live with

out you, your parental partiality towards me though I am so

heartless was all wasted.

—Having a sigh in deep indignation.

St. 13. f^,

?T«TPgraT:. Bearing arms that afe

good-for-nothing to or bearing arms no purpose.
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Translation :—Fie upon the Kaurava king vAih his brothers!

upon Yudhishthira 1 Fie upon kings that have borne

arms to no purpose I Fie upon us all that have, indeed, wit-

nessed, as if we were so many pictures, the seizure of their hair-

of Draupadi on that notorious occassion, and of Drona this’day 1

—^Wliose great heart possesses strength, like

that of the Himalaya mountain.

—?rR!T Wio knows tlie tenure

of life bv which the world exists ; who is aware of the law of

nature to which the living arc subject in this world, namely

that all must die sooner or later.

•T —I wonder what he w^ill set about

or how he will proceed.

St. 14. wr: ^
3nr: ^ f5r:5fl%T: (^fT^ban%).

—PsiSt pass, part of the denominative

formed from the adjective rTRTc^has the force of ‘already.’

Translation :—^There is already here on earth the disastrous

development (or the terrible Nehiesls) of one outrageous seizure

of the hair (referring to the bloody war then in progress, which

was the result of the outrageous seiziue of Draupadi's hair).

And now after this second seizure of the hair, (namely, that of

.

Drona's hair) the world will surelj" unde^o total depopulation.

^ snn-—The human race will surely be;

swept away without any survivors.

A5havatthhman apostrophizes Yudhishthira, on coming

back to consciousness.

St. 15. ^ 5r \ ^ «m:

dl WRWTJ: 1 2^ (JHT) dW dd;^ W IW

^ ?IFr—One to whom no enpiy

was ever bom. —past pass.’ part, of with to

cast off, to set aside or repudiate.

Translation :—^Never indeed, did you tell a lie from the

time of your birth ; and because you hate no one, therefore you

'

are (properly called) Ajktashatru. How, through my ill-luck,

was all that laid aside or banished (from your thongfafs) simul-

taneously in dealing with my father, a most respectable Brah-

man and a reverend teacher I
•

*
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” The 'fact of Drona’s being a respectable Brahman and a

reverend teacher is mentioned as a further consideration that

shonld have appealed to the scruples of Yudhishthira’s mind.

P. 36 St. i6. tnja, ^ o<?r mg# irt:, ?rr

^rmt «n(Rg.

m tr ^STM: 5: 3^ nff: I

p: nWT: PW"
ir*T: The means of gratifying the inordinate itch for fight,

from %% with to rub or scratch. eWT
that by which one scratches the itchy part of one's

body and thus gratifies the itching sensation ; hence the means

of gratifying the itch.

Translalion :—O imcle, that praiseworthy husband of your

sister, with whom as the general of the army, you proceeded to

the battle-field this day, who was the only means or instrument

for gratifying the inordinate itch of the brave for fight, and with

whom you used always to exchange \'aried jokes^whither,

indeed, Ls he gone now ?

^ One who under*

stands what ought to l>e understood, (namely that one must

submit to the inevitable with resignation).

—Away W'ith all thought of too rash or

wreckless a step (namely, suicide).

* St. 17; m: \

Transtaiion :—My father !\as passed into the other world

from here out of fear lest he should be separated from me; let

me, therefore, secure, for my lo\nng father, permanent immu-
nity frofii that pain of separation, 'fhe second line is also read

as wbfit ^ qwraw W 'Hie meaning is clear.

5^1^: —Worldly life or existence. -An esta-

blished custom or practice of society ; a law of society ; the pro-

cedure usually followed by people.

Fathers ore to be served

or waited upon by sons in both the worlds ; in this world, by mi-

nistering to their wants and ^hes, and, when they have passed

into the next world, by performing Shrhddha and other rites

for them.
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St. TiS, ^wnrfe^sr %?t%; <tw
(^mr:) ^gcr 5nK: i

—Ottering libations of water mixed with

sesamum out of the cavity of the hands. fSw*?' from with

to offer something to the Manes.

—(i) Acts of inviting Brh^mans (to a feast of

course) hence, acts of feeding Br&hinans ; or (2) gifts made to

Br&hmans during the obsequies ; or (3) indispensable religious

acts.

Translation :—Is it by continuing to live or otherwise

(that is, by ceasing to live) that you will be able to serv'e your

father by offering libations, by feeding Bzlhmans (or by making

gifts to them) and by performing shradha ceremonies ?

for would mean, in the first instance, sacri-

ficial rites in general and, then secondarily, rites sacred to the

Maues i.e. %Tr5). But these are included within 'errat-

and so would be redundant. The reading

us better, although opinions differ, as pointed out above, as to

the exact meaning of the word.

—Enough of this mockery of still

continuing to bear arms !

p. 37 St. 19- (^) ^^cRnsfr:,^
swf^TTciC ^^ cRT w gffwlwf. 'rferoirft

^ 3 awTti: I WT 1 fsrflff 1

for «T3T^ is a somewhat irregularly formed com-

])Ound with *1,

Translation :—O w'capons, ho who took thee up for fear

lest he should othcrw'ise suffer insults (from w'arriors), although
• •

thou wast unfit (to be taken up by him, he being a BrShinan),

and owing to whose uncommon valour there was none that was

not accessible to thee—he has cast thee off through grief for his

son; not from cowardice. I will also give thee up. So fare

thou well 1 is otherwise constructed by Nigoji-

hbatta- . According to him is equivalent to (the

enffiv having the sense of the locative) and ‘
wUct

(j^t) Wt^ is the syntax of the last line: ‘ I will also lot

thee go whithersoever you may fare wclh’
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- In;tkis stanza, there is a fault which is technically called

and consists in the non-statement of 'the reason for

something when such reason is expected to be stated. In the

present case Ashvatth^an does not state the reason for his lay-

ing down the weapon. What he means to say is that as his

father laid down his weapon out of grief for him, so he would

lay down his weapon out of grief for his father. So grief for his

father is really the reason for his laying down the weapon and

this is not stated. The facts that are stated can, none of them

be the reason. For if his father ceased to fight in despair and

sorrow for him, that should have urged to fight the more vigo-

roudy for the sake of revenge. So, that can be no reason for

ceasing to fight. His sorrow at his father’s death which is that

reason finds no mention and hence the fault.

to overlook, to pass by, to neglect ; to look on

indifferently. —^Unprecedented, unparalled.

St. 20. arw

wiwM ^rrfrT, ^ I

cTFT—^Witli liis face wet, being bathed with

tears, a noun meaning ' grey hairs.' Tiair turned grey

with oldage.*

* Translaiion :—Here Dhrishtadyumna Ls proceeding to his

camp after having committing an atrocious deed by laying a

\iolent hand on the hoax}^ head of DronachSrya, the teacher par

excellence in the three worlds, as he stood, on the battle-field,

with his weapon laid down through grief and with his face wet

by Ix^ing washed with tears. Do you all bear with it passively

(by all means). ('This is said ironically),

Ashvatth^an’s indignation k heightend by this news about

the manner in which his father came b}' hk death. ^Vhat does

thk mean ?’ says he.

St. 21. STsitj

Tig: fl’: It ought to be
according to Pinini, as thk is a Bahuvrihi compound. «ruf?ra«T«r-

3^: occurring in St. 49 of act IT is another iTegularity of thk
kind. • •

;

• -
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(«mr%rtSt-
®T^WR) procedure similar to what is known

as (abstaining from food and awaiting death), .

^ ?nTn^. Herc^f^ is an
adjective meaning ‘ white ’ or grey'.' Past pass, of

wnWT cans, of ^ with ^ and eir, 6, Atm.

Translation :—Was it, then, before the eyes of princes

armed with bows that the weapon (by the enemy) on my father's

head which, with its grey hairs, surpasse<l the very Kasha flowers

(in whiteness), and was it when, without arms in hand, he lay in

the attitude of one who abstains from food and awaits death ?

(lit. when he stood engaged in a process resembling that of sit-

ting up without food in order to starve oneself to death) ; that

is to say, when he lay in an absolutely passive and unresisting

attitude of body.

and arc variants for

cT^'; the former would mean ' as he was engaged in a sorl of

penance like the latter would mean ' when he lay in

such passive tranquility as might befit 51^9^51-' The ultimate

idea is the same. In this last case

—l*he occurrence of discomfiture for tlic

first time, the advent of default for the first time.

atTcITT —You suffered yourself to be insulted

by &c-

P. 38 St. 32. ^

OI^V <t*i (ft itl). •

*r^nE*i— «Twrm 5R

• Translaiton :—While his body lay in the fore-front of the

battle-field, cast off by him, (as it were,)- in a moment when his

reason was clouded by sorrow, a cur might touch his head or a

crow might touch it or the. son of Drupada (that is, Dhrishta-

d3mmna). So, intoxicated as the enemy is with the pride of his

wealth of numerous shining, sphmdid mis-silcs, it is, not his

Juind laid on mv father's head, but his foot laid on my oum liead.
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The ajrgument is that when Drona lay unconscious, the

enemy’S'laying his hand on his head could be no insult to him

but it was rather an insult to his son-an insult as great as if the

enemy had j^nted his very foot on his head.

But the sentence admits of another interpretation and this

is the one commonly adopted,<T^

^ —'But here I plantmy very fool on the head of that

enemy and not merely my hand* As he says this, he stamps

his foot on the ground by way of offering a challenge* In this

construction, the adjective &c, would have a special pro-

priety as furnishing a contrast between the fair play by whicli

Ashvatthiman offers to overcome the enein)’ ajid the foul play

by whicli the enmey slaughtered his fatlier. But in tliis inter-

pretation 'tJT’ which ought to go always with the word which it

stands has to be transferred and taken with which is posi-

tively objectionable. In view of tliis consideration

&cf would be preferable, as tjq then can be construed with

somehow, though at the sacrilice of force which lies in empha-

siring the constrast of with

St. 23. 5r|t

«T^WTin f% Sf ^TRT: I

*

f^rg^ I wr: TTWCT:

Translaiion

:

—Wh(!n, knowing for certain that niy father

was disinclined to use (or averse to using) his weapon, you laid

a violent' hand on his head without scruple, did you not, indeed,

think of Asvatthimon as of one who W'hcn armed witli the bow',

would prove the very wind of world-destruction for blowing

away the mass of cotton, namely, the armies of Pindu and the

Pknnchklas ?

JTPT

minded.

JWrgn:,

Hypocritical by nature and crooked*

The Pkndams and their chief partisans are generally cha-
racterized by a spirit of chivalrj' and Ashvatlhiunan is surprised

at the indifference with whicli even these arc passing by a deed
which abominable enough it>clf, is rcnclercd mucli>more sacrile
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gious by the highly venerable character of the victim. Their
conduct on this occassion has banished c»ll faith in their virtue

from Ashvatthkman's mind and he has no respect for them now.

^ t

,
—fSpfm hi

compound).

—

^

^ tr;. is Krishna
who had killed a demon named Naraka.

Translation :—Here I (set about to) worship the quarters

with offerings consisting of the blood, the fat and the flesh of all

those of you, including Bh!ma and Arjuna as also Krishna him-

self (lit. the enemy of the demon, Naraka), who, brutes as you
arc in the human shape and wholly divorced from all moral law,

perpetrated or encouraged or witnessed, with weapons ready in

hand, this inexpiable sin (namely, the slaughter of Drona).

&c.—^Thc Matsyas were those that be-

longed to the country of King Virita and the Somakas were those

that belonged to the country of Drupada—the same as the

Pknchklas.

—«rTW- the adjectival

member being put second as an exceptional case (Tff^^:).

This dissolution of the compound is grammatically more accu-

rate than in which the two members appear

to be treated as of the same rank. This remark holds good in

the case of a compound like or a

compound with as the second member.

. St. 25. ftg: ^ (^) ^
g% era; ^ i

Whose battle-axe glowed like a blazing fire.

^1^, «TmR:

(^). constant flow or down-pore- (i)

The residue of food eaten, especially the residue of such food as

has been offered to the Manes ; (2) food in general, hence, a feast

for ghosts or the

10
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Translalion :—Have you, sirs, never heard of the feat ac-

complished by Rima (that is, Parashurkma)—whose battle-axe

burned bright like a blaze of fire—^when his father's head

was touched ( by the enemy ) ? And will not Ashvatthi-

man, mad as he is with fury, be able, this day, to achieve, in the

forefront of the battle-field, a like feat characterized by an

abundant flow of the enemies' blood serving as a feast for ghost

or (according to the interpretation that takes denoting

* residue of food eaten ’) representing the residue of the feast

enjoyed by the Manes (especially by the spirit of the father that

must have been gratified by the revenge) ?

P* 39* —Equipment or accessory. —
—Equipped or fitted up \ritb.

There being this terrible

fire of insult to be resisted by all means, who eke besides you is

there, among us all, able to retaliate effectually ?

from ft with

The reading that ends Kripa's speech with 5^ as in our

text is preferable since those words serve to make AshvatthS-.

man's interrogation more easily intelligible.

—Kripa's part would be to procure the installa-

tion of bis nephew in the office of Commandership, not to perform

that installation, which would be Duryodhana's part. Kripa

should have said therefore ; but he saj^ from

a feeling of certainty that his recommendation would not fail to

be complied with so that the question of installation rested

almost with himself. The reading docs not

present this difficulty but is not, at the same time, quite free

from ambiguity for, apart from the light supplied by the context,

the sentence in itself may mean either (i) JRfT ^
cKT or (2) &c.

Dependent

on another's will, lying within another's control.

su 26. ^^
Equal in worth to them. To explain

^ ^ as denoting

when ordinarily it never bears that sense is not, I think, satis-
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factory, especially when a simpler reading is to be found.

is preferable in my opinion, meaning

Translaiion :—How can the army of the son of DhritarJahtra

(Duryodhana) exist any longer, now that it is without Bhishma

and without Drona, if you, their equal in worth or valour

(^) be not appointed at the head of the army ? ^ 3(1^

may also mean —
' How will the army fare &c ?

—When you have girded up your loin .

Infinitive of form from qft-

to resist or oppose.

5l5T With the materials of installation made ready.

%HmH4 HUT^rrasPIT

—

^ fnn. By giving him that consolation which must
arise from the solicitude with which I shall volunteer myself for

the office of Commandership.

?T?r: Jrf^5r?r: -Here is a short scene represent-

ing Kama and Duryodhana in conferenceon the latest event of

the day and its significance. It serves well to show the tendency of

Kama’s nature towards C3micisra and prepares us for that dialo-

gue, ensuing pre.scntly between him and Ashavtthfiman, which

presents the spectacle of a highly cmotinal and irritable nature

chafing and cursing in answer to the bold affronts of a cool-

headed cynic.

St. 27. fwri sr>mT i

sw:; aiwit

(jflfWfni). 5IW ?rE*n^ cTIOT:.

Translaii07i :—A high-spirited man would, with hands ply-

ing the oar, namely, his weapon, reach the other side of (the

ocean namely,) his grief over the slaughter of one dear and near

to him by the enemy (he gets over his sorrow by seeking revenge).

.

How, then, is it to be accounted for that the worthy teacher

(Drona) cast off his weapon in the midst of the fight, on hearing

of his son’s death when the occassion demanded an active use

of the weapon ?

as denoting ' a boat ’ or ' a raft ’ docs not fit in with

the idea of being held by the hands (t^fg'fgwrwrl) ; for a

boat is never so held. So BT must be taken as denoting any
means of sailing through water, from tg i. Atm, to move for-

ward, and hence * an oar ! or the like.
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P. 40. —One’s hereditary nature or charac-

ter can neverbe parted with or overcome. 5IW.
—He lost the sternness pertaining to the

character of a warrior and adopted that meekness of spirit

which is natural to the character of a Brihman (or simply

'natural to a Brihman,' if the reading is ‘(|wri^55iT:’). f|(3nfiV*^ Kama makes wicked

insinuations against Drona and these appeal to the naturally

unfair-minded Duryodhana.

«fRt ^ afn: While engaged

in a bloody war set on foot by their taking sides, some with

the Pandavas and others with the Kauravas.

(s^egm). frerr—Re-

tnained indifferent or kept looking on passively when conspicu-

ous men (on our side) were slain. —A shrewd

observation or remark, th is.

St. 28. ^ ^
Translation :—^Wcrc it not so, how should that great gene-

ral have otherwise looked on quietly, while Jayadratha was

being slain by Arjuna, after having promised him security.

—^A banian tree.

P. 41. St. 29. aT?*T^f<TcrRl, ( v,L
)

9r|:

im I m m: Ir Prg:

eiW# (v./.^sRr ^ as last line.)

Translation :—Do you come—you who have lost your

father in our cause—and embrace fast this body of mine with

your weary or languid, limbs (with ' handsome limbs ')

;

this touch of your arms resembles that of your father's, since it

gives such pleasurcable sensation even amid this great sorrow.

With the alternative reading, the meaning would be : since it

makes the hair stand on end (with a pleasurable sensation) even

amid sorrow.

The commentator justly remarks that ?r:

is a meaningless expression,

which is the most common read-

ing is an expression loosely used with the force of '9T5i

Vide note on Act II. p. 42.
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St. 30. ^ ir f^: \ 5^:
?nTT (5^:) \ f% ^«RTi% I 5^5^

Translation :—^To you he was father, to me, father's most
loving friend ; with reference to (training in the use of) arms,

as he was your teacher, so was he mine too. How can I des-

cribe my sorrow at his death ? You had better conceive it by
reference to your own heart, oppressed as it is by deep sorrow.

Duryodhana is pla}dng the hypocrite with the rather simple-

minded Ashvatthiman.

^ —When you are so partial to me

—

—^To lighten the load of sorrow. .

St. 31. «fr^ zmm: %5mf i 5/?^:

3^:^^ I ( vj. 3^^S3m:

Translation :—^Though I am living, my father has suffered

the seizure of his hair (t.^. suffered the insult of being seized by
the hair). How will other fathers entertain any hopes from

their sons (here-aftcr) ? .

We take as abl. plu. and in the sense of enw.
The usual construction of with the dative does not suit the

context here. The other reading w^ould be decidedly better, were

it not for the word for 9T3Rrw: would imply the ab-

surd idea of Drona being Freed from the word the

second reading would be satisfactory. The meaning then would

be : How will those that are without sons entertain any wish

for sons .(hereafter) ? Even may be made to fit in some-

how, if, instead of construing the words as (?T®nq;) wgftPT:,

meaning ' other sonlcss people than Drona ' and implying that

Drona was sonless, we construe the words as (3Wr-)

^ 913?^: meaning ' other people (or simply others),

I mean such as may be without sons/ Thb may likely be the

author's meaning.

tg: ?l5r;

(a very loose and clumsy compound)

St. 32. (q^) qr q: (
v.l.

( ARC ) f^f^, qwrwTr^r qt q*. «T^r^qqi: qqqrarr qr *ra:,

qt q: qfq w q^ sRfiq:, ?Rq ?rfq^ qqcjt eF5T-

«Tf^ ^ ) SRmsftq I

4
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' 3^: »T^:^ H: 'Elated with

the pride of strength of his arms/ This is again not a good com-

pound but at least makes better sense than which

could mean ' possessed of great strength of arms ' and thus

imply a compliment very inappropriate in the mouth of an ad-

versary. one who opposes

or resists.

Translalion :—Blind as I am with fury, I shall be the des-

troyer of every one, who bears arms in great pride of strength,

among the troops of the Pindavas, of every one belonging to

the royal house of the P&nchklas, whether young or old or still

only in the womb of the mother, of every one who witnessed that

fotd deed, of every one who shall stand in my way while I am
moving on the battle-field, though it be the Destroyer of the

worlds himself.

This epithet is used in calling Kama
on purpose to point out that he for one ought not to forget the

life-story of Parashurkma and the lessons to be learnt from it.

P. 42 St. 33. (v.L 5^: <
1^:

«rc5f^ With

streams of water consisting of the blood of enemies.

5iW9Rndt —With large quantities of the enemies' blood.

( I ) Mf^rdT ( ) ^1%,^
®Td qq {2) or, according to the commentator,

the word is afrf^dW etc. = (f^3^ f^tltd) 5TW dd dFT ( of

course, ®Td 3^3®!- (i) Potent and capable

of swallowing the arms of enemies
; {2) Potent and capable of

swallowing the enemy that used the sword (on my father's head).

Translalion :-This is the very country (f<$rd) where deep
abysses were filled (by Parashur^a) with floods of water in the

shape of the enemies' blood ; and foul indignity consisting in

the outrageous seizure of the father’s hair is also of the same
nature, being suffered^at the hands of a member of the warrior

caste (in bothjthc^cases : that of Parasur&ma and that of the
speaker himse^ ; I possess the same^brilliant missiles (that were
used by Parashuriuna), so potent and so capable of devouring
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the arms of the emnies. So the infuriated son of Drona shall

do the very thing that was done by Parshurama (namely, a

wholesale slaughter of the kshatriya caste).

—There is a doubt as to the true form of this

patronymic. Many read but the validity of that

form in the sense of ‘ the son of Drona* is justly questioned.

Even tn^rr^R: is not valid in that sense, but it will

do in the sense of ‘ a descendant of in which case wc shall

have to assume that besides being the name of Ashvatthkman's

father, * $r>r * was also the name of some remote ancestor of

his. The right form to use in the sense of ' Drona’s son ’ would

be 01% 3^)- The reading avoids

all this difficulty.

—Uncommonly large, indeed, is the

share of the burden of the war, which Ashvatth&man has

made up his mind to bear.

^«ril —If you fit him out or prepare him ( by

investing him with commandership).

Sn^XT^W: &C. =5rfitTr^:; given or granted

already.

Why pause to reflect on the ex-

pediency or otherwise (of the step proposed).

St. 34. fJm I 3^
\ (?rt) qft-

I 3^: W: ( v.L ) \

%• excessively

heavy with forests consisting of princes,

The present tense is used in every sentence here to denote

what, in the speaker's opinion, must happen in the immediate

future.

Translation :—You shall sleep this day the whole night so

that you will have to be awakened with effort by means of

eulogies (sung by bards). The world shall this day be rid of

Krishna, of Pimdava and of every member of the Somaka

House (i-tf. Drupada's family). Brave as I am, I will, this day,

finish the whole business of war. The burden of the earth ren-

dered excessively heavy by extensive forests, namely, large

multitudes of princes, ^all. this day, pass away (shall be re-

moved or lightened).
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The intended idea is improperly expressed here. That

which is not the predicate logically appears as the predicate

grammatically. What is intended to be predicated is, not that

the king shall sleep, (for he already slept every day though his

sleep was disturbed by anxieties), but that he shall be awakened

with effort, his sleep being so sound. So the form adequate

to express the idea would be This

fault of expression is called (improper predication).

31^ 5TOr:.

The first unprovoked insult seems to proceed from Karna

who wants to lower Ashvatthiman in the eyes of Duryodhana.

Ashvatthiman who is highly excitable is worked up to the

highest pitch of passion by insult after insult from Kama
and retaliates by impotent raging and foaming. From high

words they are about to come to blows when they are restrained

by the King and by Kripa.

p, 43. St 35. ?T5r^ ^ 1 ?r«rr

^ firew (stihO 1

\
(v.l. for Jifl. )

3^ M5in!^—3^:

^3^ 4^r<*i]d4 ^

Translation .‘—Is my weapon devoid of potency, as yours is,

from the effects of a curse pronounced by the teacher ? Have I

come away, leaving off figting from cowardice, as you have
done just now ? Am I bom in a family of charioteers that are

skilled in nothing but flattering (kings) and repeating the genea-

logies (of princes) ?—Since you talk of my retaliating with tears

not with missiles? With the reading for 'Jpi;/ Do you
talk of &c. ?'

O blustering feUowl

5^^—One vainly'elatcd with pride at the possesion of

a weapon I

St 36. 1^^ ^ ^ ^ 2rirr qwrcwrtjfJT

Translation :—^Whether my weapon is shorn of its vigour
or is still possessed of it, at any rate, never cast it off as did
your valiant father in awe of the Pinchila Prince (Dhrishta-
dyumna).
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The attribute is employed ironically « the impli-

cation being that Drona’s reputation for bravery was undeserv-

ed since he could be over-aw'ed by the P^chala Prince.

Kama's vilification of Drona from beginning to end is of the
most unscrupulous kind and full of wilful distortion of facts.

St. 37-

W?: I JI^raTT 3 I (
V.l. for

)
Translation

:

—^Whoever I be, whether a charioteer or the

son of a charioteer or something else, (that matters not) ; birth

in a high family is a matter that rests witli destiny ; while what
rests with m5^f is heriosm.

The place of the stanza &c.’ in the dialogue

is different in some versions from that assigned here. But this

difference in the arrangement of the parts in this portion of the

dialogue makes so little difference in the flow of the altercation

that hardly any point can be made out as a ground for preferring

the one version or the other;

St 38. itt?: jrtr JTT 1 ^ «rn^

ft (
l V^JT) 5IW ft s:

^ETTSSfr I f 3 f I

Translation :—Brave or cowardly (in your estimation), he

is renowned in the three worlds for his rare strength of arms.

This Earth knows what he accomplished from day to day in the

course of this war, (he means the Earth mxist be cognisant of

the number of those slain by his father) ; as for the circumstances

in which he cast off the weapon, the truthful son of Friths is

eye-witness in the matter. Where were you then, you fugitive

from the battle-field ?

is used with the force of

St 39. 51^ ^

Translation

:

—If his weapon had been cast off, why, would

not men, even when unarmed, ward off enemies (assailing)

with uplifted arms—since this man remained so very quiet, like a

woman, in the presence of the w'hok- circle of princes, all the

while that liis head was being cut off.

St 40. ^ irq qr fq iqqqqqqFi®!

q fJn^: I ^qqwqv’imiqqiqt^ qq ^ qw: 5^^ i

qRq I

11
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P. 44. WnST— 455, 5R^'5sRr 4^<»I

«rr««nJTm4^.

Translation :—The hand of the son of Drupada was, this

day, not warded off by my father for some reason or other,

whether because he was in sorrow or because he was a coward

But here this left foot is being planted on your head—you who

are so inflated with pride on the score of your strength of

arms. Ward it off if you can.

0 Brahman in name !
*

St. 41, I ^^ 5 \

^ ^ I

Translation :—^Truc that you arc inviolable by caste (you

arc not to be killed on account of your caste) ; but, on the other

hand, here is this foot uplifted. You shall, therefore, find it

lying on the ground, cut off with this sword. stands for

and is a grammatical deviation, though scholastic

subtlety may devise some shift to justify the word, as is done by
the commentator. This irregularity is noted by Vi».mana in his

<

St. 42. em trm «nfr 1 ^ ?rr

9m4T 41^ I

Translation Take up your arm (to* offer reistance, of

course,) or place your folded hands on your head (of course, by
way of rendering submission)

;
(in cither case) I will, this day,

falsify Arjuna's declaration (namely, that he would slay Kama)

Ashvatth&man means that he will forestall Arjuna in the

slaughter of Kama.

Another interpretation is in substance :
' Prepare to fight or

render your submission ; otherwise I will kill you.’ This is

somewhat absurd as implying that in case Kama should accept

either of the conditions dictated by the speaker, even the first

one, that of preparing to fight, Ashvatthaman would not kill

him. The author’s meaning may possibly be :
* I have made up

my mind to kill you
; so prepare to fight ; if not, render your

submission.*' If this be the author's meaning, as in all likeli-

hood it is, he has failed to put it properly.

is just like which is

explained already.
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St. 43. (Hfe:) 3^f^RTRt
»F?Rt nTO*Frr \

Translation ;—Such swaggering is indulged in by the weak
when they are passed over with contempt (are treated as be-

neath contempt) and let off without being made to tremble by
the strong with proper resentment.

wi wqt—
53^ (His death) which is so easy to accomp-
lish by crushing (his body) within my arms, ^ m
WTicthcr out of love or out of policy.

St. 44. qiq’lSq": ^ QW
( ) I r^r?5f^ ) 1 ( ^ )

gsar I vhrpi;

er^ er^rc^Tw i

Trans/afion ;—Fond as he is of wrong doing and descended

from a charioteer, how can he be a companion to you, who are so

meritorious and descended from the moon-god himself ? He
to kill Arjuna ! Liave him and I will this day make the Earth

de^'oid of Kama and devoid of the son of Pritha, in fury.

Ashvatthaman means that as for love, Kama is unworthy of

Duryodhana's friendship from inferiority of character and rank,

AS for the object which Duryodhana has in view in supporting

Kama, Asvatthkman would accomplish it more surely.

P. 45. —What a strange infatuation

or frenzy (
52rr*ft?;) has come over you both (what a strange blur-

ring of intellectualivisionis it that you are both labouring under)

since, while one thing (namely, the task of overthrowing the

enemy) is in hand ( )
you are waxing warm over an im-

pertinent question (you are wasting your ardour or Keenness of

spirit (en^:) over a wrong thing) ?

miT- —An unnatural development of the situa-

tion ; lit. an unnatural course : it may mean, therefore, * an un-

natural course for events to take,' according to the above ren-

dering, or it may mean ' an unnatural course of action for you

to take,' 'an unnatural procedure on your part probably the

former^ A great calamity to the army, namely, its

weakening to a great extent (by the death of one of these two

leaders or of both, which must result from their flying at each

other's throat).
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The sentence may be treated as assertive or as interroga-

tive. It means literally ' His pride cannot be got at or seized

upon that it may be crushed that is,
' the opportunity cannot

be had or availed of to crush his pride or as an interrogative

sentence, * cannot the opportunity be availed of?" 'must it

pass away ?'

Hostility against

the leader of our own forces.

St. 45. JTPrci: TR: «TI^: Jf

iPTf fjmft' 8TW I ^
(m"^) ^rsTT (

v.l. Rra^rennj

for )•

fira: = fimre:, cTFT wswj;.

Translation :—^As long as this wretch does not meet his

death by the arrows of the enemy, I shall bid farewell to this

missile though so very dear to me on the battle-field. Let the

king measure the strength of his favourite friend on the battle-

field, when there should arise imminent danger at the hands of

the infuriated Bhfma and Arjuna during his commandership

flit, while he continues commander of the forces). The objec-

tion to the reading is that no pronoun or othq: word

referring to ‘ f5yRT * of the Locative absolute phrase, can

occur in the principal sentence in any case-relation but the

genitive ; the accusative therefore, would be objection-

able, unless it is proposed to construe the Locative ^rrir other

wise than as the subject part of a Locative absolute phrase

;

for instance, it may be construed as JTW ^3^ (^f^) ' when
imminent danger at the hands of &c. arises to this leader or

stares him in the face,’ which, however, does not seem to be a

good interpretation.

^p^^TirnTcTH—Hereditary. A bitter and unjust taunt at

the fact that his father had cast off his weapon,
AshvatthJtman retorts by referring to the curse hanging

upon Kama’s weapon, and the latter rejoins :

—

St. 46. vfi
i qjr *ni ejir<»r

5T fins I
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Transl(Uion :—While I wield my weapon, where is the need

for other weapons ? And what missile (».«. whose missUe) can

accomplish that which my missile should fail to accomplish ?

JTr^rg’^ = is son of §JI55I,and the

trusted advisor of

P. 46. St. 47. ^ «Tn9r55Tiwf*TWT Rifrt|?sr,

^rf:, 5W 3^: attT5?Tq: 2?^:^*R55Tn%rRrT »n5 wt H-

fttirra^R:, ?frs?f f^rqfcirr: 1

Translation :—^That Kaurava (namely, Duhsh^ana)—who,

beast as he is in the human form, dragged the daughter of the

P^ch&la king by the hair, who also pulled her garment in the

presence of princes and elders, the blood of whose chest I vowed

to drink as a beverage—that Kaurava is now caught in the

trap of my arms (now lies within the grasp of my arms) ; let him

be saved if possible.

This is a challenge.

—^Violently agitating, terribly harassing. ST?ft-

—3Rfi?r^: —Seriously engaged in offering re-

sLstence, intent upon offering &c;

Simultaneously.

St. 48. w I pifpq; 1 ^ 1 «fr-

Translation

:

—Untruthfulncss is preferable to truthfulness

(in this crisis when DushshSsana's life is in imminent danger).

Fie upon Heaven ! (1 care a twopence for Heaven). Let Hell

fall to my lot (as the retribution of the guilt of being false to my
declaration). The weapon, though cast off, is as good as hot

cast off for the purpose of saving Duhshisana from Bhima.

—Aerial voice, a voice in the air (lit, a bodi-

less voice).

P 47 —A. superhuman voice.

Ashvatthkman's sentimental nature shows itself abundant-

ly here in the touching outburst of a feeling of loyalty towards

the' Kaurava brothers-

St. 49. 551^ (w)
«TJ^ f% fir4 I

I looked on passively, even while Duhshisana's blood was

being drunk. In what else am I going to be of service to Duryo-

dhana on the battle-field ?

conduct has been unwwthy;

we have behaved unworthily.
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The third Act closes with (i) the falling of Duhshfeana into

the grip of Bhima behind the scene, (2) the hastening of Karija

and Duryodhana to Duhsh^na's rescue in response to the open

challenge shouted out by Bhtma from behind the scene, and (3)

the slaughter of DuhshSsana by Bhima which also takes place

behind the scene, instead of on the stage, in accordance with the

rules of dramaturgy which prohibit the representation of slaugh-

ters, among other things, on the stage. ('

I 11*) While tlie third Act

ends thus, the fourth Act opens with Duryodhana's charioteer

bringing away his royal master in his chariot to a retired place in

order to rest him till he should recover from the swoon into which

he has fallen from the effects of a heavy wound received in

the fight. Duryodhana is not aware yet that Bhima has already

slaughtered his brother, DuhshSsana. Thus the fourth Act

takes up the thread of the story where the third Act leaves it and

there arc no events intervening between those two Acts

necessitating a or a for intimating them, as is

the case with the first and the second Act and, still more marked-

ly, with the second and the third.

P. 48. ifr ^ &c. is a call from Kripa behind the scene.

^ siqr-

fflff: ^ (You Kings I) who, in the pride of

the strength -of your arms, set going this great war as a thing of

your heartfelt wish. —(i) Desire or longing ; hence, (2)

the thing desired or longed for,

qm:, sim-

ipr: Who, impelled by partisanship with the

Kauravas, staked or waged your highest hoards of wealth,

namely, your lives.

Both this adjective and the preceding one are intended for

taunts at the ridiculous contrast between the proud, aggressive

and boastful attitude of the kings at the commencement of the

war and their present attitude of cowardice and flight; in

the form 'irtfter' means * a wager or ' a bet.!*

r
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f5r??T: 5:5iraR:, 5TFI

^?TR[. wq: ( = j
f^5:5rm*

9m «IFr ^tTTC^

^ (f^n^^) a?T^rf^ jwt ?Tre?[rr^ ( sRsrf^ ).

Whose arms arc slipping (out of their hands) through terror by
the presence of Bhtma in an apparel that looks frightful owing to

its being smeared willi the blood of the slaughtered Duhshisana

left after being drunk.

I-ct the troops flying

from the battc-ficld be stopped. —Norn. plu. neuter of

pres. part, of J with a.

tja fa: «TfiTg^ argn^-Hcre Kripa is

proceeding, in a chariot, after Kama
(
of course to help him

)

who is assailed by Arjuna.

Jrat: ( )—5Rrorf 9f^

(
= Wg?l5=*llPl) 'TTranTFI 5€T: ^TH flTCSET:—Stopping or arresting,

with his shower of arrows, the further progress of the fighting

activity of the enemy's forces.

ment to the fugitives on his own side.

words of encourage-

vTeRygTRT ^
9>*io?5j5r; a*TP^*r in which the gold

water-pots were constantly brushed by the white chowries

swinging to and fro. It was customary in ancient times to

keep pitchers or other pots (
^rro^for instance

)
filled

with water in the chariot, hi which a warrior went forth to

battle, as a mark of auspiciousness.

emr

(^^)_Indicated ( to be Kripa’s ) by the characteristic ensign

fastened at its top.

...Wfe^TT—

^

^ f^tw: ^ ) fiT: ^55^:

( = ^>T%) (r^), or

• 9TW^ of%<^ i)'rsra?n«fr

being the Taddhiia suflSx denoting possession in the latter

case. ' Which was characterized by rows of small bells which

were constantly made to jingle by the rude or severe shocks or

olts received on account of there lying ( over the plain
) a
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crowded mass of thousands of dead bodies and carcasses of

men, horses and elephants slaughtered
' { on the battle field ).

sWj ). ^ &c., is another

way of explaining thc-compound; But, in this case has to

be treated as a substantive equivalent to

Compare ' M 515-

(^/%) " above. ^^
arRT^:,^ n?: ^ {^K-

%«nS5X^). Intoxicated as I am under the influence of the liquor

consisting of the blood from the fat chest of the slaughtered

Dulishfisana.

Proceeding hastily or

with a wild pace.

JTFT The grand celebration of whose solemn declaration

(that is, of course, its execution) has but a little of it still remain-

ing (to be goni' through). Bhima means to say that DuhshSl-

sana having b<'cn slaughtered already, it remains only to sla-

ughter Diu*yodliana. is i

St 1.

JI9I^ I'intT: 5TW
(5 :-

5iwRFr ) ti?r g'f^TtB^goqfiq: «rwi 8^?I qtcTq;|

«no^r5Tt«»^fT: ^

<fr^r: «?an:
( ^«r: ) h )

Mangled with sharp nails.

Translation :—I have this day drunk the warm blood from

the chest mangled (by me) withmy sharp nails, of him (Duhshfi-

Sana), the puller of the hair and garments of the wife of the

P&ndavas, while yet he was alive, and that in presence of Dur-

yodhana, the reigning king that holds honour as his richest

treasure and stands armed with his bow, and, secondly, before

the eyes of the kinsfolk of the Kaurava family and, thirdly,

while Kama was looking on and Shalya was loo^g on.

I construe with and with 'f^r-
while I take ^ f^r^:\as a separate phrase.^

finds the most natural interpretation in this way as

denoting ' looking on ' from ftnf 6 P. to look on ; the whole
Genitive Absolute pharse ' mm ^ fJRd: ’ has an exact

parallel in d:' Ku.; If 46
"'
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III 46. My construction presents one diflSculiy, however,

namely, with regard to the meaning of the word whiclj

has to be taken as equivalent to ' kinsfolk '
(
collective

)
in-

stead of 'a kinsman’ (singular). The commentator's inter-

pretation of as cqivalent to appears to me
not at all satisfactory though otherwise his construction is all

right. The reading for priscnts no difficulty :

the construction of the second line in that case would be

^ ^ 51^^13;' ‘ in the presence also

of Kama and Shalya, who are friends of the Kaunivas,

—^Thc portentous wind for the dc*struction of the

great forest, namely, the Kaurava princes. JTPSfcT:, lit. the son

of the wind-god and hence Bhfma.

3T^TPjfs?TT4jTl*3n:^l% "This savage fellow may
perpetrate a savage deed upon this prince also.

P. 49, vs-M:—

-

cTiT^T: ( With its thick foliage constantly

waved about by the cool wind rendered fragrant by its shak-

ing the lotuses of the lake (i.c. by its contact with those lotuses

in blowing over them).

URTR^^ is derived by Y^ka as maft (
|I%-

or the wind is so called because it

moves about or it breathes vnthin its mother,

namely, the middle region or the atmospheric region
(

which is called the mother of the wind l)ecausc it is within that

region that the wind is bom. —^lit. Shampooed ; hence,

waved or moved to and fro.

Fatigued with fight

ing work.

»Tft«rfcf. Will be eased or relieved of his fatigue by this breeze

from the lake.

in apposition to Which (wind) is, as it were, a fan

found without being sought for ; this fan found unsought.

12
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Cool as a thick layer of wet sandal po-

wder of the superior order called

Fragrant without (being made so by) human effort ; fragrant

without the intervention of artificial means ; fragrant with such

fragrance as is not artificial (but natural or spontaneous).

T: ?13T sfjrq: Well

suited (as a remedy) for a serious disorder in the normal condi-

tion (of the bodily system, especially the nervous system)

;

hence capable of serving as a natural cure for an acute form of

bodily derangement of the nature of a swoon, such as that

from which Duryodhana was now suffering.

‘St, 2. ^c^TSIT Rp=^pr: ^ I

or sr ar? \

Translaiion :—Drona failed to save the King of Sindhu

(Jayadratha) from Arjuna even tliough he had promised him
security. Here Bhtma has perpetrated the most atrocious deed

upon this Duhshasana as ( a lion might do
)
upon a deer. But

after having thus carried out or fulfilled, on the battle-field,

even such declarations of the enemies as were difficult of execu-

tion, (with such ease) as if they had been very light (or easy of

execution), Fate which is so unpropitioiis to the Kaurava family

is not, I believe, satisfied or content even with this much.

Tlic charioteer fears that the unpropitious Fate intends still

to do something worse tow'ards the completion of the programme
of mischief which it has set before itself.

The commentator construes the last line somewhat differ-

ently, taking the adjective attributively and the adjec-

tive predicatively. The interpretation thus is

:

' Fate (
that is, of course, adverse fate ) which has had

its desire gratified (now that it has carried out the solemn

undertakings of the enemies) has, I fear, not still turned

away from the Kuru. family )> that is

to say, has not still withdrawn its mischievous activity from the

Kuru family.' It seems to be intent upon doing still further

mischief. Thus the ultimate meaning is the same in either case

but the mode of arriving at it greatly differs.
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St. 3. ^rq5r p( icr-fre^-

*1^ ^5:, ^ (W^).
Which is being devastated by an elephant wild with rutting

literally would mean ‘ seized with the wildness of

rutting.')

Which has but a single tree left standing out in bold relief.

-^F: eWF^ (f^).
rrflwsfaftow :—You too are lying within the range of the

frowning glances of Fate, in this royal family which has had ail

its other princes already slain and which thus looks like a wilder-

ness that is laid waste by an elephant wild with rutting and has

but a single tree left standing out conspicuously.

St. 4. v^\f^ stRuft
•

wn 1

—Exposed to no manner of peril or danger.

Translation :—You (O Fate,) arc about to fulfil even this

(out-standing) pledge of Bhimasena (namely to kill Duryodhana)

while yet he is himself without wounds and is wielding his mace
without so much as being exposed to any manner of danger or

uncertainty (to his life or personal safety).

eT«fWr: iffSTfcT I ( ^ I Your

horses are now unable to draw your chariot
;

(aside) and your

mental chariot too.' The charioteer means to intunate to the

king that the horses are weary and cannot draw the king's

chariot and, at the same time, he wants to intimate to the

audience that even if the horses could draw the chariot, they

would be unab e to draw his mental chariot, meaning there was

no possibility of his carrying into effect his purpose to rescue

Ehihshasana, The words and are used here in alli-

terative antitliesis, a form of rhetorical ornament employed by

this author more than once and forming one of the features of

the artificiality of his style. Comp.

P* 50, ?n^cnT“With special significance or meaning about

his tone which must have indicated his impatience at the diffi-

culties which his charioteer seemed to be making.

None of that delay which would be caused by our pro-

ceedffig in the chariot I
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5fR5' ^PTT^: ( JflPWSf )- One accustomed to move
amid the crushing crowd of enemies, nw? and mean
the same thing and the use of both the words here is another

proof of the author’s tendency to verboseness, although we may
somehow split the idea into two component elements and assign

them to the two words each to each respectively
; thus we

may insist upon taking the word ' ^ in the sense of ' a

crowd ' or ' a throng ’ merely and the word in the sense

of * friction ' or ' mutual rubbing of bodies ' and the whole

phrase would literally mean ' one accustomed to

move amid the close friction of throngs of enemies/

'

St. 5 . «Ttr <TrT: ^ *rr«5^

I *Tt f% ^Tnr*n% 1 ^nfr rrr*? 1

sr 1 5r ?ran I

_ 5I55Tr=naturaUy or

rather habitually. ^rTPTT (
= wrRsdw)

past pass. part, from 55^ 10 . U.) Indulged or fondled to excess;

over-indulged ;
hence very dear. According to the commentator,

however, who, it seems, cannot tolerate the liberty with which

wrJwiW has to be treated, not very legitimately, as equivalent

to HINWW, means
' naturally wayward in his cravings it being implied that he

had been brpught up with so much indulgence that he was con-

sequently a spoilt child.

Translation :—This wretch, (namely, BhSma) with weapon
uplifted, is perpetrating the foulest outrage upon my child so

habitually fondled or indulged. Why then do you prevent me
from proceeding against him ? Can you really feel no resent-

ment (against the enemy), nor compassion (upon the condition

of DuhshSsana) nor shame (at the thought that you arc not only

yourself unable to Kelp by driving the chariot, but, further, you
arc disssuading me from proceeding to attack the enemy. ?)

Note the idiomatic construction with the potential passive

participle in 'RfTPT the accursed Bh!ma
must have retired (from the battle-field),’

JTTnnr. . . ^ cttto. fro-

—r^: ^ ?nTnjcT:. One imbued exclusively

with the sentiment of valour, —One
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fondled in my lap. ?rT

St. 6. finniivf ^ g^: (
v. l.

gv:) ^ arfiiatsft- 1^ ^ »Tf i «Tf^

Translation :—^An elder brother merely in name as 1 am, I

did not introduce you into (1 did not feed you with) sensual

pleasures of every kind to 3'our heart's content, nor did I fondle

you enough. While, my darling. I have been the cause of this

your sad fate, since I set you to a lawless course of action but

failed to protect you (in the hour of danger), grff; &c. would

mean * I did not let you loose upon sensual pleasures &cj ‘ I

did not leave you free' to indulge in sensual pleasures to your

heart's content/

p. 51, Vou did an iinproptr thing.

St. 8. Jr «igwi|«r: «n<w^'r5fr: h f^-

irr^'isnw i diir^ art «rr artg ;r

5TR?T:

Translation :—(You did an unhappy thing) since I was not

awakened (as 1 should have b«-en) by the bruises made (upon

my body) by the bolt like mace of that beast of a Pandava, the

enemy of my brother : and since also either Bluma or I did not

at once lie prostrate (as ought to have been the case) on the

very bloody bed on which lay DushshSsana.

St. 9. »rf^ 1 ’t ^ 1

qrfdd i

^'
iwgrf: ^ ^ 1

Translation .-—Is death to overtake me ? and not Bhima to

kill ? What do I care for sovereignty or for victory, now that

all my brothers have been slain ?

at^et; ?Ttng?T:—With his body decked up with

bandsLges wrapped round the wounds made by strokes of

arrows.

This man, Sundaraka by name, is Duryodhana’s scout on

the battle-field and, coming back with information t^ be com-

municated to the King, is searching for him on the battle-field.

In the course of his search and inquiry, he comes across scene

after scene of woe’ and misery and, though these scenes are hot
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represented on the stage, Sundaraka is supposed to be witness-

ing them and his descriptions of them which are meant for the

audience possess a good deal of pathos about them and cannot

fail to excite pity and horror. Though the soliloquy so devised

is drawn out to a rather tedious length, the prolixity is compen-

sated by a pretty good variety in the pictures of misery and woe

which it presents.

P. 52. 3Tf^JT ^ The word ‘ ’ in

this sentence cannot be construed and is probably spurious.
I

<rg: 71^; ^ ?nTT^?TRn^. (
Standing )

with their loins girded up,’ because they have just come away

from^the battle-field and have not yet ungirt their loins.

^ '(With pincers) the tips of which are

incapable of being blunted by the solid wire-gauze coat of mail.

In pulling out the darts the pincers were used and these pene-

trated through the solid coat of mail without their tips being

blunted.

—Here there is a most ti

5Troprr

1 garment. —Wearing all ornament

A lady setting about to perform self-immolation after the

death of her husband would dress herself in a red garment and

put on all possible ornaments as symbolic of that blessed wife-

hood which she must enjoy after such feat of self-immolation.

The appearance of such a lady is intended to bear a marked con-

trast with that of a woman W'ho is content to live after her hus-

band as a widow with her person stripped of all ornaments and
otherwise disfigured.

P- 53- —The expression involves

redundance. We should expect cither ' *
or ' ST^-

The commentator has, however, made an in-

genious attempt to explain away the fault. He says that the

present life itself is a with reference to past lives and
the life to come is, therefore, with reference to the

present life.

^ Who have not
dressed or bandaged their wounds.

'

—
' Reproaching a horse with a
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vacant saddle/ They must have been reproaching the animal

for having allowed its rider, their master, to be unhorsed.

sr^r:.—‘ Every one
is in distress owing to the cruel attitude of Fate.’

315^) Suffer-

ing some calamity proportionate to his rank or position.

^ ^ UTOH —Vide note on

^ &c/ The meaning is, though searched

for he is not found ; I mean it is not found w^hcre he is.

qFT^ ^TT^nr^Tf^— ' Here

indeed, there is maturing the fruit of the poisonous tree, namely,

the house of lac (set on fire) and the gambling/

The remaining words are adjectives qualifying

and serve to set forth the subordinate metaphors auxiliary to the

principal metaphor in

f^^T^TcT wf2T Wl.
Of which tree the seed consisted of Vidura’s word revilqd.

^ w
Wr. Of which the sprout was the wholesome advice of

• Bhishma set at naught.

5T^f^
Of which the roots struck deep in the soil consisted of Shakuni's

incitement etc.

^ fhc, «Ti?5-

fRJ Of which the basin was the lioslility eonceix'cd and

fostered for a long time.

'Twi52Tr: jgff 2r??r. Of

which the flower appeared in the seizure of Draupadi's hair (by

Duhshasana).
swi :, 5Tn%.

^ ^^;)—\Vliich has filled all the ten quarters witli

a thousand r^bows engendered by the raj*s of the sun when

blended with the rays of the various gems (with which the cha*

riot is studded.)

znn ^ ^ etc. used in

the sense of or
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Jn^cl5^ —Like a Ulan of mean rank ; like a low or

ordinary man.

—In a not very enviable place or spot

;

in a wretched locality.

qT3aT5^f»^5n5f ^ )—qi5[m'i%5rsn: ^
(a Karmadharaya compound here and not a Bahuvrihi compound

as in tlie sentence where it qualifies ' The meaning

is ' Tliis is the fruit ripening out of the flower etc.

TaddJiita derivative from meaning' horses

yoked (to the chariot)/

% W ?.^Hr-VVhy do you further

distract my mind which is already distracted enough.

is a Denominative from

;—With indistinct or half-suppressed com-

munications. ,
past pass, part, used as a substantive.

p. 54 ^^55^52%

«fjr: tjsr Jfiqrfr e55Rq|^
—Who had knitted up his arched ej^e-brows and whose

broad forehead consequently looked fierce. The first part of the

compound contains so many redundant words !

«ri%irTcrefviTST ^^01—

Who sent forth a shower of arrows with such rapidity that his

acts of adjusting the arrows on the Ix)w and of discharging them

were seldom to be marked.

-—The major part of this Act is rendered highly

undramatic by the interposition of tliis scene between Sundaraka

and Duryodhana, where the fonner narrates and describes

rather too minutely the progress of the fight, as observed by him
on the battle-field and the latter listens, interrupting now and

then with or, at the most, with an expression of ap-

plause when the narrative mentions any deed of valour on the

part of waniors on his side, especially on the part of Vrishasena,

the son of Kama.

^
5]«3mRr:^ ^r:

(On account of darkness spread round)

by the mass of dust raised by the rusli of the glittering ( glit-

«

t
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tering, of course, with their rich accoutrements) elephants,

horses and foot-soldiers of both the armies.

^ ) na»tT2r5TT

)—(On account of darkness spread

roimd also) by a large number of hosts of elephants belonging to

diflEerent warriors lying about in disorder on the battle-field,

and *wrrr' are not both required.

the armies were rendered blind,

as it were, (by the darkness &c.).

yrgg (comp-

Marathi cT^T. Owing to the sharp twanging

produced by the bow-string being let go after having been previ-

ously pulled a long way,

—There arose (in the minds

of onlookers) the impression that itwas the thunder of the cloud

of world-destruction.

cT^ cT^TPfT^:. Whose loud war-cries, resembl-

ing the roar of a lion, served to indicate their respective iden-

tities.
—

' Indicative of something here ' indicative of

their respective identities.'

irrf^ h
3«r«^T:, «^ (f«r5^ff »zf =

5PIT »ngt Which was lit up by lightning flashes in

the shape of the sparks of fire shot forth by their armours

when these were struck by the various missiles discharged ( by
them at each other).

srpRfk ^^ TO-

)—Which was characterize by clouds in

the shape of their bows the twanging of which was deep like

thxmder. «

steh: serjrt; ^ ?rew1^

( )
—^Which peured down myriads of streams, namely,

^e arrows that shot through the air.

4^*1<5 ^jrra^lT—Between them there arose a rainy

day in the form of a scene of active fight.
9 * •

a w 2rw a«rnjjT:, arew-

13
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(rWT-). Which was distinguishedby the great monkey ( Maruti)

seated at the top of the flag and uttering a cry as terrific as the

sound of a thunder stroke. is ' a stroke of thunder;’

or according to the commentator, ^ ^ OTf:

where 'Pr*it?r’means ‘ a hurricane * or ‘ a stormy wind.’ The

whole phrase ' ’ would mean ‘ whose cry

was as terrific as a peal of thunder or the howl of a stormy

wind. For the second meaning of compare

in Act I, page, 17.

gqjnq —gT|pi®ii Ir^r?^^ hw ^ ®r^r; ^ h 5^:
Which could not be gazed upon owing to (the presence of

)
the

four stalwart hands—^marked by the conch, the discus, the

sword and the mace respectively—of Krishna who was there

busy driving the horses.

irrarswr:

friRftrcT, fRzr 5n%^*r:, »rf^<TTi% rnrr^:

—

Which filled the cavities of all the quarters with echoes of

the shrill blast of the Panchajanya (Krishna's conch) and of the

Devadaiia
(
Arjuna’s conch) when these were blown.

iHreUTtgg gfN-—

(f —Who had pulled the string of his bow as

far strong as the ear.

^Hi: mr;,

3^: tt: ^TRI^; 2IW cWI^: (5*nT^%iT:)—Who
had been urging on his charioteer (of course, to drive on the

chariot fast) by pricking him with the forked ends of the

arrows that had been pulled out (by him) with the right hand,

g^, ' the forked end of an arrow at which the arrow is fixed

on the bow-string before being discharged * Or the whole com-
pound may be otherwise interpreted thus :

wnt ^ 3^: ^ cWI^l Who urged

on his charioteer to unfasten the ends of the arrows
( the

ends at which the arrows were tacked together in a bundle)

as he held up the arrows (for the purpose) in his right hand,

(i) rubbing or pricking, (2) unfastening or loosening.

—‘While yet driv-

ing up towards the spot, he, in a moment, covered

Aijuna’s splendid chariot with arrows as thickly as a tree in
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blossom is covered with bees.' 3# )

(i) ' an arrow/ so called because it is furnished with a sharp

point ( ) at the tip of it
; (2)

‘ a bee/ so called because it

has a sharp thorny tooth in its mouthy ^^TRTrft

mOT:.

• • •

g^r: cn^: The forked ends or roots of which

looked as dark and smooth as a thin sword blade if split into two

(so as to have the appearance of being forked).

5TrJTftTen-..-5ro?ra^;— f5r*?Rn:

The dark-coloured tags of which

were groxmd on a whet-stonc. f5n%?T"Past. part pass, of^ with

^ or cfhP^T

2r«n ??n^T*n Discharged with marvellous quickness.

p. 56, )—

Looking fierce w'ith the frown which spread over the round face

that got suffused with anger provoked (by this reproach hurled

at his fathcr-jCT^I^tj^). The phrase '^W'R^»3^npr?r' implies

the metaphor of the moon eclipsed by Rahu,

Prince Vrishasena taunted Arjuna in return by means of arrows,

not by means of foul words.

The three adjectives, etc., arc to be applied

both to and to

:— fff: sm; 3^: Lit. *That

chcrii^ a longing for region of the ear so, as applied to

the adjective refers to the arrows being pulled on the bow’-

strii^ as far as the ear ; as applied to it would refer to

the tendency of words to fall on the ear of another and make
themselves heard,.

—f^n%d^rtRTt tnir H’lrwidi

(
=: 9^:) (fWl^).

<c4U^4|
I 4t<f?4n;

UliiiJUl— 51^:

^ (^) Who effectually arrested or stopped the
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activity of the eye-sight with the shower of his arrows, that is, so

thoroughly filled all the quarters with his arrows that the eye

could see no object.

Conunenced a marvellous operation (in fight) that Was indeed

well worthy of his excellent training,

^ ^[^rr9^

^ <Trc^R 'S^Tiose hand was so quick that

its movements from and to the mouth of the quiver and the

bow-string could hardly be marked and whose hand was equally

quick in adjusting arrows on the bow and discharging them.

Who suspended their hostilities for a time.

P. 57. gHvnfcr

^ ^^ qTRv^ )• Who was

possessed of such valour as defied the whole circle of princes

and warriors.

?ril«Tg. {«iaflr^CT). Labouring under a conflict of the feeling of

joy, rage and pity. as a noun is used here in the unusual

sense of ‘ a perplexing or distracting combination or mixture.'

as an adjective meaning ‘ crowded with ’ or' full of 'is well

known: compare ‘
’ Uttar. I. 8.

The several considerations to which the different feelings were

due are easy to imagine.

’snprnrer ^jxyrs^ Kama's volley of

arrows fell upon Bhlmasena and his eyes dimmed with tears

upon Vrishasena.’ Mark the alliteration in and

srf^cT:

Angered by the shouts of applause proceeding from

both the armies (of course, at the brave fighting of Vrishasena).

(At

the white parasol) that served as a mark of roy^ty.

^«r: cWT^:. Deprived of his chariot-

‘

(
Set about) tracing circles

with bis movements, that is, wheeling round and roimd.' This
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is a better reading than
(

5l|^:
)' which would

mean ‘(set about) moving to and fro with a sword/

erfir^rbr: ^ ?mr-

^*T Disregarding Bhimasena’s onslaught ; never

caring to parry Bhtma's onset.

P. 58. c! rai ^r<T^ 2^- O one so

clamorous in reviling my father.

q I
R—Though so naive or raw in his character

(as a warrior).

5n!?nn^ ^nrq^jq—shaking of! the volley of arrows,

—Pfl^RTTqt

(f%^rfcn). Who was exasperated by the

strokes of sharp arrows,

Arjuna took up the shakii from (where it lay in) the interior

of the chariot and discharged it at the boy warrior/ 5n%rwas

a missile of unusual potency forming a conspicuous part of

Arjuna's armory.

qra tTFT —Noisy with the jingling of the

whole lot of its tinkling bells of gold.

?rf^ (^r%:). Looking dear as the sky when it is free

from the screen of douds.

^ ?T«n^r

(5r%:). Having a sharp, dark-coloured and glossy tip.

f^f%vri:f;T...^^Frr— ?7JTrJTt smr »»?t »ff-

^ ^oi?4 ^ ^5?^ Jfprr; rnrr^ar. Shining with the light of varied

gems and hence looking at once awful and charmings
#

&lfq —Note the

ungrammatical character of the sentence here, * ^?PT
*
should be

‘sr^pnw.’

' (When Kama beheld the blazing

shakii) there slipped down from his hand the bow with the

arrow, from his heart that courage which is the natural virtue

of a warrior, and from his eye, the tear/ This rhetorically
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framed sentence with several subjects connected with a common
predicate involves the figure called in Sanskrit.

has to be explained rather curiously as equivalent

to RffW ^ STT^: 2r«n wrwn—adverb modifying

—After having gazed long (by way of fixing

bis aim).

aer^rni upq*_aT^; tp«rr: While yet it was on its

way (through the air). The myth relating to the Ganges being

split into three parts by the god Shiva is told in the MahSi-

bhirata, Vanaparva.

p. 59. ( adj. to 9^^
* (Shouts of applause) which were at once loud and

pleasant to the ear.' The phrase is by no means readily intel-

ligible and may perhaps be spurious. The commentator's ex-

planation (=snirR:) is far-fetched.

BFcT^: The noise of the war-trumpets

was drowned (by the shouts of applause).

Siddhas and Charanas arc orders of demi-gods.

The skill attain-

ed by the study and practice of the art of war.
t

It is well worth your while too to wit-

ness this (5c. fight between Arjuna and Vrishasena).

Significantly, that is, with a tone which signi-

fied that he was eager to know what followed,

<I)PWT^ .
' O helms-

man for (steering) the ship of insolence !' Kama is addressed as

one who leads people along the path of insolence and unrighte-

ousness. Mark the alliteration in

TTTT In my absence; behind my back, q^H5H=
er^: lit, outside the pale of one's view.

surrif^: sqrm^rrer—Was hemmed

in and slain.

P. 59.
' One of

whom there remains nothing but what may be merely remem-

bered hence, ^ dead and gone.' A periphrasis meaning ' I am
kitting/' - W-. 'i i
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—The name of Kama's bow.

or c*JH is 'Suppression of all manifestation

of the inward feeling.' In the present case Duryodhana must
have been pained at the mention of Arjuna's resolution to slay

Vrishasena and his mental agony would naturally tend to

break out in sighs or otherwise ; but Duryodhana suppres-

sed these manifestations of his inward agony.

Who prohibited Bhfma from continuing his opera-

tions on the battle-held.

aT5TnT......5E^^— ^ ?nH ^

Which { two rivers of arrows
) tore away the rivo

banks* namely the chariots of Kama and Vrishasena.

3T: ) «rf?RT: 3Jr»n ?Tre9ir«rn3[. ‘ Who
displayed or put fortli their best skill for very love to each

other.' Their very lives being at stake, each of them put forth

the best that in him lay in order to save the other*

aiut^tT (Ht

r%?rr^ ?I«rr^^ (ilF«lf^r). Whose pouring forth of

arrows could be mar^d by nothing but the incessant thunder-

like twanging of his bow.

etc. ‘ Arjuna wrought

such a marvel with the arrows that etc.' 'fhe verb agreea

with the last nominative but is to be construed with

each nominative separately with a due change in its form in

each case by what is called

'rhe v. 1. etc. is to be rejetod.

' ^ (5I7:^>—Ended or finished.
^

f^gTh fgR^ f^g^: ^ (When

the Kaurava forces) had set up a loud wail ; amid the wail of

the Kaurava forces.

(V. l. is historical present and is equivalent

to In this sentence there arc other readings but these

do not ht in with the context.
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' ’ and ’ Note ’the 'difference of

meaning here, due to difference in the position of the word

'Opt' in the Bahiivrihi compoiuid. —
' one io Itihom

fight with the mace is dear ;
‘ One whose presence is

dear (to another, to Duryodliana in the present case).’

p. 6i, f5r»f?r: 1^^;
One in whom there is no point of distinction or inferi-

ority as compared to Duhshksana ; hence, one who is quite like

Duhsh^na (tq me), as dear (to me) as Duhsli^ana.

St. IO. 1%^

;• • qqfH *r5r rnfl(7^a>5[. Possessed of large eyes.

ClJrrq..

Charming as the moon recently risen,

?c»n 5ff»ir jift

Marked by a splendour peculiarly attractive owing to

the fresh youth just bursting forth,

• simpT^ eft—simr^n »r«ifiVr v%: ^ ewi-

Marked by eyes rolling about in the agony of death.

Translation :—When that lotus-like face of yours, possessed

of large eyes and charming as the newly-risen moon and marked
by a complexion peculiarly attractive owing to fresh youth just

budding forth, had its eyes rolling about inthe moment of your

slaughter, with what feelings, indeed, can Kama have gazed

upon it.

. St, II. ) tfcTci:^ I ftTt I ^ «J<n I «T^: ^*0^.

Translaiion :—Our nearest kinsmen being all slain before

our very eyes, this heart of ours has altogether been burnt down
by the fire of humiliation ; so now how can there be any sorrow

any anguish of mind ?

Duryodhana means to say that successive discomfitures, Ae
most intolerable of their kind, have so completely deadened his

soul to all sense of sorrow or mental anguish that those who can
feel regret or sorrow seem to him comparatively blessed : ' gwr-

,{^ 5:fPTr«ff says he.

What course was adopted ?
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Wiping oft the tear.

—5^
*RTWT: ^IFT Whose valour was sharpened by his rage

at the slaughter of his son.

Was covered or screened/ 'I'he word may be
the past pass. part, of the Denominative from or of |
with

P. 62, —^'I'he pole of a carriage.

In a
variety of ways.

Here is a specimen of the idiomatic

form of opening a letter, prevalent in Sanskrit.^ ftW ^PrmVT. ' For this the last time.’

St. 12. (w#) ?i?fr 1 Hrfer 1

«rf^: I wgsrr 5r^: ^
«rT«^ 5:^1%^ vft 1

'/Van^fa/ion ;
—

“ This man is most ]>roricicnt in the use of

every variety of missiles. There is no man who is a inatcli

for him in battle. He is dearer to me than my very brothcn>

:

he is sure to vanquish the sons of Kunti.” Such were the dreams

you clierished concerning me. while I have failed to slay the

enemy of Duiish^sana (viz, Hhima). Since this is so, seek re-

lief for your sorrow now either i>v slrciiglh of your arms or by

means of tears.

'I'his is Kama's message of des|xur to Duryodhana. He
means to say that he must die soon without Ix'ing able to realise

for Duryodhana any of those high dreams wliich tlie latter clicri-

shcdall along; Duryodhana must, therefore, either help himself

to such revenge on tin* enemy as might bring him some coit*

sulation for his heavy loss, or, if unable to do s<), must lighten

his sorrow by giving it an outlet in tears.

V. 1. for ^ in etc, and ^ for t# in ^ 5:11-

otc. These variants an: to Ik; rejected

would be a faulty expression f<»r «T^

the fault involved Ix'ing what is culled which

cuiuosls in a [yari of the prt^dicale not iH'ing expresscKl with

sufTtciuil promiuciice ; in the present ease the jxirt of the
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predicate
‘ ' would be slurred o\xt or obscured if,

instead of being expressed as an independent word, it were

compounded with
;

•—How is Kama engaged now? What

is he about ? flTRWT:

St. ij. <nqK ?c?i .arfM flfea

«n'4 nrtiTgi

?9Tf ^ (5^0 5*Tt ??nT5 i

The water is spoken of as inauspicious because it

iHTtains to the funeral rites. adv. sqmq.
A fast embrace, being the past pass, part, of with OT
used in tlic neuter as a substantive, ^ 5Tr^

«TFr |1%. Which is not to recur ; hence, final.

Transliilion :—Let us kill Kunti's sons, offer the funeral

.libations to our kinsmen, shed tears in coni]>any with our few

surviving miinsters and the few surviving enemies, exchange u

fast liiial embrace for a long while and then cast off these accur-

sed bodies of ou!S, at once \voi>lx.'goiie. and gratified.

They are \voe-lK*guiie laxause. they have lost so many dear

souls and lliey would be graliJied when they should have their

revenge n|Km the enemy.

3T?J^ —Or rather 1 luiveno niessuge lo send

conccniing sornav. The word *
* is superfluous. i*or the

sentence SlffT t‘te, hxiks like no modification of any pari

of what Durs'odhaiui has alnrady said, l>nt it is rutlier a new

slalenient.

W t»j. St. 14. h ^ \ 5:5rr^5i: ir i w
I ^ (ft) I

7 ntHslaiion :—V'rishaseiia is not (exclusively) yoitr son nor
is Duhshusaiui (e.sclusively) in>'-bidlUcr. (They arc, respectively,

'^111 am! brother lH)th lo yon and lo me alike). So where is the

piopru ty of yom consoling ine*or of my composing you ?

(The ruiiibliug

i»l the rims ol Iht wheels) blended with the Jieighing of tfie

huise:>- = cm; or ctwici;. •

(
Sc. Kfsai ). 3TfNhTc?UI—The foulest niischicl

or trick.
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( tjtJj =5 )— w:
(
= smtpj?!:) WFVJ^; Jpft: 5raT^. Win. li:ivc in you an only

kinsman surviving'.

St. 15. ^ ^ ^DT
1 (g^r)

mvirt «rf ^ 5:5rRH«yr 1 «Tr^ ?TrjRWt

srn^ »tO i^: fi»> 3 ^^n?r 1 f%^T?r:

( ^) JTRTi’.to be conslrii6<l with * ^ * and ’
sei>j»-

ratcly and not jointly.

STtR^—

P

ast i>ass. part, ot 5ir^ cans, of err^ with a.

Translation :— Tt w'as this ver\' daj' (hat we bolli met our

father and mother and then wont forth to battle. Bowinfc

(before them), I was by them smelt on the head : so was Duh-

shisana likewise. And now that darling (namely, Dnhsli^sana)

l>eing forcibly reduced to such a s<id predieaineiii (lhai is, slain)

by the enemy, what am 1 to say to my parents on approucliing

tlienii ruthless ns T have lieen so nbsf>lutelv ?
^

In ancient times it was customary for i^lders to actually

smell thcir youogers on the lu-ad by way of blessing them when

the latter took leave of the ff»rmer Ix'fore i*ngaging in any work

of enlerprisi*.

Act V.

—One only sprout sur\'iving out

of the whole wilderness, namely, the Kuril family.

Slowly, in a leisim^ly manner.

St. I. su^PT sq^T^i'w (^ )

(«?s) f5TTSfa^m^?TPr

^«if’ 5r I

Transla/iopt :—A misc*rable wretch as I am, I have not made
the kind inquiry " my dear son, is your pain lH*arablc ?" after

the darts should have been mnovixl from your 1m t’\ 1 \ aicaii<
• • •

of pincers and you should have cast off you- armour and your

wounds should have been l)andaged aiul
;

: sliould have re-
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dined on Kama’s person at your leisure and be triumphantly

surveying from a distance all the princes when they should have

been already vanquished first and afterwards appeased.

Dhritarishtra states in detail amid what circumstances he

wished to have met his son and curses his own fortune at the sad

rourse, events hav^c taken.

vr^r irrfh^crr:

yf^»Try: sfr^: <TPr n*rr

). This adjective practically gives the reason

for what is stated in the principal sentence, namely, ^
‘ Your tongue is silent or inactive because, pro-

bably, you are so agonised by the pangs of your deep w^ounds.'

P. 65, —Unusual, unexampled, unparalleled
;

lit.

hitherto never practised. —Refvtsal to speak, silence.

St. 2. ^ ^ wwq-

I

e?5«rRi ^
One witnessing the slaughter of his brothers without avenging it.

Ill-bom, as a disgrace to the family ?

Translation :—A spectator as I have been of the slaughter of

your sons without avenging it, I have proved to bo the cause of

ray father’s tears as also yours. O dear mother ! then why do

you regard me as your son—me who am rather the destroyer

of your sons and one unworthily horn in this pure race of the

Bharatas ?

JTnrN^tirwr^—A guide.

St. 3. m: ^ fjwi; I wi ^ ^
ttvf I tjut ffcn% ^ i

irf I

—PbrT d*B^. ' One who
is divorced from all parental tenderness.' is a noun in

the compound

Translation :—O mother, your words are astonishingly

mean and undignified. What a strange incongruity between your
. character as a worthy woman of the Kshatriya caste and ihe
rrfcfekness of spirit (w'hich your words betray) ? O one divorced

wh61Iy from parental tenderness, you do not mind-the tragic end
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of your hundred sons but care merely for the safely of me who
am so unworthy (of your care) I

^ ' IndctKl, this ( that is,

Gandhiri's becoming too mock-spirited
)

is a result wrought l>y

grief for the loss of sons.' Duryodhana means that Gfindhkri's

unexpected loss of so many sons has whollj’ unncr\Td her

and caused her spirit to degenerate most deplorably.
• «

ample or wide ; hence, of no universal

‘application, of limited application.
*

' refers to

in seasc though not grammatically. Durj^mlhana means

that the common proverb that becaitse the pitcher has slippeil

down into the well, the ro])e too is not to Ix' dropp<*d

in, is not just in every case ; for, says Duryodhana, when
that whidi is to served doe,s no longer exist, the instru-

ment that serves is needless. Thus in the case of the rop*

and the pitcher, when one pitcher is lost, another pitcher

can ho supplied for the rope to serve and the uscfulitess of

the rope may continue ; and there may Im' many cases ana-

logoiis to this and there the proverb may hold gooir; but it

cannot hold good in the present case, since Duryodhana has

lost all the souls dear and near to him and it is not possible to

replace them that he might love them and be serviceable lo

them ; so there is no good in his living longer. He speaks of his

brothers as
* * and of himself as the

St. 4. w iRT ^
Translation :—Do you keep mourning for your sons, look-

ing all the better (for doing so) in company with Kunfi who shall

,
have all her sons slain by me this day.

P. 66. snjTT ^...ctc. Even this is much that at

least you are not to be mourned for, that is, you arc alive and

not to be bewailed like your brothers, v. i. for ‘ enrir^

I But in this reading * '
is

unintelligible.

' may be interpreted in

more ways than one ; it may be treated as a compound

(
•T niay be taken as a predicative adjective (juali-

fying and the whole sentence would mean ' make
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these words of your father's anything hut the last (that he

utters), implying that if Durymlhana slumld refuse to comply

with Ills father’s requi'st, the latter would die broken-hearted

and would utter no more words. therefore, entreats Duryo-

dhana not to let things come to such a j)ass. Or, secondly^

* errWffJI * may be treated as a Bahuvrihi compound meaning

' final ’ of * last ’

(
^ )

lit. ' that which has no suc-

cessor or for which there is no last, ' hence, 'last* and the ad-

jective may be taken to qualify attributivcly, or

prcdicativelv : in the former ease, the meaning .would be ^Pn

this, the Last bidding of your father's;’ 'implying that if Dnryo-

dhana would ol>ey this one bidding of his fatlicr’s, the latter

would leave him to his own sweet will for the rc-st. In the latter

case, the meaning would be' ' Allow your father's words to he

final/ that is. 'do not contradict him ornppcjso him but ol>e.y

his bidding/

St. 5. w:^ ^ ^vft4r i[#r I

ericir^ «i3Td: mm- 95r?3^FT, \ ^

or ^nrnr:> A co-parccncr ; Hi,

One who conics in for or cats a share in the property of a com-

mon ancestor, hence, a co-sharer or co-parcener.

^ ) Ji^frr One

whose solemn drclarafion or j>Jedge is outstanding or remains

unexecuted.

Translation :—The illustrious Drona and the illustrious
$

Bliishma, in reliance on whose strength the co-parccrncrs wore

S4'f at naught (by us), have both been slain. The w'orld trembles

before Arjuna who has killed Kama's son (Vrishasenu) IxTore

its eyes :
now that my (other) sons have fallen, the enemy (of

course, Bhfma) has his solemn declaration remaining unful-

filled with reference to j'ourwdf (alone). So, my dear son, give

up all your pride* towards the enemies and tend these your blind

parents (referring to himself ami his wife, GandhJiri).

DhritarJishtra enumerates the unfortunate occurrences on

his side and tries to persuade his son to leave off his jxilicy of

war with the enemvr which might lead to his owm fall on the

battle-field and leave his blind |>arents entirely .sifpportlcss in

their old age. • / !4
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is a term of endearment used by -an elder iix addressing

a younger in a tone of mild persuasion. Comp. Marathi

V, L. for
'

' here '
eff

* would have to be

taken. In the unusual sense of ‘ erPr
' *

for tlie third line. This reading is good.

sr?rT^q[—A hero seeking to vanquish

the cjiemy is lit to Ik: counselled (ought to be coun-

selled) by tile \vis<* as long as he li\ es.

Xhi*. potential passive parliciph*,
’ being used in the neuter gender as a substantive

and so, as conslnu^l with the phrase the noun
denoting the agent of counselling (uiTT^:) must stand in the

genitive case, and therefore, cannot be treated as

equivalent to the inslrumeiital ‘3l|rT^fe:’. 'Hu- meaning of the

whole phrase is ‘ fit object of counsel fur the wise.*

rather tauntingly. * VVe

are ready to listen frtmi yourself as a wise man any lilting

counsel to Ik* offered to us.' In is used as a

If y<ni u<iuld master your auger; if

you wouUl regain your cool lcin|K*r.

with as meaning 'to make |jeace

with, is intransitive in Sanskrit ; so when nsisl transitively as

here, means * to win over/ * lu eunciliale.’ The result-

ing idea is the same, however.

li) By stipulating

sucli tenus as may Ik- acceptable (to the eiicniy): or {z) by form-

ing such an agreement or coming lu such an understanding as

may be welcome (to either i>arty).

In (i) W~U*nus stipulated; iu (J) qtir.;::uagreenienl or

treaty.

.-<Tg^or rather ap-

?rWf^ (RWETHI;). Owing to her lM*ing overcome with tender-

ness low-ards her stms or rattier her sur\'iviiig son, Ouryodhana.

Owing to his puerileiiess or immaturity of

judgmuit.

snpRf^ 5?Rrrrirfj»T —gH*n^W5in=g^Frran»i

a«n»r?T:. It is Iht' anguish i>f mind due to the loss ol Iho

suns that prevails or asserts itself.
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3TWfa?T^5I?T:— None of whose

hundred brothers had lallen.

arq^arfer—

subjective genitive)
(
==?rra«^.-, objective genitive )

^RT: ^ —I refused to entertain or repudiated .the

overtures of peace made by Krishna.

P. 67. ?:sr

(jff<nR) siJ^nr^sR^ ^ ^ n«n^:. Now when I l»avc

abx'ady witnessed the fall of Bhishma, Drona and the whole

bust of our \'ussal princes.

Calculated to bring nothing but shame to u man of honour.

amr^ ?wi*RTni (4ii^). That

must result in misery or wretchedness.

is ironical here.

?Qr: I 9^ 9̂

^5r: i \

Translaiion :‘~\i is, indeed, such princes us are losing their

ground Ufore the enemy, that seek reconcilaition with their

adversiirit-s ; wInTcas, at j>resent I am the losing ixirty, being

bereft of Diihshasana (in fact all the brothers) while P4ndava

(referring lo Vudhishlluni) lias all his brothers living.

riie idea is that as Duryodhana is the losing luirly and

Dlianna ihe gaining parly on the field of battle, Uharnia would

not accept any proiwsal of |x‘ac(^ coming from Duryodhana.

V. I. for and for tlie second line '5:5TTOT

This reading loo would give the same

idea bill in a round about way. Thus the meaning of the Iw'o

lines together would be ' How is it jxjssiblc for kings, who liave

lust more tliaii the enemy on the battlc-liclcl, lo bring about

|M aut ? (For the victorious party would not accept overtures

of peace coming from (lie losing parly; a negotiation for peace

is likely lo succeed only when it emanates from the comparatively

victorious party.) Now when Duhsh^aiia is slain how can

llie Pantlavas, eacli with his brothers living, be looked upon as

the losing jiarty?’ This is a question of appeal expecting tlic

answer fhal llie Panduvas are the victorious party and the

uegotiatiun fur peace, in order to succeed, ought to proceed frmn
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them and as it docs not, peace is not possible. But this is a very

round-about way of arriving at the intended idea and so the

reading is not good, for would go with '5:511^’

and in other respects the meaning would be the same.

Controlled by Fate ; dependant
upon Fate".

‘PrTI%’ is xised here in the sense of 'death* as in

so many other places before.

1^—

^

( 9|nqr: ) HT?r:,

c(WI^. Because war abounds with various modes of treachery

or foul play.

—Sensible, reasonable.

St. 7. ^ TnJ: Jimirr^RrH: 1

5^^: afiT^st «Tf^R5«r^ I ^ 5 :5rRR5hf5RrRR «tR «fr4
(?Rf) «Tt ^ (%i^n% \ 5*T>n: {wO 1

Translation

:

—^The son of Prithi (viz. Yudhishthira) has

resolved upon suicide if he sliould lose but one of his brothers,

while (you mean) Duryodhana must wish to live even when all

his hundred brothers have been slain I Shall I not mangle to

pieces with the point of my mace and throw to the four quartets

(the body of) that foe, Bhima, the devourer of Duhsh^isana's

blood ? But instead, shall I prove to be so thoroughly devoid of

self-respect as to sue for peace ?

• •

P. 68. cRrmrif^ (Of course,

The word in Sanskrit is equivalent to the reflexive pro-

noun in English, and is always used in the singular even when
referring to two or more persons. The meaning is : 'Compose at

least yourself in the first place.'

—The compound may be dissolved

as ^ ^TFT, or it may
be dissolved thus ;—

^

( Kaxmadh^aya )
and then

^TFIT: ^rr. The ultimate meaning is, of course,

the same.
I

—Poor, unfortunate.

directly agrees with the nominative but

is to be construed with ‘ «T?r^
’ with a due change in form by

15
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in apposition with supporter/ " helper
'

etc. To whom is Gindhiri to resort to for help as

also myself.

St. 8. ^
5«iFi.«?fR;sTRr; wiriw: ??ir: (tiwR)

«it^r ?rm; 3J*t at T!3 i

rrfl»slah'o«;—Your hundred sons, who had established

their supremacy over all regions and were in the enjoyment of

sovereignty, despising the enemies and receiving homage from

thousands of princes when they bent down their crowned heads,

and who used to slay enemies that opposed with fury have them-

selves been slain now ; so you, 0 father, must bear, in company
with mother, the same yoke that was borne by Sagara, i.e. must

bear, with resignation, the same hard lot that was borne by

Sagara when he had lost all his sixty thousand sons at a stroke,

involves the figure, for explanation of

which, vide.note p. 6o, line 6. The story of Sagara is told in

ohapters 38-42 of the Bidak^da of the Adhy&tma R^kyana,
* In every case opposed to wha^

I speak of
'

'in every alternative running counter to this one

(that I propose) ; hence, ‘ otherwise/

I^. Calculated to fill

timid people with alarm.

(
Sc. understood ). etc. is to

be treated as a. separate sentence and not to be construed with

ffPTdTH.

' Let some expedient be de-

vised for smitting the enemy covertly or unawares? Dhritarkshtra,

already a man of crooked maxims, is represented here as one who
is still further deadened to all sense of honour and cdl sentiment

of chivalry, by that timidity which is natural to old age and

blindness.

St. ( 9 A and 9 ). *r»T H
1 f% It: ^ swi5t jt 1 *mr:

w I 1 ^ 1 (rr?T:)

P. 69- Duryo-
dhana takes this epithet to himself in amood of extreme self-dis-

paragement; the compound )T?cfig7T instead of is irregular

t

j
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as there is no satisfactory authority in favour of the feminine
base used in a compound.

The first two lines are an answer to Dhritarishtra’s counse
and the last two arc an answer to the difficulty made by Gim-
dhiri.

Translation :—The enemies who killed my kinsmen openly
ought not to be slain by me secretjy. For where is the merit in

achieving that which is not achieved openly on the battle-field as
has been done by them {i.e. the enemies] ? Mother, I who have
really been the cause of the death of your sons, am. indeed,

single-handed
; but how many are the enemies ? (they are but

five). Only let fortune become even-handed (in its dispensations)

and even now the eartir shall be devoid of the F&ndav^.

WIJST trj = ?Tir V. 1. and for ' ^rr^f ' and
etc.’ and 'FS}- etc.' for

the first part of the second line. But ‘^rnr’ is a more regularly

formed word than '5Tn=T’ and and makes better sense

than etc.;' while the reading etc.' is positively

unintelligible.

er^. Enough of shrinking from hearing evil tidings ! Enough
of fighting shy of unhappy news !

51^: r«nr 5^ (
v. l.tstt^

)

I

’inTW ^ marked

with the name of Arjuna.

5T5H5ij5(^Pres. part, from the denomi-

5I5ar, meaning pricking or tormenting

as if with thorns. for is easily intelligible.

Translation :—Having cast off whip and reins, bearing all

over his person arrows marked with Arjuna’s name, drawn

along by the horses slowly because of their acquaintance with

chariot-tracks and communicating to inquirers the tiding relating

to Kama by means of tears, Shalya is retiring towards the camp

inja vacant chariot, thus tormenting the Kurus (with that

spectacle) as with thorns.
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?T I w:—Alas ! we are undone. I

St, II. ^ (fpt) wf^nst^T 5i^5RTr

Jrar 1

jf«n = 5If^ 5^- has got two meanings
:
(i) a

thom ; (2) the hero of that name who acted as charioteer to

Kama and after the death of Kama, as commander of Duryo-

dhana's forces.

Translation :—Here this concoiirsc of people is pained, as

by a thom, by (the spectacle of) Shalya entering seated in

Kama's chariot now vacant, thus riding, as it were, a baffled

hope.

Mark the alliteration in ^ and in

St. 12 ifr^r ^ ^ €tsf^

Translation :—Here is slain that friend of my child’s also,

the valiant Kama, who was his chief support when Bhishma and

Drona had been slain.

P. 70. St. 13. »ntTq-?

I

Translation

:

—I, already a blind man smarting under the

grief due to the loss of a hundred sons and reduced to the most

wretched condition together with my wife, am now driven by

you (0 accursed Fate I ?n )
to despair even with regard

to this Duryodhana who has now completely lost the whole lot

of his friends, elders and kinsmen.

St. 14 erfJr^ f?tt i

*Tt I

Translation :—O Kama, bless me with words charming to

the ear, thus breathing forth, as it were, lasting joy towards me.

0 loving father of Vrishasena, are you passing away, leav-

ing me behind—^me who was never separated hrom you and
never did you any injury ?

St. 15. frm
(^ )

HTfftr erf 55;^ w i

Translation:—Father, that king of the Angas (t.^. Kama)
who was dearer to me than my very life, having been slain, I am
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ashamed to so much as breathe ;
why talk of consolation ?

Mark the alliterative antithesis in and

St. i6. differ ^^ ^ i ^ ^
I ^ 3 «Tf^:«Tt «T?rig rTW 5^5^^ I

Translation

:

—I no longer lament even that dear child,

Duhsh^ana. slain by the enemy and to be so deeply mourned

;

nor do I lament the whole lot of my kinsmen. But I am deter-

mined to effect on the battle-field a wholesale slaughter of the

whole family belonging to him who has perpetrated on Kama
this foul deed so shocking to hear of.

V. 1. For the second line, ‘ ^
This reading is adopted by Jagaddhara

and interpreted by him thus :

—'Now that Kama has fallen,

the whole family
(
of the Kauravas ) is

(
as good as ) fallen

—

Kama by whom nothing evil and shocking to hear of was

inflicted on the ear, that is, by whom no shocking outrage

was perpetrated, to hear of wiiich would have been painful.'

But the idea is not logically very congruous ; lor the mere fact

that a person has never committed a grave outrage shocking to

hear of can be no high claim to admiration or love so profound

that his friend might be justified in speaking of his fall as bring-

ing with it the fall of the friend's whole family. If, however,

we choose not to emphasise the adjectival clause etc/

but take it as put in by the author without any special propriety

in order merely to secure the punning alliteration in and

(which is quite in the manner of the poet), then there

is no ground for objection against the reading, which there-

fore, cannot necessarily be spurious.

St. 17 . ^

is obviously a passive form used im-

personally, though the root is transitive and therefore a regular

passive construction would have been preferable; thus

^ would be a more natural form for the sen-

tence to take. Usage, however, allows the impersonal con*

struction even with a transitive root as in
‘ ^ but in

such a case the object of the action is generally suppressed and

the root becomes a quasi-intransitive root. While in the sen-

tence before us, the impersonal construction is strikingly pecu-

liar in as much as the object of the action is present.^
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Translation :—He (Kama) was prevented by none from

parting with his very life for my sake ; then why am I, a meek

fellow, dissuaded from parting with (t.e. shedding) tears for his

sake ?

Note the idiomatic construction in ‘sn»>IPI. Pi«llRd:’

in the sense of 'SUoiRT ^

Calculated to result in the destruction of our whole family.

P. 71. St. 18. ^
(H: ^:) ^TCd: f%«5 I

Translation :—^While the wheel of his chariot lay driven into

the earth, he was shot down, it is said, by the arrows of the

son of Indra {«.«. Arjuna), the destroyer of our army and one

whose charioteer is the disc-armed (Krishna).

St. 19. gfircT: ^ ^
I

Translation :—^The ocean of my grief which was agitated by

the thought of the moon consisting of Kama's face, is now being

drunk up by the fire of my fury as by the submarine fire.^
^

Duryodhana means that the thought of Kama's dear face

stirred his grief into violence but the grief is now losing itself in

the fury excited by the knowledge of the unfair manner in which

Kama was slain by the enemy. The idea is elaborately expres-

sed under the metaphor of the ocean swelling under the influence

of the moon by the law of gravitation and shrinking again to its

normal volume under the action, as poets suppose, of a myste-

rious fire lying at the bottom of the sea and absorbing all surplus

quantity of water so as to keep the ocean within proper bounds.

St. ao. «rilr rrt 1 ir

r>l:^ I

Translation :—This unbearable fire engendered by grief is

(already) burning me down (to death). So there being the same
wretchedness in store for me(in either case), war with all its

risks seems preferable to me.

‘k* to be construed with both and

may be directly taken in the sense of ' death ' also, as the word is

so often used in that sense by our author and then the meaning

of the Locative Absolute phrase would be ' My death being alike
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inevitable (in cither case)/ Duryodhana means that whether

he stops fighting or continues it, he must die a miserable death in

cither case ; for in the former dise he would fall a victim to grief

and in the latter case he might be slain by the enemy.

hence

(r'T:)—Involving great insecurity or risk to life.

V. 1. Not a good reading in as much as the

object to has to be supplied from the context and
secondly the use of the infinitive in place of a noun in the nomi-

native case is not admissible in Sanskrit.

St. 21. ffjur i »frir >friT

(t.tf. rnr) f^ I q-Rlh'Hr i aTtmi ^
o one with a keen sense of honour.

^ a peculiar compound,

xne compouna, nowever, is not without the sanction of usage.

Compare etc. In every one

of these cases, the adjective part is tranriatable by ' abound-

ing with ‘ consisting of etc.' Thus means 'abound-

ing with foul tricks.'

Not conversant with

treachery or foul play.

The word is masculine but here it seems to be used

irregularly as of the neuter gender, unless we choose to take the

word to be in tlic accusative as object to along with

and but this mode of construing the words does not

appear to me so natural as the one we have adopted.

Translation :—My son ! there is always uncertainty of issue

in adventurous undertakings and my heart quails at the thought

of the ferocious Bhima. 0 one so sensitive to honour, your

dealings are innocent of treacherous practices while the enemy's

(method of) warfare abounds in foul tricks. Aim II am undone I

• St. 22. ^ 'Tm Jr

«r*^ rpr a?!:, rnrr rr^ w^^ior: jrr: ^rrr: i

Translation :—Let my arrows fall at once upon that wretch

(t.«. Arjuna) who slew Kama, the delight of my heart, the cool

sandal juice for all my limbs, the bright moon for my eyes, son
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to you, 0 mother, and your pupil par excellence, 0 father in the

study of politics.

p. 72. St. 23. ^ ^

(f^) «TRrr i

Translation :—^Bhishma having passed away, Drona being

slain and Karna being knocked down, there is strong hope,

indeed, that Shalya will overcome the P^davis

!

Tlic expression is ironical and implies that it is silly to hope

that a third rate general like Shalya wall succeed where first

rate generals like Bhishma etc, have failed. This mode of indi-

cation by which the words indirectly convey the opposite of what

they directly denote is, in Sanskrit, called

St 24. Wrf^-sr^rift ^ w «rR*TT arfjnrrfttr-

p. 71-

)

rRdWM r<T:—8TPJr^rfer: ^cT:
Whose flow is irresistible or not to be checked.

Translation :—(There has been installed in the office of

Commander-in-cliief) my own self who shall, therefore, either

embrace Kama {i.e. die and meet Kama in the other world) or

take the life of Arjuna ; and (the installation has been perform-

ed) with the water of tears flowing with such an irrisistible force.

and are compounds.

St. 25, STF^ I Then in answer

to the question ' ^ * the second line :—^ ^ ^

Translation :
—

' There have arrived here the two, driving in

the same chariot and inquiring for you here, there and every-

where.' Then in answer to the question ‘ which two ?' the

second line :
—

' that enemy of Kama (namely Arjuna) and that

ruthless Bhima of wolfish deeds.'

aw.
( 5rr«B ).

* Here hav®
arrived those who must drive away our sorrow.’ Duryodhana
means that he has now found within his reach those whom he
would fain kill and whose slaughter is bound to lighten his own
and his parents’ grief for the death of his brothers and of Kama.
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The word 'sr:* is always used in the singular even when
referring to more persons than one as here ; it refers here to »fr*r

and

P- 73* ^^WF'cftTHT-In a disordcry manner; pell-mell;

St. 26. ^^55Rf ?r: (
= di?fr: ) arf^-

*n5fl, fwn%^ntRs*rqsR^jret, <n'»e^r: ^r: «i^r 5:5iRRr^:

R: I

f^PTf- ^ i?r«R?r%

Translation :—Where is sitting that king Duryodhana, the

eldest of the hundred brothers^ Duhshasana and others, the

friend of Kama, the author of the rogueries in gambling, the

setter of fire to the house of lac, that personification of pride^

the very wind for taking off the garments and tossing about the

hair of Draupadi, (above all) he of whom the Pkndav^ were the

slaves ? Do tell us, for \vc arc come to meet him ; not in fury.

V. 1. '3W:’ for 'sf where '3^:’ is the vocative. The

conunentator’s reason for preferring the reading wr’ does

not appear convincing. For, he says, '*1
W’ serves the purpose

of ma^g the speaker’s statement of tlic purpose of coming

corroboratory of the assurance already given in

But even by itself when understood in contrast with

might serve that purpose quite as well. ?|JT»rRfIr R:, H I

—Protestation or declaration ; tone of speech.

^ —Are now operating with the tongue.

etc. The genitive is used in the

sense of the dative gwriRI*!..

R^TRTT-—(The dictates of) etiquette must not

be disobeyed ; the nilcs of good conduct must not be infringed.

fWt: «IT^—llic genitive is used for the

accusative

STR ^ qR^RT 5R: = gR: HUT f^tqiRT: cRt-

^ —One should announce one’s deeds and one’s name

before elders and then bow to tlieni. That one's name should

be announced w^hlle saluting au elder is what is laid down in
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atct tpr

enft ^ tT«n>^ (9r(J^). Having its bones fractured by

my palm and fingers and consequently made to produce a

succession of sharp clinking sounds.

Translation :—You utterer of harsh words, would I not kill

you even here that you might join Duhshisana, if my respect-

able brother (Arjuna) were not to throw an obstacle in the way

of your body undergoing a fracture of its bones effected by my
pa^is and attended with a succession of sharp sounds ?

V. 1. '5^ for Each of these read-

ings has its difficulties. In the case of the former reading, 'gi:’

would refer Dhritarishtra and Gindhiri but there is nothing in

their words addressed to Bhima and Arjuna, (in fact G^dhkri

has not spoken at all), which might be taken as amounting to an

attempt on their part to dissuade Bhima from using violence

against Duryodhana. Wc may, however, suppose that their

very presence imposed a sort of moral restraint owing to which

Bhbna could not carry his outrage so far as to kill Diuryodhana

before the very eyes of the latter's parents. In the case of the

latter reading, Arjuna being the younger brother, Bhima cannot

be expected to speak of him as 'g^;’ unless we stretch the mean-

ing of that word and take it to mean merely ' a respectable

man.* Of course, Arjuna*s words to Bhima can well be construed

to imply dissuasion. On the whole, I am inclined to prefer the

reading ^g^ n 5^:* as it appears to me very unnatural that

Bhima should speak of Arjuna as in any sense.

St. 33- ft (w%). *I<i:

?lFn: wm
Who is an elephant for (the destruction of)

the lotus plant consisting of your family.

Translation :—The fact that sorrows have made you shed

tears like a woman and the further fact that you were made to

look on passively when your brother's chest was tom open, con-

stitute the reasons why you, a vile king, have lived to this

moment though Bhima, an elephant for the lotus-plant of your

family, has been wild with fury.

What Is meant is that Duryodhana was spared so long be-

cause he was to be made the victim of multifarious sorrows and
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humiliations. According to the commentator's interpretation,

however, he was spared because no violent hand could, undei

the laws of righteous warfare, be laid upon him while he was
weeping like a woman and looking on passively when bis brother

was being slaughtered, instead of fighting with a spirit of revenge

as he ought to have done, in which case Bh£m a might have

attacked him without infringing the laws of military courtesy,

P. 75. St. 34. rm-

JTs:^ fm
>5?^ JIFT ' Bearing the frightfuJ de-

o ration of the braid-like series of bones of your chest tom
open by my mace/ This adjective as well as qualifies

predicatively.

is a compound equivalent to

Translation :—Your kinsmen wnll ere long, behold you

lying dead on the battle-field and bearing the frightful decora-

tion of the braid-like bones of your chest ripped by my macc,

if so, then indeed you arc not to

be disbelieved/ Bhima is to be understood to say this with a

significant tone and look so as to call attention to the other

possible meaning of Duryodhana’s words, which is favourable to

the former. According to this meaning, 'iw’in etc/ is to

' be takefi with
'

' instead of vdth and the 'nqi'

spoken of is that of Bhima and not that of Duryodhana, so

that tho whole compound is to be explained thus: qqJTT (of

course qqqr) qq ( ».e. ^tqt

qf^ ^^ q^q ' would mean simply

,

'

lying asleep ' instead of ' lying dead/ Thus the stanza would

mean :
* Your kinsmen will, ere long, behold you Isrtng at

ease, wearing the frightful decoration of the braid formed of

the bones of my chest fractured by yonr mace/ Bhima means

to say that this vrill, indeed, happen in the long run. ‘ But/

says he, ' let me tell .‘you what event lies in the immediate

future.' (^rq
St. 35. «ff: snTM ?®it tfhnwn

W «TnmT wiw
•nsTWf («^) »ft*r 5^ eT3>Tf%dT I

a Genitive Absolute.
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«IT 55: ?fWt: «r[^:

6;^ )• Whose thighs are mangled by the

strokes of the mighty mace whirled round etc.

^ ^
c5^ ^ With the sandal pigment

consisting of the blood dropping down after the mangling of

the whole host of brothers headed by you.

Avyayibhiva compound.

Translation :— I will myself wear a frightful decoration,

being smeared all over, to the very tips of my nails, with the

sandal pigment consisting of the thick and greasy blood con-

stantly oozing out of the mangled bodies of the whole group of

brothers headed by you—I will wear this decoration, planting

ray foot on your head, you ruthless fellow, to-morrow morning

before the eyes of princes when yoviv thighs shall have been

crushed by strokes from my heavy mace whirled round by my
stalwart arras.

—WPRRT ^
)
—

* Who has attained the very enviable

glory of Parashuriraa, that is, who has achieved a brilliant

triumph similar to that which was formerly gained by Parashu-

rAma.* The figure is which has been already explained.

smn 5mr^
^ ?T«rPIcT: Who has stationed his own garri-

sons in all the quarters now completely reduced to subjection

(lit, harased) by his uncommon prowess.

St. 36. «nHI: I

«T*ft >n^f: I

1 srrt: i

I

• f

/

5|«r<r, a TaddhUa derivative

formed with the adverbial suffix in the sense of, so

that f means ' to commit to the flames.*

of the first conjugation is usually Parasmai-

padin and the use of the Atmanepada form here is irregular,

in view of which the commentator would prefer even the rather

rarely found reading ' ^f^CrTf »Tira|:

for the third line.
* * -
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Translation :—Let the nearest relatives of those slain on
the battle-field cremate the dead bodies of the latter ; let these

(surviving) kinsmen offer, somehow with a heavy heart, to

(their dead) kinsmen the funeral libation mixed with their own
tears ; let people search for the dead bodies of their kinsmen

tom as they are by vultures and herons, in the thick mass o

slain people. Here the sun has set along with our enemies {i.e^

the sun has set and our enemies have fallen too) ; so let the

forces be withdrawn.

The artificial form of expression in
'

^ is an illustration of the figure of speech called

St. 37. I

I

^ (^ ) an c/j

compound. ' Capable of vanquishing you/

—accusative of time show'ing duration.

ttt;— ^rerr; ^«r: ^
dlWIFT (f^O* ^^0 down his missiles without being

vanquished.

—Vide note p. 59.

rrafis/o/ion ;—This bow, so surely capable of overcoming

you was cast off (by me) so long owing to resentment against

Kama ; and, on this battle-field thus left devoid of true warriors,

your valour loomed conspicuous as in a desolate wilderness.

But here am I, the son of Drona, the fire of world destruction for

the Pkndavas and the wholesale slaughterer of the army of

Drupada's son {i,c, Dhristadyumna), now approaching with my
memory brooding over the outrageous touch of the head of my
father when, without being vanquished, he had laid down his

miasiles. >

‘ " p. 76.

9m:^
JIFT a«rn5T:.

HgqmR and mean ‘ stepping forth in order to

receive.’
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• ' 3!I^3r»VIT5r^RT-'«T^U^ «T^ »T[5RT^ Wt^JT.
*

» • .vi^—fmyr: srsrr>it ^
Vainly possessed of an exuberance of youth, arms and

' strength.
....

—Disaffection, bitterness of feeling.

St. 38. qii trq; qj ^qfqr q^i.

erq; ?qqr erf^^qg: (qq.) enqfqq: 1

arf^’sqvrg:—«ffvr?:qr sqr qw <Tqr^cf q^: qw qr«r:, an

irregular form for 'sfl^ijqq^r.’

srfiTjqtn, an avyayibhkva compound.

Translation

:

—You are already aware what (i.e. how httle)

has been achieved by Kama in battles after all his tall talk that

was so delightful to the hearing ; whereas here is the son of

Drona (i.e. the speaker, Ashvattbaman himself) advancing

against the enemy with his bow strung ; so, 0 king, banish all

anxiety as to revenge on the enemy.
« * •

W With indignation (at ^sbvatlhiman's exulta-

tion over the failure oi Kama).

- St. i *nTrf^

—Verily, indeed.

Translalicn

:

—Verily you arc going to fight after the death

of Karria ; then wait also for nty death. For who is Kama and

who is Suyodhana ? (i-e, what difference can you make bet-

ween the interests of the one and those of the other ? and

arc so perfectly identical in interest that the encmy'bf

the one can be no friend of the" other.) '

.

0

The constancy ‘ and disinterestedness of Duryodhana’s

friendship to Karna, with which even Ashvatthiunan is struck

is one redeeming feature in the otherwise malignant and cruel

nature of Dur>'odhana. This very trait of his character, how-

ever, leads him to spurn the sincerely loyal offer of services from

Ashvatthkman.

apTrinr—Estrangement or alienation ’of S5mipathy.''* '

What ' unpleasant thing have I..said,

which is at the same time untrue ? q s At the same time. *

> •

• ' J
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?KtKi^«IT5THr-Vidc note, p. 14

St. 40.8Tm^|t|’: ^WT^IT-

r>«T^m 71?^^ I JW

*r^ ?nTT*r?IH;. Whose
prowess could not be measured.

Translation :—He {i.e. Ashvatthiman) is openly traducing

my friend, Kama, whose prowess was past measurement by
rival warriors armed with bows and who has fallen on the battle-

field owing merely to some flaw in our fortune. So tell me,

indeed, what difference is there to me between this man and

Arjuna ? (To me they arc alike enemies as traducers of my
dearest friend).

P. 77. St, 41. ^ ^ i

m Pis^nng i

«?^RT

oigMR t y»»jctr^ ^rfi; ). I hc grief that is

referred to here must be taken to be the grief for the death of

Kama ; for, otherwise, if w^e take the grief to be no other than

that for the death of the brothers themselves, then the expression

in the text must be condemned as.a loose one standing for some

such expression as, or even

so that may be connected with and

not with past, pass. part, of

' A linen cloth, ’ derived from which means

‘flax.’ gin^n: ‘ Cloth made of yam from

flax.'

^ fPTT^ Whose

words are rude.
tf /

Translation :—Do you uot remember how in your infancy

you used to share with this (Duryodhana) his mother’s milk ?

Do y^u not remember also how in^your childhood you used to

crumple my linen garment by rolling your body on it frequently?

So do not continue too long to foster your resentment against this

Duryodhana who has talked so rudely to you partly on account

of his grief ( at the death of his friepd ) which is augmented by

17
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the death of his brothers and partly on account of his deep

friendship for Kama.

1 St. 42. ^ ftcn w- ?TRSt; 7*

Translation :—Mindful of the fact that your father was de-

ceived with a lie into laying down his weapon and that after-

wards the outrage so execrably fool was perpetrated on him and

mindful also of the uncommon valour and heroism which cha-

racterize you, you will acquit yourself as best you may, unmind-

ful of Duryodhana’s words.

Act VI.
«

Act V does not carry forward the action much and is, there-

fore, in that respect, undramatic. But it is still superior to Act

IV in that the scenes and the dialogues are more lively. The

opening scene of Act VI pre-supposes a declaration on the part

of Bhima to the effect that he would slay Duryodhana that very

day or commit suicide in case he should fail to make good his

declaration. Duryodhana, therefore, lies in concealment in order

to avoid an encounter with Bhima till that day should pass

away, Shalya also is slain. Such is the situation when
Yudhistbira appears on the scene with Draupadi, a lady atten-

dant and a man named Budhaka.

P. 78, St. I.

«i;fr 44 1

is here used in the sense of ' ended ’ or

the more usual sense of the word is ' happy/ at ease.'

«rJr. ' When victory

has but a small part of it remaining to be accomplished/ the

part referred to being the slaughter of Duryodhana.

?3»TT^?TT:— refers to Bhima’s

recent declaration that he would slay Duryodhana that very

day or in default of it^ commit saidde.

Vj
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Translation :—Now when the great ocean, namely, Bhishma
has been crossed, the great fire, namely, Drona has been put out,

the venomous snake, namely Karna, has been killed and Shalya

has passed away to the other world—in fact, when but a little

is wanting to make our triumph complete—Bhtma who is such

a lover of adventure has recklessly thrown as all here into jeo-

pardy of life by his utterance (namely, the declaration men-
tioned above.)

Yudhishthira means that Bhima's thoughtless pledge may
fail to be redeemed within the short time specified and then he

may have to put an end to his own life and, if he should die,

all those who held him dear, might also die of grief.

The similitudes employed in this stanza are appropriate and

serve to indicate the comparative worth of the heroes mention-

ed. Thus Bhishma is well compared to the vast and deep

ocean difficult to cross ; Drona, to a great and terrific fire difficult

to extinguish ; and Kama, to a vindictive snake which it is dan-

gerous to let go alive ; while Shalya, a very tame hero in compa-

rison with his predecessors, is spoken of in plain language as

having passed away,

3n4^^«TTXl7“The negative of fern, of the past

pass, part of ^ with vft; means (i) ' Standing ovemi^t,'

hence,
(2)

' stale ' also ; here, however, the word is used in sense

(i) and so means ' not standing overnight thus

means ' solemn declaration that must not stand unful-

filled overnight, i.e, must be fulfilled this very day
(

The gerund goes with the past part, smwi
5T^) Who has disappeared on coming to know of Bhlma’s decla-

ration which admits of no delay but must be executed this very

day,

—The path one has gone by or trodden ; the track.

—Very shrewd and resourceful.

^^ qTJTTOWinrT: Acquainted with the ins

and outs of different localities. Of the two explanations of the

compound «rt?n«ITfinn:, namely, and

57 : I am inclined to prefer the latter. spies, loyal,

devoted.
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«f5Jrr ?:t5T iimi

WPJwr: Who should get their proclaxnation effectually advex^

jysed by loud beat of drum. ^RR
(an Vpapada compound). Familiar with Duryodhana's

mo%'ements.

• f^RIT:— vr^TTW: !IT5<TJ%3TT: ?mr-

W-* Who have ample rewards promised to them in the shape

of money grants and honours ; who are encouraged with a pro-

mise that they would be handsomely remunerated in money
and honours.

so called because round about this

region there were five tanks excavated by Parashurima

cT?t). The word is goverened in the ac-

cusative case by the adverb round

about Samantapanchaka.

. St. 2. q| ^ ^ ZTPl I

arwr: Risrre^ig i ^ fessRSRr- ^rt: ^

Derived from RW?TT and meaning ‘ a sandy region

' S^nRft <T^ f^fs^ (wO

ff^pgrcTT:. This is a loosely formed com-

pound meaning ' who have an acquaintance with the look of

clusters of spreading creepers when trodden (by animals)/

^ cT*rn^r:

a compound formed like

= wpfsRimf’N’).

' ^ ihrt cPTI^r; a compound
after the model of Bearing the marks of an ascetic,

hence, disguised as ascetics.

an Avyaytbhiva compo-
und.

Translalicn :—Let fishermen well acquainted with the

secret tracks over mires or sands go about as spies through those

regions ; let cowherds that are familiar with (the peculiax look

of) stretches of creef)ers when these are trodden (by men or

beasts) move about through tracts overgrown with creepers

;
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let hunters well able to distinguish between their own foot-

prints and those of others and intimately acquained with lairs

and hiding places go about through wilderness abounding witli

tigers
; and let those that look like ascetics visit every hermit’s

dwelling,

St. 3 . Irt: ) (^0 I WRTI: (?Pn:) I

( iwr: ) 1 Jnr 5rm:, ^?isErt ?«T?|'Tr-

adverb modifying ‘«TR5q5^;’ and meaning ‘ in

the manner of one, who fears, being overheard/ The word is

>
derived from with the Taddhiia sufRx ^=5 and is to be

explained as 51^: ; it is thus primarily an

adjective but is used here, as many adjectives arc, as an ad-
verb in the neuter accusative singular.

= ynp-qif: qrqsi]^:

^ Translation :—People (who may be found) talking confi-

dentially with the timidity of those who are afraid (lest some one
might overhear them) should be watched and searched into, as

also those found asleep and those that may be suffering from

some ailment and those that may be under the influence of

drink. So also scenes characterised by the terror and confu-

sion of deer or by the unusual noise of birds or by foot-prints

displaying marks of royalty, should be carefully searched.

The propriety of each one of these specific directions is

easily intelligible. Thus people talking so as to avoid being

overheard, may be in possession of the .secret about Duiyo-

dhana's hiding place. People sleeping or oppressed by an ail-

ment or labouring under intoxication may blurt out the secret

if they possess any. While any signs of unusual commotion

among antelopes or birds would betray the fact of their being

rudely disturbed in their quiet homes by human presence and

thus a clue might be obtained as to the whereabouts of Duryo-

dhana's place of concealment. Footprints carrying marks of

Royalty must presumably be those of Duryodhana and no other.

V. 1. for But this variant, though

very commonly adopted, does not give satisfactory sense ; for

^ which is, of course, the predicate for and 'iftrit*/
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cannot mean ' should be searched into or examined " but would

rather mean ' should be searched for in the woods now it is

difficult to understand how the search for Duryodhana would be

helped by a search for the sleeping or the dead (JHT:) and the

dying unless by a stretch of imagination we suppose

that Duryodliana, besides being expected to lie in hiding some-

where, was, as an alternative possibility, expected also to be

found lying asleep or dead or suffering from a sudden illness, or

pretending to do so in order to escape detection. This surmise

does not seem to me to be so natural as the one implied in our

text as interpreted above.

P. 79. a particle used idiomatically in the sens®

of ' May I hope ?' or I hope/

^r; ( *r:

TITO Duryodhana is so characterised

b^use it was at his bidding that the outrage referred to was

committed by his brother. (
= arq*

ffir —Inquire' rather whether he is caught within the

range of fight {i,e. forced into single combat), instead of in-

quiring merely whether he is caught within the range of sight {i,e,

sought out). The messenger means to say that the search

has succeeded so far that not only is Duryodhana found but

he is even drawn into single combat.

—How now ! Is my lord

engaged in combat (does he stand exposed to the risks of a

combat) ?

St. 4. (gwR) ^
spn% I I 3«nfr:

aiHlfir ^ Tft5I^TOr(«T^) I

*nT:. Stupidness

judging ; inability to form a correct estimate of chances.

qft5l%?r= WITO|:

m

Translation

:

—(Even) in the case of a man (conscious) of

superior valour, the mind is sometimes seized with fear even

without cause and then it grows too dull to judge aright. Thus

I am conscious of Bhima’s uncommon valour in engagements

when he is armed with the mace and yet feel great misgivings

(as to the issue of the combat).
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'fhe idea is that even a stout-hearted man is unnerved by a

vague fear when his dearest interests are at stake and then he

feck great diffidence even where he need feel none. But this idea

is not expressed here with sufficient clearness.

V. /.
'

’ for the first line ; and
' for ' in the last line. The

first variant is decidedly inferior as arfv would be quite out

of place where it is ; it would have to be construed with '

a procedure which is against the established use of

Moreover with this reading there would be a chimsy repe-

tition of the same idea in the two halves of the stanza instead

of an orderly development of argument such as we have with

our reading, the first half constituting a sort of general propo-

sition and the second, an application of it to the speaker’s

own case. The variant is as good as the

reading in the text or perhaps better.

St. 5. ^ 3^: 3^

strinJTf 1

*l: here refers not to the nearness, in time

or place, of the thing spoken of, namely, the indignity which

Draupadi had suffered, but to the vivid presence of it to the

consciousness of the parties concerned.

—here means not ' bpth ’ but ' either of the two.

Translation :—O dear, either of two events, the destruc-

tion of our lives (which must take place in the event of Bhima

falling in the combat) or the death of that brute of a Karu king

will, this day, in all likelihood relieve* us of (the oppressive

memory of) the notorious indignity which was inflicted upon us

formerly in the king's assembly hall in the presence of elders

and kinsmen and a thousand princes.

If Bhima should fall, all the Pkndava brothers would put

an cud to their lives in sorrow and all memory of the indignity

would die with them ; if, on the other hand, Duryodhana should

fall, the fulfilment of revenge would wipe away the indignity.

P. 80 St. 6. 5
j;4 er?! ^ ^ %5nTW:
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audacity to pull your

hair, that is to say. Duryodhana. ‘ sir^^JER: ’ is not a happy

expression, being used in the sense of ‘
^

There is a pun on this word : with ^ «

the passive of to bind.’ whUe with ‘«T^

it is the passive of^ to kill, the letters and f being inter-

changeable both in spelling and in pronunciation, especially

among the BengiUs. which latter fact we may suppose not

without plausibility, to be corroboratory of the fact that the

author of the Venisamhkra was a Brkhman of Northern India.

Translation :—Surely the warlike Bhima being afr^d of

the violation of his vow. will, this day. tie up your hair and

kill the audacious puller of it (namely, Duryodhana).

0. 1. ‘ ^ S3* * for ‘ ?r
’ there being

no dificrence in meaning. But some would interpret thm

clause in another way taking W- as referring to Bhima and

vm (
agb as the predicate of.

The meaning thus would be ' And he (Bhima) is capable of

so binding it (your hair). But to take ‘ wnPH ’ as meaning

‘ friipT ’ (braiding) is unwarrantable.

A word without meaning, used idiomatically to

introduce the account.

'

sri^-. ^ ?r*rrppr:) prsw tNtt:,

When the battle-field was deserted by warriors whose ranks

‘were already thinned and who made exceedingly heavy mourn-

ing over the death of their general (first Shalya and afterwards

Shalroni).

V. 1.
‘ ’ and ‘ ’. for

' ’ The former

is a good reading and means 'cheerless',
‘

‘ gloomy, sad ; but

the latter is meaningless.

W?TT'.,

Pffg ( ). When your troops, stalking about fearlessly

on account of the rout of the hostile army, completely over-

powered, with their unusual bravery, the whole multitude of the

enemy’s forces as these were turning away from the field.

•5T irnw = «nrracr. iFl;pTwr*=«wn comp. mStger-

t

I t
py:

/-

7?
% I

*
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^ singular form, to be construed with and
separately.

* is a past pass, participle from
a transitive root used actively

; so too ' eiKS^
'

' is faulty for ^ ^ aTr?rrf^?T^ ^the fault be-

ing (one part of the predicate, in this case the

negation, not being apprehended with due prominence in the

compound).

3To5>iI^ fJOEn, ?TFrt (
= STRT-

^ (^^0 (®y Jneans of glan-

cesj which glowed red like a succession of lightining flashes play-

ing at night in the rainy "season.

cRq »TH;. The wanton or

mischievous wroking (of fate), —Known to (Bhlma).

STfim Sfe^HR 3rf|crrf^

f5rR>Trf ^ ?Trq 3«rr^5t:. Whose legs and clothes were gory with

(the blood of) deer (or beasts in general) recently killed, —
(i)—a deer, (2) a beast.

*1^: «fd tJR «r%m: ROIf:, c^:

«Tg««IT/5r R^rf^r ). (in language) of which the

constituent words had to be gathered by inference from sylla-

bles which, being lost in his hard breathing, were but half

heard. —Two tracks.

(
= RfT5l^*n: ) *r?T

?nTf*|p Exhibiting clear-cut foot-marks.

JT One of the two tracks re-

turned (i.e. marked a return) to dry land but not the other.

This latter track presumably represented the foot-steps of

Duryodhana who must have proceeded to the water-side but

must not have turned back, ^nnt. Past Passive Participlo

used actively.

'Ra snTTOig—I'urtlier (what use to make of this

discovery) it rests with you, 0 prince, to dedde.

^ft^rrtniR

^ Where the foot-marks of Duryodhana

were distinctly recognisable.

—The incantation or spell for making

water absolutely motionless.
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' He must be lying

here in this tank.’ Note the idiomatic impersonal use of the

pot pass, part.,
* * and also the idiomatic use of the

Pasi Pass. Part., of the transitive root in the

active with the object retained.

^niT^IT—^The younger brother of Balarama, ue, Krishna.

I

JWTra: ^nrr ^nrr (
air??!??!)—(Having

agitated the water of the tank) with greater violence than would

just have the effect of deluging all the bowers growing on all sides

of the tank. The compound is in the neuter accusative singular,

being used as an adverb. The same is true of the other two

compounds noticed next below.

RF

j

Rt

WRnrr. With such violence that the whole

multitude of aquatic birds flew up in confusion consequently.

WTWJ.. With such violence that crocodiles and sharks became

frantic with terror.

The last three compoimds may be treated also as adjectives,

qualifying ‘ still the ultimate import of the descrip-

tion being the same.

, P. 8i. St. 7. apjT I^ I «Tt 5:^5T^wi^rOTcrJT3^'l¥ Rg I )

in I (g^i:) it

5frir^ I
•

Translation :—0 beast in the human shape, you claim

birth in the pure race of the Moon ; You still wield the mace

;

You look upon me as an enemy intoxicated with drink in the

shape of the warm blood of DuhshSsana ; blind as you are with

pride, you behave insolently even towards Krishna, the chas-

tiser of the demons Madhu and Kaitabha ; whereas now you
fly from the field and lie hidden in mud in awe of me or through

dread of me.

if ^ra(=*iTT: 5iRrr^.

^ 8* *nrr jRTir fcRf^ «ng^:
^«TOi*nrarJr: i srrg:

«f^ eTf5|in*r:
UtM *

I
' % •
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here used in the sense of ' a lady in the harem.

sr^TSI* ^ gerund used with the force of an adverb meaning *by

force/ sm: ^ ' Most of

which has been put out or some treat sm as a sort of termina-

tion like in the sense of ' almost
' ; thus means

'put out/ In whatever way the formation of the word is ex-

plained, the meaning is the same.

Transhiton :—^The fire of Draupadi's wrath has been almost
completely put out in an unmistakable fashion by means of the

unloosing of the braids of the ladies belonging to the Kauiava
harem, whose husbands have all (except Duryodbana) been
slain by me by violence. Having witnessed the blood of your
brother Duhshlsana in process of being drunk (by Bhima) as

it gushed from his (DuhshSsana's) chest, what vengeance did

you wreak upon Bhtma {i.e, the speaker), wherefore you have
so prematurely bid farewell to all spirit of self-vindication ?

You should not utter in-

auspicious things/ ' Pray, do not utter etc.' Note the idiomatic

use of with an infinitive in Sanskrit in the sense* of * ^ould '

or ' ought to.’

, an adverbial compound to be construed with

and meaning ' with a pace wild with fury.'

^ or qr<»?r ewr^*

^ ( f Carrjnng in this hand the mace and an iron

club, or the club-like mace.

stirred the tank all round

—Inasmuch as Bhima has already been described,

as having stirred the water of the tank, his descending to the

waterside just now seems unintelligible ; moreover as some of

the description of the manner of stirring seems to be repeated

here, there is probably something wrong in this part of the text,

etc. are all compounds in the accusative singu-

lar, neuter, used adverbially to modify the predicate

iPTf rtnj—So violently

that as a consequence the water was splashed up over the

very bank.

In such a manner that clusters of lotxis-plants were destroy-

ed in that process.
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?Tinn ^PTf. So that sharks received severe blows from the water

in motion, and were stunned, etc. explained above.

5lfira: *n^orf a?nn fl«rr. So that the mass of

water, as it whirled round, produced a fearful noise.

in place of SfiNp^ff-

is better especially in the light of the note on

Bfsr^W above.

St. 9 . 5»mi^ 5^

»!» ^fPT?T: I

%gFTTf^:— ?r?*r

RffiT:. ‘ aTW^cT ’ Is not a happy word ;
' Hard-striving

’

is the meaning.

Translation :—As the deadly poison, kalakuta, rose out of

the milk-ocean through powerful churning, so in consequence

of the violent whirlings of the vigorously working Mandara-

like arms of Bhlma, he precipitately left the bottom of the tank

and rose (to the surface), emitting fumes of deadly poison in

the shape of bummg rage.

P. 82 . 3fT'i*T5TT cRT

»ft*n ipr ?r*n^:. Holding his terrible mace in

balance (over his head) between his two hands and thus, as it

were, turning it into a sort of arch.

is evidently intended to go with both ‘hsi^r:’ and
though, of course, the use of the iniimtive with

is far from idiomatic in Sanskrit, idiom requiring the use

of the pres, part agreeing with the agent. If, however, we
refuse to take the infinitive with ‘ «WJTi|R; ' on this account,

‘3PR5PI’ cannot be well construed with except through

—?Tfc5^ «R5T:an AvyayibhSva compound. ' In

the water.’ •

^RTR^T: Being dis-

suaded from commencing fight (inside the tank).

^rfiRoV—Were induced to come up to dry land
;

is the past. pass, part from the causal of with,
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etc. arc all Bahuvrihi compounds and

ctives qualifying ‘

-I^n^ ^ 'TarTift

.
^ N't ^ Wf-

Characterised by the spectacle of

large numbers of vultures, herons and jackals falling upon the

thick pile of the dead bodies of the hundred Kaurava brothers

slain and of thousands of elephants, horses and human beings

massacred.

5^: ^ <T«n-

Resounding with the loud war-cries uttered by our war-

riors.

From which the friends and kinsmen (of course, of Duryodhana)

had all disappeared.

is redundant the idea being already presented in

' ^ above.

^ —Heaved a deep and hot

sigh and are adjectives used as adverbs in the aoc-

sing. neuter.

' Do not sadden yourself with the thought that we, PSndavSs,

are enough and to spare, while you are single-handed, for fight-

ing work that you have to fight against odds. Note the

form q'q’hn: etc.’ required by the Sanskrit idiom.

St. 10. WRt ^ TP&dH

s%?f^ Easy to fight with.

—Clad with an armour. eiw. Th®
armour gives an unpleasant sensation to the wearer like that

of something biting the skin.

Translation :—O Duryodhana, you are free to indulge in

the fighting sport, duly mailed and armed, with any one of us,

five, whom you believe to be the easiest to fight with.
* V

" St ri.
1 fiRren??r:

/snr; I

• %

TransUUion :—Owing to the slaughter of Kama (by one of

you) and of Dahsh&sana (by the other), you are both alike in
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my estimation. But yourself, (O Bhima) who have such a pas-

sion for adventure are welcome (as an adversary) to fight with,

though otherwise so unwelcome.

q-: fT?j^

^ tHTT^T^r. Having

commenced a deadly fight after a harsh altercation, in the course

of which they angrily hurled many taunts at each other.

5inTtTr qr »wi cT^rr

With their club-like arms set ofi by

the mace as it was whirled round in an amazing fashion.

is in substance the same as

in Act IV, for which vide P* 57,

%— ?i^9r^ ». e.

a Locative Absolute phrase 5R^ is another Loca-

tive Absolute.

Very heavy was our anxiety or un-

easiness

Past part, of ^ with the form from

which is a Bahuvrihi compound and an adjective,

' Cleared or rid of thorns i.e. enemies/

ft ni^y

count upon the earth being cleared of thorns
( i. e, rid of ene-

mies) :
you may take it that the earth is cleared of thorns.

: ^irr^^yTT-—Ceremonies of festivity appro-

priate tS’ (the accession of) high fortune or glory.

impera. 3rd plu. of pass. 31^ caus. of

Let there be commenced ceremonies etc. Let there be held

cerraonies etc.

St, 12. ^ I «Tr2Fd-

Pitchers set with precious

stones.

Left off or omitted

for too long a time.

(^) Let her find leisure for or prepare herself

for ; (2) or if we take the word^ in the sense of ' rejoicing/ or
• festivity/ then the phrase may mean ' Let her’ indulge in the

pleasure of/ But the first interpretation is better, because her

hair was to be braided not bv hersdf but bv BMma and so the
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message would be unintelligible, unless we stretch the force of

the locative a little and interpret the sentence thus
' Let her indulge in jubilation at the prospect of her hair being

braided presently/

w: (Past. Pass. Part, of
) fOT:,

^ *I^!r ?nTr^. With his hands’ shining with his

sharp battle-axe.

5»Tr:,

Translation :—Let pitchers of precious stones be filled with

water for your coronation ceremony. Let Draupadi prepare

herself for the braiding of her hair, an operation that has been

omitted or suspended now too long. What doubt can there be

(as to victory,) when there rushes to fight this infuriated Bhima
any more than when there rushes to fight Parasurama, the des-

troyer of the trees in the shape of members of the Kshatriya

caste, his hand shining with his sharp battle-axe.

P. 83. ‘To doubt/ but here rather 'to treat as a

matter of option'* * not to treat as binding/
—Leaders among the conductors of

the festival.

etc.—Chamberlains in their due order of rank,

from which means ‘ a private chamber or

!

‘ harem

—5*^ Door-keepers.

^ ?PtrT^?T^ ( ). ^Vho has crossed the ocean of

foul insults, offered by the Kauravas, by strength of his own

arms, i-e., who has avenged all those insults by bis own person-

al valour.

5^: afrunfli:

Jjsf Who completely fulfilled his grave vow so

difficult to fulfil—has completely carried out his heavy under-

taking so difficult to carry out.

^?TT^JT...snT3FreT—5^1^^ ^
?T*rnprFr.' who has proved to be a sort of tempestuous wind foj

uprooting (the trees in the form oO Suyodhana's hundred bro-

thers.
'

Who has played the role of the god snrflrj in tear-

ing open Duhsh&sana's chest.
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•

f^nir^ a«IT»T5TW—^ose success is assured in the matter of

breaking the pUlarlikc thighs of Duryodhana.

sm^—5I3(T^^ arw The son of the wind-

god ; SPTiT^r, from ' to break ' or ' destroy’ is the wind so

called from its habit of uprooting and destroying plants and

trees.

3. heart devoted through attach-

ment, T(f^^ festivities.

—Read note, P. 26

you behold the same

already going on even on a grander scale than you woiild

have?

I «Trq ^T^:. The dis-

,
position to serve (the lord) unbidden (bespeate heart-felt loyalty

5W5RrfcT )

The announcer of happy

tiding. ^ reward so called because it spr-

ings from the satisfaction given to the party served

; . snf^ etc.—»TR?i:—Rt?I. Pot. used

with the force of the Condition^ ei»Tft«TrI,-e?Rfit«n^. gt^TqPVT-
* the slayer of Jarasandha/ is, of course. Bhlma.

P. 84 ?15r?RTg—g^r: ?re5!l:

wgwr; w^rrfWfS. gicncRTRWvra:—^rft^rar
Mr: RW R«rr^: ( RI?ra«5: ),

having no other possession left

but his own person. .

( sftngnTR: )—Left a long way from ful-

hlment ; left unfulfilled in a great measure.
’ adopted in preference to the reading

* because the genitive ' " would go
wth ‘

5lf?ryR r<
: ' and the solemn declaration would refer to the

subjugation of all enemies instead .of to the slaughter of Duryo*
dhana concemiz^ which we know Bhtma has recently made a
definite declaration. While our reading gives the idea of both
the objects being sought.

must M taken as equivalent to i.e. as de-

noting near past : in Sanskrit the preeant tense form jnay be
used to denote near past or near future. Thus the mcjiBing is
* I thought of as probable/ I anticipated/ If .

we sbwld inskt:
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on taking It literally in the present, such a statement would be

inconsistent with the definite account given by Pahcbalaka, on

receiving which Yudbisthira and Droupadi are now aware that

the combat was settled between Bhima and Duryodhana by

the latter's own choice. And it was on the strength of this

very information that Jaj'andhara ventured to contradict Char-

vaka's statement that he had come from the scene of a combat

between Arjuna and Diuyodhana.

St. 13. ^ *rr^: fwt: in%T i gsni;^

5TmR w er^ i sft i

OT’piT ^ Past.

Part, of with 3^.

gdg^dl—

(

=«TWTRf?RT^) ^ 5RiT *TR:.

The state of being well practised in the use of arms ; the

state of being well skilled.

3:B[cr 5TTnw— vri^r^jr*. ^ ^ ^
WT^RTT^.

The bearer of a plough (an epithet of Balariuna)

;

comp. 5^^.
Translation :—There is. doubtless, no match in fight for the

wind-bom (Bhima) when he flourishes his mace with fury; the

Kaurava adversary (Duryodhana) likewise possesses skill in as

high a degree as the Divine Balarama himself does. May it fare

well with my child, who is, as it were, an elephant for (the des-

truction of) the lotus plants in the shape of the haughty sons of

Dhritarashtra ! I did anticipate that he and not any of the

rest would have a fight with him.

Hungry ; derived from with the Taddhita

sumx.

guest or a casual visitor ; derived as
( z ) 3

Rot frlT«r: fRf, •' He who may turn up any day without ap-

ppintxiient or (2) 5% from to be always on travd-

<aiq’iy-Tbe source of this character and of the story of his

treachery is to be traced to the Santiparvam in Mahabharata

the author has borrowed from the Mahabharata but has invented

a dramatic scene and setting for what he has borrowed*
,

WflTvSTS’Sr —Etiquette is out of season now: foTTO

of polite behaviour is unseasonable.

'19
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P,85 ,
etc.—Yudhisthira's speech here and the

' ^lakdiasa's reply to it seem to be out of place, inasmuch as they

'purport to be such an exchange of civilities as was repudiated

’ by the pseudo-sage in his next preceding speech. There is, pro-

bably, something wrong with the text here. '

* should precede etc. in which case the ex-

*change of civilities after the order for water would be quite in

the fitness of things.

A pitcher of gold. f^r^PC ^

^ ^ Thirst ; the word is an ab-

sttact noun with the sufBx in the feminine from the deno-

minative base meaning ' to wish for water,' ^ being the

suffix denoting wish added to the noun water.

Sipping water as a common rite of sai^ctity.

—sr.'nnpf

^ (Wars) being attended with

the slaughter of near relatives as an incident of eveiy’ day oc-

currence.

* The argument is that men of the Kshatriya caste are great

sinners, in spite of themselves, in virtue of their very profession

and holy sages ought to avoid receiving food or drink at their

hands.

. err^x

troftH: ^ (By help of the breeze) blowing over the cool

'Waves of the Sarasvati.

etc.—Very improper is this formality (namely

that of fanning) towards us.

)
Out of curiosi-

ty such as is naturally found in sages.

Owing to the oppressive heat of the autumnal sun.

•nnAHJ^T^-Only half finished ; unfinished.

siTWf%—At' this point they' aU look

sad because they are alarmed at the prospect of Atjuna entering

the lists against Duryodhana, the former being, in fheir opinion,

comparatively a weaker hand at fighting with the mace than
Duryodhana.

.
P.86.^^ ‘(As for the combat between Bhlma Dur-

yodhana) it has already taken plaice ; it is already a thfag of the

past.' This announcement leads those present "to that
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Bhima has already fallen, and consequently Yudbisthira and

Draupadi faint from the effects of sudden grief
( )v

—Recover consciousness. . . -

an*- ann Alas l wicked fellow that I

am ! I have set about a very cruel deed (in telling the news of

the fight to these people)

!

St. 14. aTi^;^
( €1% )

tjq 1

f5rr%% srror «nr ( ) 5^ ( »!7^rHrtct ) i .

^—Refers to the word * —adverb.

Translation :—It is while this statement (namely ^I^•)

continues ambiguous that Yudhisthira must remain unhappy/

When the truth about his darling (Bhima) is known definitely,

he will bo happy by ending his life*

—In brief;

In detail.

St. 15. <ri 1 «Tf€?*r

Tl<i: ijor: tr^rr t

Translation :—O BrJdiman, do tell me by all means, briefly

or at length. I set apart this moment of my life for listening to

the tidings about my child, whatever it be ; i.e. this moment I

am intent upon listening etc.
' ' '

P. 87. St. 16.

ennti: 1 anra: 3

tgr?fr*irr^r jtI *m; 1

This is a bad ^ compound ; the sense is 0

right form for the compound to take in this sense is
‘

Or it may be defended thus;—

)

tn wr# Revenge.

Translation :—During the progress of that fight between

Duryodhana and Bhima which, by-the-bye, was characterised

by a fearful noise produced by the huge maces of the comba»

tants, there arrived the plough-armed (Balarkma) in'bqt. haste.

In his presence the combat went on a while, till at last Balarkma

actuated by a feeling of partiality for his pupU (Duryodhana),

dandestinely made a sign, which that eminent Kaurava picked

up (arted upon) and had revenge upon the slayer of Duhshasana

ti'.e. killed Bhima).
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sfrftRT— Slrfl*f.tu?r ^
?rfnr^—0 one that sacrificed his life for the sake of revenge

for insults received by me 1

Of— «rrfTt>T (
^tTSiSjWW )

0 fetcher of the rare lotus-flower I' For the allusion here as
•

well as the storiesrof the differet enemies killed by Bhfma

etc } read the Mah^bh&iata.

9r5^»R—0 one given to fondling me with bladishments;

one accustomed to flatter me.

hail-shower for (throwing a blight

over) the lotus plant in the shape of the Kaurava familyl

’ to take comfort ;
caus., to admin-

ister comfort, to console.

—Have recourse to consolation,

r —A part of the account yet to be narrated.

* The fate incidental to (the life of) a wa-

rier, f.e.,death on the battlefield.

The tear which had clean slipped

out of the eye (f.^. beyond the possiblity of being recalled or

suppressed).

i -jr9isT«f bs^TT ^1^ )Smeared

with a quantity of fresh blood.

). Desiderative noun denoting agent from

HT with 'Who w^ed to make peace.' adverb

modifying * enpwR: '

^Rdl—^rli^rar: ItcTT:, ^
). Whose grave voice was

blended with the whiz of the mace that he flourished.

' does not strictly qualify ' W3W:

,

in sense; for Arjuna was not the third younger brother of Yu-

dhisthira. therefore, simply m^ans ' the third of the Pan-

davas.'

Unskilled. For this meaning of compare
i f% 5r St. 25. of Act II.

is fialar^a.
*

OTRif^: Was seated

in* his own chariot and taken oS to Dv^rakiu

P. 88. JrfdMWI —‘You found the way
by which to follow Bhlma at the very instant by putting away
the Gandiva bow.' The idea is that Arjuna being unskilled in
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fighting with the macc was sure to share the fate of Bhima when

he cast off his bow and proceeded to fight with the mace*

To look on with indifference ; to neglect.

My great

friend in the perils and hardship? of our forest life.

O one

dreading the idea of my life being cut short 1

m tl?

?T^rzr ^r5T(?nr. O vessel for crossing the ocean in the shape of

the danger of the a lacbouse I

g—TT Jt O wrestler that vanquished

etc.

St. 17, sr?5r ff

^

?f?n i JT^r »i?r «?i; wurt i% Jmr «q-.

ffi 5T<i: qt ^rq.*^ ( ?q3Ti ) i w ^
K ( ) I

Oje addicted to.

the vice of gambling. is derived as 5^ wi?Ti??^ra^ 3^
(sflsif

)
J5^ ?r{^, 'that which is beset all round with nothing

but evil
;’

' that which is pregnant with mischief ;’ gambling is

so called because it is disastrous in its consequences to him who
practises it.

. )—Sinking to a low, humiliating position.

*r 1511: fwi «Tf ?rvr-

).

?!I^ = Qsr which latter would be more idio-

matic.

Translation :—Dear child, out of mere devotion to me who
am, indeed, so shameless and such a notorious gambler, you sto-

oped very low and submitted to a state of acutal slavery though

you were as strong as a thousand wild elephants put together.

What greater wrong than this have I done to you to-day, on

account of which you are passing away so suddenly, leaving

me thoroughly helpless and friendless ? What has become pf

that your former love for me ?

The variants are (used as an adverb modifying
'

') and • n?': ' for W ^ The idea

that we get from the stanza read thus is the same as that

given by our text, the idea of the clause •SP/Ji: ^ being
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'contained in the adverb '
’ of the variant ; only the

unkindness of a younger brother towards an elder cannot ap-

propriately, be spoken of as and this variant is,

diefefore, inferior from that point of view,

St. i8. m

«nr «5»r: \

Or...fT—WW cTT^^;^. The slayer of.

Baka etc.

JFT^FVl
(
= 5tf^:

5«r: 5TW »r^:
( qfnr; )

who was, as

it were, a thunderbolt for breaking up the strong joint (of

the chest) of, the haughty mountain-like Magadha King (Jark-

sandha). v. L ‘ ' for ^ JmwRfJJrjjar/ As the com-

mentator points out, the metaphor of a mountain
( )

fits

in better with the metaphor of thunderbolt ( )
than

the metaphor of an elephant
( ). But even in our reading

* Jinw ' is rather obscure in the sense of ' gCT ^
Translciion :—He, the killer of Kichaka, the slayer of Baka,

Hidamba and Kirmira, a thunder-stroke as it were, for

^tting up the well-built chest (lit* joint) of the haughty moun-
tain-like Maghada prince (Jarasandha), he I, mean, who was

endowed with a pair of marvellously stalwart arms that looked

so handsome with the mace and the club, who was your beloved

husband, my younger brother and Arjuna's elder brother, has,

indeed, vanished out of existence.

—Infinitive of %
demon, from To grow slack or loose with regard to.

means 'decorous conduct sense of decorum' ;

' regard for polite maimers \

P. 89. fi: —^What sudden reversal of

nature was observed by people, during all this while, in you who
have proved to be so short-lived.' Here there is a reference to teh

belief that when a person nears his end, his nature undergoes a

sudden change, which, therefore, serves as a fore-waming of

his approaching end. Andent writers on medicine deal with

this point. *. . .

St. 19. ^ am
^ ^ ( 5j?5?r

)
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^rTlf^TTT'

^ ?T«n^ ( ^f^r^). ^Vhe^e all kings were

made tributaj^,

adjectival Taddhjta derivative formed with the

suffix ^X^ from the root with fk: comp. etc.

Translation

:

—Child, that you blushed, (instep of holding

up your head with pride), after making over to me the whole

territory witli all Rulers therein rendered tributary—that

though you were betted as a stake by me at the gambling, you

did not resent it but were still well pleased with me—that in the

royal household of the Matsya King (Virita) you deigned to re-

main as a cook in order to make my existence possible—these

facts which were, indeed, observed unexpectedly were ominous

signs of your being about to perish (signs of your being on the

eve of your death).

—^Dharma implies in addressing thxis

that Balarkma as the brother of Krishna, who had so entirely »

identified himself with the cause of the Pandavas, and as the

brother Subhadrk who of was the wife of one of them (Arjuna),

ought to have had nothing to do in bringing about the catas

trophe ;which is, after all, no reality but only a thing believed

on the false testimony of Charvkka. This very idea is express-

ly set forth in the next stanza.

St. 20. JT I («nr%) ^

ftrwnn: g?*r: i »nr qpirr: ^ ^
«n% I

Translaiion :—You did not consider the love which a kins-

man owes to a kinsman ; nor did you consider what the duty of

Kshatriyas required (namely that a Kshatriya ought to stand

strictly neutral while witnessng the fight between two comba-

tants) : you again not mind the uncommon friendship that has

grown up between your younger brother (Krishna) and Arjuna.

I admit that your love for both your pupik, vir., (Bhima ^d
Dioyodh^a) may be equal ; but what au unnatural attitude is

this, you arc so unpropitious to nic, an Unlucky fellow !
•

ft? m 3Tflre^R#r- Why do you steal a march

upon me by falling into a swoon? ' Why do you deceive me

ate.? But this deception Yudhisthto may mean either

that Draupadi unfairly leaves him alone to bear the whole grief
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escaping from it herself by passing into a state of unconsciou^

ness or he may mean that she unfairly has more of the gnef to

herself and leaves him less of it so that her share proves li^ge

enough to cause a swoon whUe his is too small and leaves him

still conscious.

p. 90.
Chaplets of

fuUbloum flowers, Young maid-servants.

Not long gone
;
gone but recently,

f^—' A funeral pile,' past pass, of 1^ to heap or pile.

argsi^iTri^-Conforming to or following.

By providing a funeral pile for her.

Here the word ‘ ' which properly means ' sharing some

vvith another,' is loosely used in the sense of
‘

'giving' or providing.
’

<imi^«4H*T—A pitiable or poor woman.

St. 21. *^7 *1^ «ti5^

5iTfTm®r ^ ^ ‘

Loc. sing.of ‘ battle ’ or ' fight,' being a root-

noun from with it is also derived by some from tf^^

subdue; but the first derivation is satisfactory because

is found actually used as a verb in the sense of fighting ; com-

pare the sentence in the Taitliriya Brahmana, ‘^T^TT'.

«rre«i;’, where H^RTT: means ' engaged in fight,' ‘at war ’.

—connects the idea in the stanza with the idea in ‘ «r5J-

Translation

:

—For it is better for me to do that which

Arjuna did to-day in battle out of love for his brother, Bhima*

when he flung away the bow and snatched up his very mace

with its sides gory through being smeared with the bleed of h

body. Away with wtory 1

• Yudhisthira means that Arjuna placed himself at a dis-«

ad\*antage and thus invited by throwing away the tow and

taking up the mace, and must have, by this time, fallen. He
had better follow his e.xaraplc, saj's he.

)• Recoining or taming

away from the idea of vanquishing enemy. ,
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The Kanchukin's remark refers only to the monstrous na-

ture of his advice, but the Rakshasa's guilty conscience leads

him to fear that he is perhaps known in his real character.

adverb. Kindly. Like an ordinary man.

St. 22. m vrtqr4^

t[r^ 5^ ^Rrt:

ffqrg^. Who displayed their remarkable valour at the city of

Kubera and of India respectively,' For the allusions, read

the Vanaparvam. vJ. and ' f%q;’ for ' ‘ f^^^sCT^^nRT-
' for the second line.

Translation :—Can I bear to see Bhima and Arjuna strug-

gling on the ground at their death—I mean the two brothers who
were endowed with boltlike stalwart arms and who had display-

ed their best valour at the capital of Kubera and the capital of

Indra respectively ? ,

sTTHf ^^ fr«rp^^. o lady

reduced to a deplorable condition through my bad morals 1 The

speaker refers to his vice of gambling amd its consequences.

ntn qr^; ?n£iT—otc. mi— or

qWRt— Compare qqr rnf n«n ?T%qrRr at page

53 and the the note on it, P. 95. The only difference is that in

the one it is the ground of a conclusion that is stated, in the

other it is the ground of the action proposed to be taken.

P. 91. qqq f = To obey, to do another's bidding, qqq

^ = To listen to another's words ; to obey. Compare Marathi

' ^ or ^

Inis (act) IS me
cter of a sage—^is unworthy of a sage.

• •

—caas. of with used, however, in the •

.6 sense as the primitive. —unobserved. • -

. SRy^f^-Elated with the pride of superiorstrength. ftRir:-

Fearful jarring.

enrorf^ —an interrogative sentence meaning
* Are you bent upon hearing some more unhappy news and is

it on that account that j’ou delay ?'

—Send back ; caus. of Rffrll.
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- p. 92..St. 23. ^ n^T «rg^f^r (^ ). gft:w fJrurftffT arf^^ wfevr: ^ efre^rrfff i

Vi I N . . ...

—Carried away or removed in safety. The form

is past pass, part of the caus. of the use of which in

this sense seems to be rare. But fswftrm, the variant for fJprr-

is a still more improper word to use in the sense re-

quired here. Again our reading is certainly better than also

Translation :—0 mother, I communicate to you very evil or

cruel tidings—indeed who else can (have the heart to) commu-
nicate such ?—about your son, so dear to you and so powerful

\rtio formerly when the house of lac was on fire, bore you to-

gether with your sons out of it (in safety
)
by strength of his

muscular arms.

M I'f :-'The Brihaspati of the PSndava family,*

Brihaspati oeing the preceptor of gods, proverbial for wisdom.

Of the Pandavas, Sahadeva was the most noted for wisdom,

as BHima was for bodily strength.

ifli:, adj. to WOT: (the son of M^dri, Sahadeva). 'The submarine
fire for the lake, viz,, the whole Kuru family/ '

* for

‘ W^|S|55: ’ would be inappropriate, says tie comnientator

;

for ifnri'RJ means 'a forest conflagration’ and that idea cannot be
connected with a lake. But it may be pointed out here that

«6iTtH«T also means 'an assemblage of lotuses ’ and in that
•sense the idea of ^[^3 may well be connected with it, and
this metaphor would be more apt too.

Never disobedient or ill-disposed.

^l5tW»t?q#i^'Fit to be blessed (by me),’ being much
younger. This word is employed in order to emphasise that
mversion of the natural etiquette which is implied in
' JiniSr.' Ordinarily Yudhisthira ought to bless Saliadeva and
not to request his favour. The inversion would correspond,
for instance to a form of letter-writing in Marathi where an
elder, writing to a younger, opens his letter with '

’ instead of with ' ’

. ^ ^?^^^)^Whose head is
never turned, alike in adversity and in prosperity ; retaininj?

self-possession alike etc. ^

V.*.
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—Having embraced fast (of course, in ima-

gination). So too wrrerR.

St. 24. ^ wr:, m:, ^c*flE^«rr

^0:, J5: I «r!T: ftRI% 33^ 0T9ft fWT I qf^T

f0^?rt ^•. I Prg: qq i

6T^; s arpfrqr^. With the reading '?#’ for ‘qw:
would be the predicate by itself and would mean

fiTT ^nr ?l«rr^?nrr. Characterised by na-

tural humanity. standing for H?®rpnTT—would mean
' acquired and natural ' and in this case would mean |rT%?.

Transltaion :—^You are much junior in years, my equal in

learning, my superior in moral sense distinguished by an innate

tendency to universal sympathy, my senior in wisdom ; hence,

placing folded hands on the forehead, I request this of you, that

you should weaken your love for me and live to offer the funeral

water to our father,

Yudhisthira fears lest Sahadeva might follow him in death

out of deep love for him.

—'Nakula too owes

obedience to my bidding.' WJrfH is to be construed with

the Pot. Pass. Part. used impersonally

;

= it being optional to use the genitive or the

instrumental of the noun or pronoun denoting agent with a Pot.

Pass. Part, in Sanskrit. Thus Yudhisthira's message from this

sentence onward is to be taken as addressed to Nakula.

This point becomes more clear when we adopt the reading that

gives '
• 5«icn 5TJ55; ^ after

‘ ^ though this read-

ing is found only in one copy, the Andhra-copy. If, however,

we adopt the reading
'

will have to be construed with and will have to be

supplied, and the meaning will be
: ,

'You will also act under

the guidance ofNakula by my bidding (t.tf. because I bid you),V

In this case the whole of the message from beginning to end has

to be taken as addressed to Sahadeva and the advice * not to

commit suicide will be repeated twice to the same brother in-

stead of to each of the two brothers in turn, as appears more na-

tnraL Again erRf in is without propriety in the second
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St. 25. s?pn ^ )

si^r^ ^Tw^it mRt 5
^it/rr f?TTORRr ?tt3^ ( w»rr ) Ttjnrfr5TH 1

Sr?N (jr?r*n)—By (exercising) your

thinlong faculty enlightened as it is by culture ; by (bringing to

bear upon the question) your wisdom so refined by culture.

—
‘ Now that Pandu must be repining ' at the

thought that the chance of the continuation of his line diminish

ed by the death of so many of his sons.

- Tran$laiion:^Yo\x, together witli your younger brother(Salia-

deva) should forget us {i.e drown all thought of us and get ove-

the grief at our death) by reflecting with a head rendered so clear

by culture and, in order to offer libations to our repining fatherr

Pandu, in drops of water mixed with tears, you should preserve#

your life or continue to live (instead of putting an end to it,)

staying even at the house of our coparceners or in household of

the Yadavas (Krishna and Balarima) or in the woods (if possi-

ble.)

line. This reading would fit in better with the view that the

whole message, including the second stanza, is addressed to

Sahadeva. But that view is very probably not correct and the

latter part of the message seems to be addressed to Nakula, a

view with which our reading containing the word fits in

well.

formed with the sufiflx % added to the

abstract noun from

) gtH am ^ Before

ft is too late ; without loss of time or delay.

am Note the idi-

omatic construction, for which there is a parallel construction

in Marathi, ' 3TTtr ^RTtr «fr»r ?nmr or

HI&. ' In English it would be differently expressed. Lit.

' It is to-day the fourth month completed, i.e. it is now four mo-
nths, since UttarSs conception but more idiomatically, 'Ut-

tar! has been pregnant for four months now

—The child that must prove the'' con-

tinuator, or the mainstay of the line.

e
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P. 93^ St. 26.

giry^^^ ) 9t4 yr^nn er^ff «r:

^ ( ?rfr )-?!hr:, a close formation. JTf^?TT5t— «TRrr:^ Wnj^. 'fpT: cm^.
5F^—S^fW: JTlpT: ^^5^ W^dfpT: ^TFT 5T«rr^#

Translation :—Now when the big tree that covered a large

area of earth with sliadc by the compact formation of its bran-

ches, that beautified the quarters (with its far-stretching bran-

ches), that had a trunk proportionately bulky and was surround*

ed by a wide network of strong roots well worthy of itself—^now

when such a tree has been burnt down by a foul stroke of fate'

this woman (Droupadi) in search of a shade is fixing a strange

or silly hope upon this delicate sprout of it (vt>., the foetus in

Uttara's womb).

3T^Eql5rf^RR7-^Vhat is resolved upon.

St. 27. ^ ^rg: nrvrt/^:

«ri^9or gfe;rr

( ) I

?rfe7?T:, ?rmt

In tearing up the lotus-plants,namely, all the sons,

of Dhraitrashtra. wife's brother. wild with delirium.

wild with intoxication.

Translation

:

—Balarkma, your brother's son, Krishna's

elder brother, Arjuna's wife's brother, the instructor (in the ust

of the mace) of Bhima himself who proved as good as a wild

elephant in destroying the lotus-plant in the shape of the sons

of Dhritarastra, has burned down, whether with the wildness of

delirium or that of intoxication, the whole pleasant grove, vis,,

your sons, by resorting to which the whole world (hitherto)

found itself, indeed, in a cool and comfortable situation.

Balarkma is described here in such terms as serve to sec

forth th6 different tics of love by which he was bouhd to the

Pandavas and a regard for which ought to have made him

shudder at the very idea of causing the extinction of the Pandava^

family. The irony of the supposed situation is effectually

brought out by this device.
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means the same thing as >THl, ' one's fortune/

' lot/

*

destiny ' or 'stars/ being merely an ornamental su-

ffix, comp, and and

—In our name,

St. 28. *?;r irwH 1%^ i ^

Sf^: Vimr I «1 ?T: SFW: ^ I *r<^ ^ SlPn% rRT: ^
I 5^ *r rr: 1

Translation ;—Bal^alima is, doubtless, the cause of my
child's (i.e. Bhlma's) death, (But at the same time) he is the

brother of your natural friend, Krishna' So you should fostef

no feeling of resentment (against him). If you survive (th®

combat), you should betake yourself to a forest but no more

continue in the cruel career or avocation of a warrior.

^ ( 5^?: ). Beckoning, with its erect

flames as with hands, persons in affliction like us toapproach.

arirlTR Let me make fuel of myself
(
for

this fire), i.e., let me throw myself into it. last.

P. 94. etc,—Here are points of description

which serve to set forth the cruel irony of fate in the fact

that the fire-god is claiming^as his victims the very persons at

^ose hands he has received so much pious service, directly or

Indirectly, and to whom he has come to be so tenderly related.

—Of venerable or sacred memory; lit. whose

name is well uttered or uttered with spiritual benefit

accruing to the utterer. ^ SRT: 5^:.

St 29. ?if{i w?nnj/^

Translation :—Do you drink, 0 father, together with

mother (Madri) this water offered by me and never again to be
expected from us from this day forward.

’ for
‘ ’ and for

‘ ’

In this variant ' ' is repeated twice, awkwardly enough.
must be taken as referring to Madri, Kunti being

still alive.

St. 30. tJfTir^ 5fa3T?ft55i^^RT?r fT^

I PrnRralsi^ (?#) thik ^ 3
I eT4

( eri ) W3fr ^ qij 8<%r 1

Translation .-—Here I pour out this libation of water for

Bhlma of eyes dark as a blue lotus, 01 Let it stand as joint
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property to be shared between you and me \ have patience for a
while though you may be very thirsty I here I am coming
quickly to drink of it in your company

ITT^ (vfhn^)
—

‘ Who has passed into

that state of spiritual existence which is assured to all blessed

warriors this blessedness of a warrior consists in his being

slain on the battle-field.

—(i) Lit» unskilled, hence unable; or (2) too unlucky.

St.^31. qt^rq; 1 itj-

trif w Piqiqr^^t ^ 1^1% 1

Translation :—I sucked mother's breasst and after me did

you. Out of love for me you used to subsist on such liquid nutri-

ments as were left after I had partaken of them (or you used to

feed on my leavings of liquid nutriments) at sacrificial sessions

too, this very order was observed in the matter of drinking the

Soma juice. How is it then that now you set about drinking

the funeral libation before me ? „

is used in the sense of habitual past.

P. 95 - St. 32. «Tf«r sm
^ i .

Translation :—O Draupadi, offer the water to him who, now
suddenly departing heavenward, has turned mother into Gkn
dhkri's companion in mourning. . .

St. 33. ^ fimr

%5n: ' Having her hair still

loose ' with her hair not yet braided.’ is one of those

words which, at the end of a Bahuvrihi compound form their

feminine in f . The construction of this sentence is not in strict

conformity with the common idiom in regard to the Locative

Absolute in Sanskrit. In accordance with this idiom, the sub.

ject of the Locative Absolute phrase must not re-apj^ in the

principal sentence in any case except the genitive denoting

In the present case '^ ' which is the subject of the Locative

“absolute re-appears in the principal sentence in the Dative {^)

which is, therefore, faulty. Even if we take as genitive, it

is a genitive not denoting l^ut used mstead of the Dative
«••• « * *
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as it is to be construed with The more idiomatic fotm for

the sentence to take would be :

TrafislaUon

:

—You, of long arms, having died before making

good your declaration (to the effect that you would braid her

hair \vith hands smeared with Duryodhana's blood), our beloved

has offered you the libation of water with her hair still un-

braided I

The point is that Bhlma having failed in his attempt some

one of the survivors at least ought to have carried out the,

revenge and enabled Draupadi to offer her libation with hSr

hair duly braided in the manner Bhima would have. But the

pity is that nothing of the sort has taken place.

• -This wretch of a Kaurava.

or preferably the former,

q qw With his garment and body gory by being

bespattered with blood.

^gf^^...q ftr:— qr f^r ^tqorr q m qnrf

qFT qqr^:. Holding uplifted ( in readiness to strike ) a bloody

and fearful mace.

Looking like the god of death

himself armed with his, all-destroying club, q*^^fOWfOI:-Read

note on ^ \ P. 126.

P. 96. ft 4TT?T:—'0 destiny, thy nature is as-

certained * meaning that the issue of the combat is decided

and Arjuna has fallen. It is really Bhima that has come off

victorious and wants now to meet Yudhisthira and Draupadi.

but these parties have been deceived by Chirvkka and they

mistake Bhima for Duryodhana, especially because Bhima is

disfigured by his bloody ointment beyond all possibility of being

recognised at first sight.

q: qq WHIf; ( qqr ^
^ TT^ 5!^ ( 5:^: 551^ ) ?WT^. 'O one,

who cherished the accureed or ill -fated desire to be chosen
by me at my choice-marriage !' Or the compound may be in-

terpreted thus : rw
^ 0 one. fondlf^ bv mi» Awn a
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ing chosen for a husband at my choice-marriage/ These two

interpretations correspond to the two possible meanings of
' ' considered at P. 92. or

is not intelligible.

etc. The fight between Arjuna and the god

Shiva which forms the theme of the Kiralarjuniya, was a source

of great fame to Arjuna.

etc. Nivatakavachas were a race of demons who

were exterminated by Ariuna at the request of India.

etc. Of the two sages par excellence, Nara and

Niriyana, of the BadatiAshrama, Arjuna was an incarnation of

the former and Krishna, of the latter. The compound gf^T-

must be treated as Loc. Tat, not Gen. Tat

who rescued Duryodhana from the hands of the Candharvas.

Pf^fRiiT, which means ' banished ' or ' exiled', is here used in

the sense of 'rescued', which is rather curious.
I

St. 34. erfSr ?TRf sTHrar ^ mi «Tg-

nef: «T% I

used as an adverb modifying and m^,
as an adverb modif3dng erg^nir.

is derived from

(i.e, B) denoting longing or yearning.

Translation :—O dear, how is it that you have proceeded

on the last long journey respectfully saluting our tenderly

loving mother, without embracing me fast and without being

addressed by me, without, again, visiting this beloved of yours

(who became) your wife by her own free choice ?

At his sweet will or pleasure ; unhesitatingly ; un-* ,

scrupulously, tj# i.e. yqrlq t .

«

erm: 3JT *mr:,

^ etc., ^ ^ ( 3WT: ). 'Men who
have about them, for the most part, Yakshas, Raksftasas, etc.,

drunk with blood.’ Read note on. P. 127.

—A rough description.

21
4

^ 9
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St. 35- ^ gw: «T<7frTWT

m g^T: SR 51^ (
I

P. 97 - ?fti^: ^wr:

^i^r.
Translation

:

—Tell me at which place is to be found that

Draupadi whose garment was pulled in the presense of Duryo-

dhana as the latter audibly struck his tliigh with the hand in

wanton sport, and whose braided hair got dishevelled by being

dragged by Duhshasana’s hands.

Together with the quiver.

or— —(Your pride of

personal bravery) fed fat by, or arising from, your skill in

the macefight
;
your pride resting u^n your skill etc.

St. 36 . t Bi4 ^ fTv^r^TfeWTRifvrsT

«W^ ( )
^5r%r: 5#i5 ^ 5i^isr^ i str^; era

sTTii 3^: =13 (

)

gpl^: Jf: 5T ^
(fifpcrd^. He who fought with the furious god, Shankara, dis-

guised as a hunter, (».^. Arjuna).

rra«sifl/ion ;—I cannot live, as you do, hard-hearted as you

are. in the absence of that dear brother, the killer of Jarasandha

and of that darling, the opponent in fight of the infuriated god,

Shiva, in the disguise of a hunter. But, indeed, I can takd

away your life with showers of arrows.

V. 1. ‘ ^ ’ for 'srj gsnra^^.’Yudhisthira surely

does not mean that he cannot take away Duryodhana’s life,

and, yet, this alone can be the meaning of the last line with

the reading ‘sf ^ etc/ Our reading, therefore, is better.

St. 37- n?: sgp: I srert

«T%T I ^ ?rJR%t%iW^-
9?^ 5nlr^ I

( g^r%: ) I

.
fts 5RS 9T(??r(^n% «?|p%

crawrr: is better than Brrgr/^.

ftwTraf...nipi:—

^

»»Tfir'-

^ FWr^:. Who has completely crossed the deep
ocean, namely, the solemn and heavy undertaking.
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$r^: (ar^^rer:). Surviving those that perished in the flames of

the great fire of war.

i^: g^rr^: 3TT^ is an impersonal con-

struction equivalent in sense to er^^ftefr: 5?r^: ^ •Tl^.

Translaiion :—I am neither a goblin nor a ghost ; but I am
only a furious Kshtriaya whose limbs are now thoroughly gratified

by the pleasant water consisting of the blood of the enemy

(Duryodhana) and who has completely crossed the deep ocean#

namely, the perilous undertaking. O warlike princes, survivors

of those that perished in the flames of the fire of war, away

with this terror of yours (which appears) in this, that you are

l5ring hidden behind horses and elephants slain 1

The close proximity of the blazing funeral

pile

'

the sp>ot next to the funeral fire*. ^ a

regular noun and object to ' adverbial

a ocusative, which it most commonly is. —To honour

or do justice to, of course, by having recourse to.

' P. 98. caus., ‘to throw into' or 'force into,, from

arr^nffT which is a transitive root impJ5nng motion.

^V^fcT—Vide note, p. 94.

?T«n^cn: ( Jl^r: ).
(Hair) that obstructs your view,.

The way in which the words and are used

here and ' ' below ought to decide the question as to

which of the interpretations put upon the title ' *

is preferable. Vide P, 5.

St. 38. ^ im:,

Jr 5«rwTFr li ap^ri: amrr^ sr

), )
an

Avyayibhava compound, vs! IM<iyi—
I*

a?q<fm, ^ ?[in-

' w 5^Nr: ). ^ ^raig^ ( ) tsr.

Translction :—O villain, you, who have, from day to'day^

wronged us ever since childhood, being elatM with the pride of

strength, and who have, indeed, 'slain the two princes (Bhima*

and Arjuna), shall, however, not stir an inch alive now, having

got into the space within this cage of my arms {i,e. into my
grasp).
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^«n You arc to be congratulated.

^ Whose identity is not

easily to be recognised ;
who cannot be easily known or recog-

nised.

)
an impersonal construction employed

idiomatically for the active

P. 99
deceptive words. Vide note P. 37.

St. 39. ( ?rFr ) tiflt 1 ft »r^

Wi: arftrti 553^5 ( ff^ ) ^Twr i f|r^

j^ci: JTtl^ <T?i; »ig^ $1^ I

aJ' accusative used adverbially to modif]

).

?fwr rPTPi^

prTq^r means or a curious use of the word, no

doubt. But ' f!W0(jr(
’ the variant for f^ri^nfrr, is no happier

word ; and besides, which is passive in force while

Pr^oqy is not, is a more proper member of the series
'

* * etc. Bhima is enumerating his * own achievements

rather than merely items of triumph.

TranskUion

:

—Duryodhana's body has been laid prostrate

on the ground, and here his blood has been laid all over my
limbs after the fashion of a sandal pigment ; his Regal Splendour

together with the Earth bounded by the four oceans has been

transferred to you, worthy brother ! His servants, his friends,

the whole Knru family—these have been burned down in the

fire of war. 0 King, the name alone that you are uttering is

what now remains of that son of Dhristarashtra.

—Slowly loosening his grip.

St. 40. Wl: Pt^r^r ffPffi; «rTf<TTii. i ff fRifr: itflsw

^ ) *T»T ^TRTI ?r*rf^ l (to be read as a

question).

I (again, to be read as a question).

wtrrr: ( = srqr?
:

)
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OFiT im:.
A crocodile playfully enjoying the sport of striking against the

embankment of a lake.

Translaiion :—Let alone the topic of the enemy’s death; tell

me this first a hundred times-whethcr you are really that bro-

ther of mine who was the mortal enemy of Baka-whethcr you are

really he who was, in one of his battles, a crocodile, as it were^

fondly indulging in the favourite sport of butting against the

embankment of the lake in the shape of Jarisandha’s chest,

where the water consisted of the fast-gushing blood.

in cU dM is p. p. from Zfg, to sprinkle,

P. 100 etc.—Note the idiomatic use of the

phrase f^CTT wth the instrumental of that which forms the

ground for congratulation.

St. 4 i.spp^ il? ^ 5:^^ uirt

m ^41 : ( ^ \ *???-

) \

qlavq: ). «| in or on

every part of the body, just as, f^means ' every day ' or

^ ^ means ‘ in every house.' But when a noun is re-

peated twice in this way, it is gencrall3' singular and so the

reading ' ' is not good.

Translation :—Dear wife, touch this thick blood in my
hands, the remnant of what I have drunk, belonging to that

brute of a man, the notorious Duhshana that dragged you before

the assembly of kings. And this blood, so pleasant (to the

touch), of the Kuru King whose thighs have just been mangled

by my mace—this blood, being smeared over every part of my
body is calculated to cool down your burning anguish from the

indignities j'ou suffered.

cfq may be construed either with in or with

itself, but the latter way of construing is better as

being free from the fault of and also as yielding a

charming poetic conceit of the sort which constitutes the figure

of speech called It is a matter of daily observation

that an effect is produced in the place where the cause operates

;

when, therefore, the fancy of a poet represents the existence of
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a cause and its effect in two different places, apart from each

other, there is there. Thus in the present instance

Bhima is made to say that the cooling salve,namely, the enemy's

blood laid over his limbs, is calculated to relieve the burning

sensation that oppressed DraupadL.

'The

dark destructive night for the whole Kaurava family.

Just as the night of universal destruction brings death to all, so

Draupadi's braid brought destruction to the whole Kaurava

family.

St. 42. «-

ftwinn: I

—oirernn In every direction.

—The harems ol kings, i.<. the ladies

there of. —5^; %?n: ^trf rWT^I^ ( ). 'Had

* their braids untied,’ of course, by being widowed.

becomes at the end of a Ta-

tpurusha compound.

Translaiion :—Here is tied up Draupadi's hair, through the

loosening of which the sons of Pandu, all of matchless personal

valour, became wild with rage and, killing large numbers of

longs, forced the ladies of their harems to unite their braids

—

which was, in fact, the companion of (as destructive ^)''the

frowning god of death himself and was a portentous comet for
'

the whole Kaurava family. Let, therefore, the killing of people
cease ; and may it fare well with royal families ! Of course, such
as had survived).

Hailed with joy.

Wandering through the heavens.

P. loi —How can he come
in for anj'thing else than victory, for whom the ancient Person,
the divine Nkrliyana himself invokes blessings ?

St. 43. ^ 5fwR swrt
oTsr «T?Tt »fi%# RT mf^ 5:^ it i ft •

gJT^r I

?!d: If: 5?:
« qw (rR[). ‘Whose material form sprang - out of
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the great commotion of and other principles.' Here there

is, doubtless, a distinct reference to the Sinkhya theory as to

the origin of tlic universe. According to that theory there is

an eternal non-intelligent subtle principle called which

is nothing but the equipoised state of the three qualities of

and This balanced condition gets spontane-

ously disturbed by the necessity of individual souls having to

reap the fruits of their former actions and simsr evolves into a
succession of grosser and grosser forms—first into which
is still a subtle principle, next into then into, the five,

(the subtle essences of the five cosmic elements

^5, and and the clven {viz. the five

the five and tlie or the internal

organ)
; the five in their turn develop into the five

or gross elements. These constitute in all twenty-four

principles and the intelligent entity coctemal with ST^R,

is the twenty-fifth. We should, therefore, expect the or

mighty movement to start with SPTR rather than witli

which is, however, the first in the series of products resulting

from the great disturbance. would be a more intel-

ligible phrase than which latter, therefore, must
be taken to mean ' the great process of evolution into etc.'

being equivalent to •

.

f.

The theological view set forth in this stanza is by no means

that of the Sinkhyas, but it is that electic view, combining and

r^onciling the tenets of the different systems of philosophy,

which reconciling the tenets of the different systems of philo-

^phy, which seems to have prevailed by the time when the

several the older ones especially, had already grown old

enough to be invested with sanctity and credited with divine
origin.

Characterised by the three qualities of

and

hold that the supreme spirit in conjunction with or 3r-

constitutes the God with attributes capable of crea-

ting, sustaining and destro3dng the ‘ universe is certainly no

Sinkliya doctrine which believes in the eternal soul
( )

never coming in to activity and believes in no God apart from

this
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Translation God, in this world there is no possibility of

a creature continuing wretched after he has but meditated upon

You ; how much less, when he actually sees You ! You Whose

embodied existence originated with the great evolution, once

started, of the into etc.; who, when thus invested with

the qualities of (Godness), (Passion). cHTtl (Darkness),

became the cause of the creation destruction and sustentation

of the universe; and who are unborn, undying and inconceivable,

The commentator dissolves and interprets the compound,

etc., in a different way though the ultimate notion is the

same. His explanation is ffet ^ ^
(snTRrjr) ^ whose embodi-

ment arose from (t.tf. by contact with ),
the dis-

turbance of which produced the vast universe in the order of

etc. The mode of dissolution does not appear to me natural,

have made everything ready for the auspicious ceremony

of coronation.

(
= ^r:)

CarrJ'ing pichers of holy w^ater on their shoulders.

Hold-

ing in readiness the materials of the coronation rite,

Wronged or deceived.

ynTST^T is ‘a Rakshasa\ the derivation being ironical

;

—Created a very grievous misappre-

hension.

etc. ‘I find myself contended, having as I do a heart which
I but share with the common run of men. I have no extra-

ordinary heart or ambition, and so cannot form any higher^

wish.

»nW?JTT: |5R5Rm: I g^l^I
m I snr: srw srerarci

Til

bomiliation. —Bad mtorals or gambling
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Translation

:

—^The whole family of the enemy has been

already slain by us with will fury
: while ourselves, all fivi of us,

arc unscathed. The ocean of Pknchali's humiliation brought on
by my vice (of gambling) has been crossed (the humiliatation

has been avenged). You, the Divine Person, speak with me
with kind regard, so very blessed am I. What other blessing

beyond this can I ask of you, now that you are pleased ?

or sometimes The closing stanza

whicli must be benedictory, is called the or lines sacred

to the supposed founder of the dramatic art,

St. 45 . 3T5T: 1

(
cari% ) ^ I

3T^TOFn( d«rr )
and (w

5T ) are used as adverbs modifying

accusative denoting duration ;
compounded with

3^ in the Genitive Taipurusha becomes «TryT; WT3:

— meaning ' the maximum term of a man's life, which

is supposed to be a hundred years.’ 3^3 —Appre-

ciator of merits ; discriminator between merits and merits.

—^smrr^ ^ W. (i) 'Who adorns the

whole country i.e. is an ornament or ; (
2
)
*Who has thoroughly

conciliated or won over the whole circle of tributary Princes.'

Either meaning is applicable here. Vide note on * *

P- 7>

Translation :—May people live the full term of life assigned

to man {i.e. a hundred years), exempt from wretchedness and
unexhausted by illness! O Divine Being, may there prevail

(among men) whole-hearted devotion towards You, the Highest

Person I May the king be loving to his subjects, the friend of

the learned, the appreciating patron of merits, one ever enga-

. ged i n meritorious deeds and an ornament to the whole country.

V, /.
^

' for
'

’ and 'Hff ^
' for the second line. ^

(
3t;T: )

—
' Endowed with a mind throughly free from all churli-

shness.' The second variant makes no difference in meaning.

ft
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